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Abstract

In this thesis we investigate nonlinear quantum effects and squeezing in cavity optomechanical
systems, where light interacts with mechanical motion.

In the first part of this thesis we analyze how to generate squeezed mechanical states and
squeezed output light with state-of-the-art optomechanical setups via dissipation. We predict that
arbitrary large steady-state bosonic squeezing can be generated. Furthermore, we show that our
dissipative output light squeezing scheme can be used directly to enhance the intrinsic measure-
ment sensitivity of an optomechanical cavity.

In the second part, we explore the so-called “single-photon strong coupling regime” of optome-
chanics. In this regime, the nonlinear quantum nature of the optomechanical interaction becomes
important. We work out the first signatures of this nonlinear quantum interaction. We also propose
how to observe these signatures with near-future optomechanical experiments. In the following,
we analyze how an even stronger quantum interaction between photons and phonons modifies
the statistics of photons which are transmitted through an optomechanical system.

In the last part of this thesis, we discuss how to verify energy quantization of a mechanical de-
gree of freedom. We propose to make use of an optomechanical setup where the position squared
of a mechanical degree of freedom is coupled to the light field. We predict that energy quantization
could be observable e.g. with nanometer-sized dielectric spheres.
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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden nichtlineare Quanteneffekte und gequetschte Zustände in der kavitätsba-
sierten Optomechanik studiert. In diesem Feld wird die Wechselwirkung zwischen Licht und me-
chanischer Bewegung analysiert.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird untersucht, wie gequetschte mechanische Zustände und ge-
quetschtes Licht mit heute verfügbaren optomechanischen Experimenten generiert werden kön-
nen. Dabei nutzt die vorgeschlagene Methode Dissipation explizit aus. Es wird vorhergesagt, dass
beliebig stark gequetschte, stationäre mechanische Zustände erzeugt werden können. Des Weite-
ren wird gezeigt, dass die dissipative Methode zur Erzeugung von gequetschtem Licht, welches aus
der Kavität austritt, direkt genutzt werden kann, um die intrinsische Messsensitivität der optome-
chanischen Kavität zu erhöhen.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird das sogenannte “single-photon strong coupling regime” der Op-
tomechanik betreten, in dem die nichtlineare Wechselwirkung zwischen Licht und Mechanik auf
der Quanten-Ebene wichtig wird. Zunächst werden erste Anzeichen dieser nichtlinearen Quan-
ten-Wechselwirkung herausgearbeitet und es wird vorgeschlagen, wie diese Anzeichen mit Experi-
menten beobachtet werden könnten, die in naher Zukunft entwickelt werden. Anschließend wird
analysiert, welchen Einfluss eine sehr starke Wechselwirkung zwischen einzelnen Photonen und
Phononen auf die Statistik von Photonen hat, die durch das optomechanische System transmit-
tiert wurden.

Im letzten Teil der Arbeit wird diskutiert, wie man die Quantisierung der Energie eines me-
chanischen Freiheitsgrades messen kann. Dabei wird die quadratische Position des mechanischen
Freiheitsgrades an das Lichtfeld gekoppelt. Es wird vorhergesagt, dass Energiequantisierung mit
dielektrischen Kügelchen beobachtet werden könnte, die einen Durchmesser in der Größenord-
nung einiger Nanometer haben.

viii
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Quantum effects

Have you ever seen a plane being at two places at the same time, i.e., being in a spatial quantum
superposition? Interestingly, such a quantum superposition state could in principle exist accord-
ing to the laws of quantum mechanics, cf. Fig. 1.1(a). Initially a plane is localized at airport A. As
quantum dynamics evolves, a quantum superposition state could be generated. If the plane was
able to take off from airport A, cruising for some time T and landing safely at airport B , the plane
would be localized at airport B after time T . Alternatively, it could have happened that the plane
did not take off from airport A due to some technical failure. In that case, the plane would still be
located at airport A after time T . In the quantum world, without further measurements, this sce-
nario would correspond to a superposition of the plane being at airport A and B simultaneously.
Only after a measurement of the plane’s position (or the plane’s technical status) the plane’s wave-
function collapses and the plane’s position would be revealed. Then, the plane is indeed localized
at a single airport only.

Of course, no one has ever observed a plane being in such a “strange” quantum superposition
state, even though from a quantum-mechanical perspective such a superposition state could exist.
The mechanism preventing the observation of such effects is called decoherence (see e.g. [1, 2]). In
our plane-example mentioned above, the mechanism which destroys quantum coherence can be
understood as follows: Let us assume a human being observes the plane at airport B after landing.
This observation rules out the possibility that the plane is still located at airport A. This in turn
“destroys” the quantum superposition state. Note that even if no human being observes the plane,
one would always find that the environment (e.g. air molecules at airport B etc.) will observe the
plane’s landing (or it’s absence), and, hence, localizes the plane’s wavefunction. Thus, in physical
terms, any spatial quantum superposition state of a plane being at airport A and B simultaneously
will decohere due to a (possibly unwanted) continuous measurement of the plane’s position. This
decoherence in turn transfers the wavefunction describing the spatial quantum superposition state
to a wavefunction which describes the plane being localized at airport B (or A, if it did not take
off) only. Thus, the only way to generate such a quantum superposition state of a plane would
be to make the impact of decoherence smaller. However, as we all know, this cannot be done as
otherwise planes would not behave as classical as they do.
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1. Introduction

airport A airport B(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Initially, a plane is localized at airport A. In the next step, the plane is prepared
in a spatial quantum superposition of being at airport A and airport B . Measuring the position
of the plane with outcome “Airport B” (or, equivalently, not Airport A) will localize the plane at
airport B . (b) Interference experiment. Sending an object through a double slit reveals its wave-
like (quantum) nature if interference patterns (blue line) are observed.

This discussion raises the following general question: do experiments exist in which such quan-
tum phenomena can be observed with macroscopic objects? For instance, has someone ever pre-
pared an object into a spatial quantum superposition state and verified this state before decoher-
ence has destroyed the quantum superposition state?1

Indeed, such spatial quantum superposition states have been verified experimentally in so-
called double-slit experiments, cf. Fig. 1.1(b). In essence, the double slit can be thought of as local-
izing the particle at the two slits simultaneously. The double slit, hence, prepares the object into a
spatial quantum superposition. This superposition state is then experimentally verified by observ-
ing interference patterns at some detector, cf. Fig. 1.1(b), similar to what one would observe with
interference experiments using water waves.

One of the first experiments showing that massive particles can be prepared into a quantum
superposition state has been performed by Davisson and Germer in 1927 [3]. In this experiment,
interference patterns have been observed by letting electrons scatter on a Nickel crystal. The first
experiment using a double slit was conducted by C. Jönsson in 1961 [4] where electrons have been
sent through a double slit. From that time on, larger and larger objects such as neutrons, single
atoms and larger molecules [5–11] have been prepared into spatial quantum superposition states.
Note that the most massive object being prepared in a spatial quantum superposition state con-
sists of ∼ 800 atoms and weighs more than 10000amu, see the experiment by S. Eibenberger et al.
in 2013 [12]. The reason why these spatial quantum superposition states of these smaller, more
microscopic objects (as compared to the plane) are observable is because they are less affected by
decoherence. As one can imagine easily, the position of a plane can be observed very quickly, as it
is very large. This in turn causes the plane’s superposition wavefunction to decohere very quickly
preventing us from observing a plane in a spatial quantum superposition state. Of course, also a
smaller object will suffer decoherence. However, if the object under observation becomes smaller
and smaller, one would think intuitively that it takes longer and longer to resolve the object’s po-
sition. This allows one prepare an object into a quantum superposition state and conduct the

1In this section, we discuss only (nonlinear) quantum effects which are of relevance for this thesis. A thorough
discussion of any (nonlinear) quantum effect in this section would go beyond the scope of this thesis.
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interference experiment before decoherence has destroyed the quantum superposition, as already
mentioned above.

Let us now discuss an alternative method to perform quantum interference experiments with
more massive objects. Instead of sending objects through a double slit which effectively pre-
pares the object in a spatial quantum superposition state, one could instead measure the position
squared x2 of the object. Assume a measurement outcome x2 = (d/2)2 of such a projective mea-
surement. Since projection on x2 = (d/2)2 corresponds to a projection on x = ±d/2, the object
is prepared in a spatial quantum superposition state of being at positions x = ±d/2 simultane-
ously after the x2 measurement. By letting this superposition state propagate in time, interference
patterns should be observable [13]. A benefit of this scheme is that quantum interference exper-
iments should be feasible with nanometer-sized levitated spheres [14–16] as recently discussed
by O. Romero-Isart [13]. These quantum interference experiments with relatively massive objects
could then be used to test the predictions of quantum mechanics in yet unexplored, macroscopic
regimes. At the same time, these rather massive spheres could also be used to test yet unexplored
decoherence mechanisms. One of these mechanisms is e.g. decoherence due to quantum gravity
[17–19] - a decoherence mechanism which naturally becomes important for objects with a rela-
tively large gravitational mass.

Measurements of the squared position could also be used to test another quantum effect - en-
ergy quantization. Let us consider a particle trapped in a harmonic potential with trap frequency
Ω. Quantum mechanics predicts the particle energy to be quantized, i.e., En = ħΩ (n +1/2). Here,
n denotes the number of phonons. The fact that the particle energy can change in discrete portions
of size ħΩ only (“phonon jumps”) has been observed experimentally recently. Experiments have
used mostly microscopic objects such as an electron in a cyclotron oscillator [20], trapped ions [21]
or neutral atoms [22]. Observing phonon jumps with more macroscopic objects, however, is still
and open goal. In chapter 6 of this thesis, we propose a scheme to observe phonon jumps with
rather macroscopic, nanometer-sized levitated silica spheres. The idea is to measure the phonon
occupation number of the sphere by measuring its position squared optically with a precision set
by its zero point fluctuations. Performing this measurement in a continuous manner then would
allow one to observe discrete phonon jumps.

Let us now shift the focus from quantum effects which are closely related to the mechanical
degrees of freedom of massive objects to (nonlinear) quantum effects which are related to the
(possibly quantum) properties of light. As is well known, the light field is classically described
by Maxwell’s equations. The electric field is described by a continuous vector field, characterized
by a frequency ω and amplitude E0 within this classical framework. Knowing the amplitude of
the electric field one can deduce the light intensity I ∝ |E0|2. As the electric field amplitude is a
continuous variable, the intensity is able to assume an arbitrary non-negative value. Additionally,
since I ∝ |E0|2 we know the larger the amplitude of the electromagnetic wave, the higher the light
intensity.

From a quantum point of view, however, things look slightly different. From a quantum per-
spective, we know that light consists of discrete photons, i.e., of objects carrying a discrete portion
of energy ħω. In this picture, the intensity is proportional to the energy per photon ħω times the
number of photons passing through a unit area and unit time, i.e., I ∝ħωṄ , where Ṅ is the pho-
ton flux. Thus, assuming that our classical and quantum light do have the same frequencies, the
intensity is either set by the electromagnetic wave amplitude E0 in the classical case or the photon
flux in the quantum case.

Let us now assume someone has given us a piece of light and we have to decide whether this
light can be interpreted in terms of a classical electromagnetic field or rather in terms of discrete
photons. One way to distinguish these two viewpoints is the following. We could use a photon
detector to measure the fluctuations

〈
I 2

〉
of the light field intensity. If the light field can be de-
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1. Introduction

scribed by a classical intensity I , the fluctuations
〈

I 2
〉

have to be larger than the mean squared 〈I 〉2

necessarily. From a quantum point of view, however, this situation looks different as discussed by
R. Glauber in 1963 [23]. He realized that in quantum mechanical terms, a photon detector detects
photons by absorbing them, i.e., by annihilating them. This observation led R. Glauber to “trans-
late” the classical light field intensity 〈I 〉 and the classical light field fluctuations

〈
I 2

〉
into “quantum

language”, i.e., to
〈

Î
〉

and
〈

Î 2
〉

.2 Interestingly, when applying these quantum definitions to certain

light fields, so called “quantum light”, one would measure that
〈

Î 2
〉
< 〈

Î
〉2

. Interpreting these ex-

pectation values as the fluctuations
〈

I 2
〉

and mean intensity 〈I 〉 of a classical light field intensity,
however, would lead to a violation of the condition

〈
I 2

〉≥ 〈I 〉2 as the variance of a classical fluctuat-
ing quantity is always non-negative. Thus, when measuring the light field intensities with a photon

detector and measuring a negative “variance”, i.e.,
〈

Î 2
〉
< 〈

Î
〉2

, we can be sure that the observed

light cannot be described by a classical, continuous electromagnetic wave. Instead, the light is of
quantum nature, for which the particle nature of light is important.

A typical method to generate quantum light is to let light interact with a nonlinear crystal (see
e.g. [24]) or by letting photons interact with (two-level) atoms [25–28]. In this thesis, we also dis-
cuss how to generate quantum light by letting photons interact with mechanical motion [29], i.e.,
by using an optomechanical system [30, 31], cf. sec. 1.3. Note that all these methods to generate
quantum light are based on using a nonlinear quantum interaction.

Note that the previous discussions have already made use of a typical definition of quantum ef-
fects: A quantum effect is an effect which cannot be understood, described or predicted by classical
means. In the following, we discuss two further typical definitions of “quantumness”.

To verify whether an observation can be understood classically, one could “vary” the size of
Planck’s constant ħ. Every effect which is of quantum nature has to vanish in the classical limit
ħ→ 0. Of course, the size of ħ is fixed as it is a natural constant. However, for some experimental
setups such as an optomechanical setup, one can indeed vary the (effective) size of ħ by varying
system parameters in a specific way [32], as will be discussed in section 1.3. Thus, studying the
quantum to classical transition (or vice versa) is extremely useful to prove the quantum nature of
any observed effect.

A second way to verify quantum behavior is the following. Let us ask whether the probabilis-
tic nature of a quantum state including all its quantum uncertainties can be understood as being
governed by a classical probability distribution, similar to statistical mechanics. This question has
been discussed by E. Wigner in his famous 1932 paper “On the Quantum Correction For Thermo-
dynamic Equilibrium” [33]. In this paper, Wigner introduced a phase-space (quasi-)probability
distribution in phase-space,

W (q, p) = 1

2πħ
ˆ

dx e i px/ħ
〈

q + x

2

∣∣ρ̂∣∣q − x

2

〉
(1.1)

which relates a quantum object, namely the density matrix ρ̂, to a statistical phase space distribu-
tion W (q, p). The Wigner density could for instance be used to calculate the probability density
of finding a (quantum) particle at position q (Note that even though for concreteness we speak
of a “position” q , q could still be an arbitrary phase-space coordinate). The only thing one has to
do is to trace out the momentum degree of freedom to find ρ(q) = ´ dpW (q, p). Note that this
is completely analog to a phase-space probability distribution known from statistical mechanics.
Furthermore, one could also use the Wigner density to calculate any expectation value of symmet-
rically ordered operators. Thus, for instance,

〈
q̂ p̂ + p̂ q̂

〉 = ´ dq dp
(
qp +pq

)
W (q, p), see e.g. [34].

So far, the Wigner density looked exactly as what one would expect from a classical phase space

2This translation is discussed in more detail in section 5.3. For a single mode described by annihilation operator â

we define Î = â†â and Î 2 = â†â†ââ.
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quadrature 2 quadrature 1 

Wigner density
(a)

quadrature 2 quadrature 1 

Wigner density
(b)

Figure 1.2: Wigner densities. (a) Non-negative Wigner density W (q, p) of a coherent state. A coher-
ent state, hence, is a classical state as seen from a Wigner density point of view. (b) Negative Wigner
density W (q, p) for a Fock state consisting of a single excitation. Thus, from a Wigner density point
of view, this state is a quantum state.

probability distribution known for instance from statistical mechanics. And indeed, if the Wigner
density is non-negative everywhere, i.e., W (q, p) ≥ 0, one can interpret the probabilistic nature of
a quantum state classically, as is for instance the case for a coherent state, cf. Fig. 1.2(a). This is
because one has found a “classical description” of the (quantum) density matrix ρ̂ in terms of the
Wigner density W (q, p). However, for certain states it turns out that the Wigner density W (q, p)
can also assume negative values. This is for instance the case for a Fock state consisting of a single
excitation, cf. Fig. 1.2(b) [34]. Negative Wigner densities have also been found for mechanical res-
onators in the nonlinear quantum regime of optomechanics [35]. In this case, one cannot interpret
the Wigner density as being a classical probability distribution in phase space. The density matrix
ρ̂, hence, does not have a classical analog in terms of the Wigner density. This is why one calls such
a state with a negative Wigner density a quantum state.

A similar situation is found if one tries to write down a (quasi)probability distribution in a
slightly different phase space, which is spanned by coherent states (which might be the most clas-
sical states). This probability distribution is defined via

ρ̂ =
ˆ

d2αP (α) |α〉〈α| (1.2)

where |α〉 is a coherent state satisfying â |α〉 = α |α〉 where â is a bosonic mode annihilation oper-
ator. This probability distribution has been introduced by Glauber [36] and, independently, by Su-
darshan [37] in 1963, giving rise to the name “Glauber-Sudarshan P-Representation” [34]. Note that
the P function can be used to calculate expectation values of normally ordered operators. Similar
to the Wigner density, a state with negative P distribution for some α will be called a non-classical
state. Note that this definition is also consistent with a common quantum optical definition.3 A
prominent example for non-classical states with a negative P distribution are so-called squeezed
states, which will be discussed in the next section.

Note that whether a state is called quantum or classical depends on the measure which is used
to answer this question. Unfortunately, not all measures yield the same answer. A squeezed state,
for instance, does have a negative P distribution, and, hence, is called non-classical with respect to
the P function. At the same time, however, its Wigner density is non-negative. Thus, from a Wigner

3A state with a P function which is negative or more singular than a Dirac delta function is also called a non-classical
state [34].
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phase space
squeezing

transformation

Figure 1.3: Left: Phase space representation of a quantum state. Quantum uncertainties are
marked in blue. For a harmonic oscillator in its groundstate, for instance, the size of the fluctua-
tions are the same in any direction in phase space. Hence, fluctuations are represented by a circle.
Right: After applying a “squeezing transformation”, fluctuations of the quantum state are decreased
in one direction. To obey the Heisenberg uncertainty relations, the noise in the orthogonal direc-
tion has to be increased. Thus, in phase space, fluctuations of a squeezed state are represented by
an ellipse.

density perspective, a squeezed state is called classical. Note that a similar, seemingly inconsistent
situation can also be generated for quantum light: As we have discussed, quantum light can be
distinguished from classical light by studying correlations of the light field intensity using a photon
detector. If these correlations cannot be described by a continuous light intensity, the light source
is called quantum. However, this observation does not imply that the light statistics cannot be
understood by classical means. Let us consider a source of quantum light. At each time the photon
detector detects a photon, we draw a cross on a sheet of paper. If we analyze the statistics of these
quantum crosses in terms of the g (2) function, we would also find g (2)(0) < 1. Thus, we would
also call the cross-statistics quantum with respect to the g (2) function, even though the isolated
cross-statistics itself is of pretty classical origin. Thus, whether something is called “quantum” or
“classical” can depend on the measure which has been used to answer this question.

1.2 Squeezing

In this section, we introduce interesting quantum states, so-called squeezed states. Thereafter, we
discuss applications of squeezed states in the context of (ultra)sensitive force detection.

Let us consider the ground state of a harmonic oscillator. Even if the harmonic oscillator is in
its quantum groundstate, its energy does not vanish. Instead, the oscillator energy is given by half
the energy of a single excitation, i.e., by E =ħΩ/2. The existence of the zero-point energy is strongly
related to quantum vacuum fluctuations. Measuring for instance the position and momentum of a
harmonic oscillator in its groundstate yields on average 〈x̂〉 = 〈

p̂
〉= 0. However, when performing

such a measurement many times and analyzing the position and momentum fluctuations in turn
yields

〈
x̂2

〉 = x2
ZPF = ħ/2mΩ and

〈
p̂2

〉 = p2
ZPF = ħmΩ/2. Here, m is the oscillator mass and Ω the

harmonic oscillator energy. These fluctuations are depicted in phase space in Fig. 1.3. Interest-
ingly, for a harmonic oscillator in its groundstate, the size of these fluctuations, when measured in
the oscillator’s natural distance and momentum scales xZPF and pZPF, is independent of whether
we look at the position fluctuations, momentum fluctuations or any (dimensionless) linear com-
bination of these two. Note that position and momentum fluctuations are closely related to each
other via the Heisenberg uncertainty relation xZPF ·pZPF ≥ħ/2.

6



1.2. Squeezing

Interestingly, the Heisenberg uncertainty relation only tells us that a minimum bound of the
product of position and momentum fluctuations exists. This, however, does not imply that position
and momentum fluctuations have to be of same size, as is the case for the harmonic oscillator
groundstate. This raises the question: can we somehow decrease the fluctuations of a quantum
state in one quadrature while increasing the fluctuations in the orthogonal quadrature to fulfill the
Heisenberg uncertainty relation? It has long been figured out that one can make use of squeezed
states (see e.g. [34]), cf. Fig. 1.3. For squeezed states, the fluctuations in one direction in phase
space are indeed reduced while the fluctuations in the orthogonal direction are increased.

In this section, we do not discuss how to implement this squeezing transformation, as this will
be the topic of chapters 2 and 3. The aim of this section is to show that squeezed states which are
squeezed below the zero point fluctuations are non-classical states. Thus, we are going to argue
that the P function of such a quantum squeezed state is negative necessarily. Furthermore, we are
going to discuss two interesting applications of mechanical squeezed states as well as of squeezed
light.

Let us fist argue why squeezed states are non-classical. For this, let us show that the P-function
has to be negative if the fluctuations of a bosonic mode are squeezed below the zero point fluctu-
ations. Let us consider a bosonic mode which is described by an annihilation operator â. In this
case, a dimensionless quadrature (for instance the position normalized to xZPF) is described by the
operator X̂1 = (

â† + â
)

/
p

2
(= x̂/

p
2xZPF

)
. Let us now assume the bosonic mode being in its quan-

tum groundstate. In that case the mean value of the quadrature
〈

X̂1
〉= 0. Additionally, the vacuum

fluctuations are given by
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉= 1/2. Let us now consider the bosonic mode being in a certain state
which is described by the density matrix ρ̂. Then, the fluctuations

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉
can be expressed using the

Glauber-Sudarshan P distribution, cf. Eq. (1.2), via [34]〈
X̂ 2

1

〉= Tr
(
ρ̂X̂ 2

1

)= (
1+
ˆ

d2αP (α)
[
α+α∗]2

)
/2. (1.3)

Let us now assume we have observed a quantum squeezed state whose fluctuations are below the
zero point fluctuations, i.e.,

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉 < 1/2. In that case, it follows from
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉 < 1/2 together with
Eq. (1.3) that the P function P (α) has to be negative for someα necessarily. Thus, from a P function
perspective, quantum squeezed states which are squeezed below the zero-point fluctuations are
non-classical states.

Let us now turn to possible applications of squeezed states. First, we will focus on applications
of mechanical squeezed states. After that, we focus on the application of squeezed light, where
the fluctuations of light are squeezed below the shot-noise level (which is the optical equivalent to
(mechanical) zero point fluctuations).

Mechanical squeezed states are useful for (ultra)sensitive force detection [38]. To understand
this, let us first discuss the basic idea how forces can be detected using an interferometric setup. Let
us consider a harmonic oscillator which we use to sense a harmonic force F (t ) = F0 cos

(
Ωt +ϕ)

.
Here, F0 is the force amplitude and Ω the harmonic oscillator resonance frequency. Applying this
force to the oscillator leads to oscillations of the mechanical resonator at its eigenfrequencyΩwith
oscillation amplitude X0 = F0/mΩΓM . Here, m and ΓM is the oscillator mass and decay rate, re-
spectively. Thus, we see that the oscillation amplitude X0 of the oscillator is a direct measure of the
force amplitude F0. How can we now measure this oscillation amplitude of the harmonic oscilla-
tor? This can be done by using an interferometric setup as shown in Fig. 1.4(a), where the harmonic
oscillator plays the role of one of the endmirrors. In such a setup, the optical resonance frequency
depends on the oscillator position, such that in turn the phase of the reflected light depends on the
harmonic oscillator position, cf. Fig. 1.4(b). Thus, by monitoring the phase of the reflected light,
we are able to measure the oscillation amplitude of the harmonic oscillator.

In the following, we discuss the important question: what is the smallest force F0 we can sense
using our interferometric setup. To answer this question it is important to understand how well one
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1. Introduction

(a)

forcephase?

(b)

displacement

light phase

(c)

readout laser intensity (log)

measurement noise (log)

msmnt imprecision noise backaction noise

Figure 1.4: Using an interferometric setup to sense forces. (a) Optomechanical cavity, where one
of the endmirrors is moveable. Applying a force to the moveable mirror displaces the endmirror.
(b) These displacements can be sensed by measuring the phase of the reflected light. (c) For low
light intensities, the position measurement is limited by measurement imprecision noise, i.e., by
the fact that the phase of the reflected light cannot be sensed arbitrarily precise due to photon shot
noise. For larger intensities, backaction noise due to larger fluctuations in the radiation pressure
becomes important. The sum of the two noise sources is minimized at an optimal laser intensity
I opt

0 corresponding to the standard quantum limit.

can measure the oscillation amplitude X0 as compared to the typical size of measured amplitude

fluctuations
√〈
∆X 2

0

〉
. For instance, one can easily imagine that one can sense an oscillation ampli-

tude X0, and, in turn a force amplitude F0, only if the amplitude fluctuations
√〈
∆X 2

0

〉
are smaller

than the oscillation amplitude X0 itself. Thus, only if the signal to noise ratio X 2
0 /

〈
∆X 2

0

〉 ≥ 1, one
is able to sense a force amplitude F0. Thus, we now have to discuss typical noise sources in an
interferometric setup which limit the precision with which the oscillation amplitude X0 can be
measured.

First, measurement imprecision noise due to photon shot noise limits the precision with which
the reflected phase of the light field can be measured. This in turn limits how precise the mechan-

ical resonator oscillation amplitude can be measured. One finds
〈(
∆X 2

0

)
impr

〉
∝ 1/I0, where I0 is

the read-out light intensity, cf. Fig. 1.4(c) and see e.g. [31, 39, 40]. The fact that the measurement
imprecision noise scales with the inverse light intensity can be understood intuitively as follows:
Let us assume a coherent laser drive. For such a situation, the relative photon number fluctua-
tions, i.e., the relative shot noise also decrease with increasing laser intensity as 1/I0. Since these

fluctuations are the origin of the measurement imprecision noise, also
〈(
∆X 2

0

)
impr

〉
scales like 1/I0.
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Thus, overall, measurement imprecision noise can be decreased by increasing the read-out laser
intensity.

Second, at the same time, also measurement backaction noise exists. As the photon number
inside the interferometer cavity will fluctuate due to photon shot noise, a fluctuating force acts
on the mechanical resonator. This translates into a fluctuating oscillator amplitude, which limits
the precision with which the oscillation amplitude can be measured. One finds

〈
(∆X0)2

BA

〉 ∝ I0,
cf. Fig. 1.4(c) and see e.g. [31, 39, 40]. This dependence on the light field intensity is because the
variance of the intracavity photon number increases with the laser intensity. Thus, the photon shot
noise increases and, hence, also the fluctuating radiation pressure force.

Thus, overall, the measurement precision is limited by measurement imprecision noise, which
decreases with increasing light intensity. At the same time, it is also limited by backaction noise,
which increases with increasing light intensity. Thus, in total, there exists an optimal read-out
light intensity I opt

0 which minimizes the sum of the two noise sources, cf. Fig. 1.4(c). This limit is
called the “standard quantum limit” [31, 41]. For this optimal laser intensity, the two measurement

noises are equal,
〈(
∆X 2

0

)
impr

〉
= 〈

(∆X0)2
BA

〉
. Comparing these total amplitude fluctuations then to

our measured oscillation amplitude X0 ∝ F0 defines the minimal force amplitude F min
0 one can

sense with our interferometric force sensor.
Let us assume we are interested in sensing a tiny force which is smaller than F min

0 . In this case,
we have to increase the force sensitivity of our detector. In general, three different ways to do this
exist, which we are going to discuss briefly in the following. First, one can use an amplifier to
amplify the mechanical motion. Second, one can use squeezed mechanical resonator states and
third, one could use squeezed light.

Let us now briefly discuss the question how a (parametric) amplifier can help to increase the
force sensitivity [40]. Therefore, we assume that imprecision and backaction noise are the dom-
inant noise sources in our interferometer. The idea now is to amplify the mechanical oscillation
amplitude X0 = F0/mΩΓM using a parametric amplifier. In this case, the amplitude X0 is increased
by a gain factor, i.e., using a parametric amplifier increases the oscillation amplitude due to a force
F0 according to X G

0 = G X0. To see whether this amplification helps us to increase the force sensi-
tivity, let us look at the measurement imprecision noise and the backaction noise again. The mea-

surement imprecision noise keeps the same, i.e.,
〈(
∆X 2

)
imp

〉
∝ 1/I0 even if a parametric amplifier

is used. However, the backaction noise is increased. This is because the parametric amplifier am-
plifies all forces acting on the harmonic oscillator. Thus, it also amplifies the fluctuating radiation
pressure force in particular. Thus, the backaction noise will also be increased by the gain factor,

i.e.,
〈(
∆X 2

)G
BA

〉
= G2

〈(
∆X 2

)
BA

〉 ∝ G2I0, where
〈(
∆X 2

)
BA

〉
is the measurement backaction noise

without gain. As still the imprecision noise decreases with increasing laser intensity I0 whereas the
backaction noise increases with increasing I0, again an optimal laser intensity I opt,G

O exists which

minimizes the total noise. One finds I opt,G
0 = I opt

0 /G . Thus, using a parametric amplifier decreases
the necessary laser intensity to reach the standard quantum limit. For this optimal laser intensity
one finds again that measurement imprecision noise and backaction noise have the same magni-

tude. Here, it is crucial to note that
〈(
∆X 2

)G
BA

〉
=

〈(
∆X 2

)
imp

〉
∝ G . Thus, in total, the oscillation

amplitude due to the force amplitude F0 is amplified by the gain factor G whereas the total noise√
2
〈(
∆X 2

)
imp

〉
is amplified by

p
G only. This allows to increase the measurement sensitivity. Using

the same argument used above, one finds the minimal force amplitude F min,G
0 = F min

0 /
p

G which
can be sensed with our interferometric force sensor using parametric amplification. Thus, in total,
we have increased the force sensitivity of our interferometric force sensor by using a parametric
amplifier.4

4Note that in general any (phase-preserving) linear amplifier also adds noise to the amplified signal. This noise is at
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1. Introduction

Up to now, we have assumed that measurement imprecision noise or backaction noise is the
dominant source of noise. However, in certain cases, it could also happen that the thermal or
quantum fluctuations of the mechanical resonator itself become important. In this case, the am-
plifier scheme does not help to increase the force sensitivity. Of course, the amplifier amplifies
the oscillation amplitude X G

0 =G X0 of the harmonic oscillator, as before. However, amplifying the
mechanical motion of the harmonic oscillator will also amplify any mechanical resonator fluctua-
tions.5 If the bare oscillation amplitude fluctuations are given by

〈(
∆X 2

)〉
, the amplified amplitude

fluctuations now read
〈(
∆X 2

)G
〉
= G2

〈(
∆X 2

)〉
. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio in this case is un-

changed, i.e.,
(
X G

0

)2
/
〈(
∆X 2

)G
〉
= (X0)2 /

〈(
∆X 2

)〉
. Thus, amplifying the mechanical motion does

not increase the signal-to-noise ratio given that the intrinsic mechanical resonator fluctuations
are the important source of noise. In such a scenario, squeezed mechanical states become impor-
tant. Squeezing the mechanical resonator will directly decrease the amplitude fluctuations, i.e.,〈(
∆X 2

)
squeezed

〉
< 〈(

∆X 2
)〉

. Thus, given the mechanical resonator oscillation amplitude X0 keeps

constant, one can directly increase the signal to noise ratio X 2
0 /

〈(
∆X 2

)
squeezed

〉
. This gives rise to

a larger force sensitivity. Note that such a situation has been discussed in a seminal work on me-
chanical resonator squeezing by D. Rugar and P. Grütter [40], where the mechanical resonator was
prepared in a thermal squeezed state by making use of coherent parametric driving.

After having discussed how to use an amplifier and mechanical squeezed states to increase
the measurement sensitivity of a force detector, let us discuss how squeezed light can be used to
increase its measurement sensitivity. Squeezed light is characterized by the fact that the noise in
one quadrature (for instance the phase quadrature) is squeezed below the shot-noise level. At the
same time, noise in the orthogonal (for instance the amplitude quadrature) is increased. It has
first been observed experimentally by R. Slusher et al. in 1985 [43], where optical squeezing on the
order of ∼ 1dB was realized. Since then, much effort has being made to increase the amount of
squeezing. So far, this effort led to the observation of squeezing up to 13dB in a recent experiment
by T. Eberle et al. [44].

In our discussion of the standard quantum limit above, we have seen that the measurement
sensitivity of a force detector is limited by measurement imprecision noise for low light intensities

(
〈
∆x2

imp

〉
∝ 1/I0). We have also seen that backaction noise due to radiation pressure fluctuations

limit the force-detection sensitivity for large light intensities as
〈
∆x2

BA

〉 ∝ I0. In certain experi-
ments, such as gravitational wave detectors [45, 46] or biological measurements [47], the maximal
useable intensity of light is strongly limited. In gravitational wave detectors, for instance, increas-
ing the light intensity could lead to thermal stress which could damage the experimental appara-
tus. More dramatically, in biological measurements, tracking the position of living organisms with
too high laser intensity might harm these organisms. Thus, for such experiments measurement
imprecision noise is the most important noise source limiting how well the mechanical resonator
position or the position of a living organism can be tracked. This motivates the question whether
in general one is able to decrease the imprecision noise (while possibly increasing the measure-
ment back-action noise slightly at the same time). As discussed by C. Caves in 1981 [48] in the
context of gravitational wave detectors, one could make use of squeezed light to achieve this goal.
By squeezing the phase quadrature noise, i.e., by reducing the noise in the phase quadrature below
the shot-noise limit, one can directly decrease the measurement imprecision noise. This directly
causes an enhancement of the measurement sensitivity. Note that squeezed light, as proposed by
C. Caves [48] for a gravitational wave detector, has been used recently in the GEO600 experiment
of the LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) collaboration [46]. In this ex-

least given by half a quantum of zero point fluctuations, see e.g. [41, 42].
5Note that quantum mechanics requires any (phase-preserving) linear amplifier to also add noise to the signal it

amplifies, see e.g. Refs. [41, 42]. However, in this argument we ignore this added noise for simplicity.
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1.3. Cavity optomechanics

periment, 10dB squeezed light has been injected into the detector. This led to an increase of the
detection rate of the gravitational wave detector by a factor of ∼ 3.4.

As already mentioned above, squeezed light has also found applications in biology, see for in-
stance Ref. [47]. In this experiment, the trajectory of a living organism has been tracked using
squeezed light. The idea is to make use of a laser-based particle-tracking technique [47]. In such
a technique, light is scattered out of the light field due to scattering with the living organism. The
scattered light and the original light field are then superposed again, leading to interference pat-
terns. These interference patterns in turn reveal the position x of the organism. Similar to the situ-
ation in a gravitational wave detector, the position resolution 〈∆x〉 with which the organism can be
localized is limited due to measurement imprecision noise. Also in this case, one cannot simply in-
crease the light intensity to decrease the measurement imprecision noise as otherwise the living or-
ganism would be harmed. Thus, instead of measuring the organism position x with more and more
photons per unit time, i.e., instead of increasing the light intensity, one has to increase the informa-
tion gain per photon to sense the organism position x more precisely. Increasing the information
gain per photon can be achieved by using squeezed light. As shown in Ref. [47], comparing the
position measurement sensitivity 〈∆xmeas〉 if the particle position is read out with squeezed light to
the sensitivity 〈∆xcoherent〉 if coherent light is used yields 〈∆xmeas〉/〈∆xcoherent〉 =

[
1−η (1−V )

]1/2.
Here, η is the photon detection efficiency and V the amplitude quadrature fluctuations of the inci-
dent, unscattered light. If coherent light is used, the amplitude quadrature fluctuations are given by
the shot-noise value, V = 1. If, however, amplitude squeezed light is used the amplitude quadra-
ture fluctuations drop below the shot-noise value, i.e., V < 1. Thus, by making use of squeezed
light, the position measurement sensitivity is increased, 〈∆xmeas〉/〈∆xcoherent〉 < 1. This allows one
to observe the trajectory of a living organism without harming it.

Note that squeezed light also has applications in continuous variable quantum information
processing, as it can be used as a source for continuous variable entanglement [49].

1.3 Cavity optomechanics

Let us now come to the framework in which all the aforementioned ideas and schemes will be
investigated in this thesis, namely to “cavity optomechanics”.

Cavity optomechanics in general studies the interplay between light and (mechanical) motion.
It offers a broad spectrum of applications such as high-precision measurements or accelerometer
applications, for instance. It also offers a broad spectrum of fundamental studies, such as nonlinear
classical dynamics over quantum information processing to the study of fundamental nonlinear
quantum phenomena [30, 31].

Historically, Johannes Kepler might have been one of the first who wrote about light exerting a
radiation pressure force [51]. He observed that (gas) tails of comets always point away from the sun,
cf. Fig. 1.5. From this observation he speculated that the sun’s radiation pressure might be respon-
sible for this effect. It took until 1873 where J.C. Maxwell predicted that light carries a momentum.
From this he concluded that light exerts a radiation pressure

Prad = 2I

c
(1.4)

when it is reflected from a surface, cf. Fig. 1.6(a). In 1901, this radiation pressure force was demon-
strated experimentally by Nichols and Hull [52, 53] and, independently, by Lebedew [54] using a
“light-mill”-like radiometer. These experiments where very challenging, because the experimen-
talist had to carefully distinguish between pressure due to heated residual gases and the actual
radiation pressure, since the radiation pressure is typically very tiny. For instance, the radiation
pressure on earth due to the sun’s radiation is Prad ∼ 10µPa. This corresponds to the pressure
which a particle with mass m ∼ 1mg exerts given an area of one square meter.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.5: Picture of a comet showing that the comet’s (gas) tail points away from the sun. This
observation made Johannes Kepler realize that the sun’s radiation could exert radiation pressure.
Nowadays, we know that the dust tail is indeed bent by radiation pressure. The gas tail, which
consists of much smaller particles, is pushed by solar wind. (Picture taken from the NASA website
[50])

Thus, to observe effects of radiation pressure easier or to make its impact stronger, it would be
desirable to increase the radiation pressure force. To do this, one could trap photons in between
two mirrors, i.e., one could use a cavity, cf. Fig. 1.6(b). This increases the total momentum trans-
ferred per unit time, and, hence, the total radiation pressure force. One finds

Prad = 2I

c

F

2π
, (1.5)

where the number of roundtrips a photon performs before leaving the cavity is given by N =
F/2π = πc/κL. Here, F is the so-called cavity finesse, c the speed of light, κ the photon decay
rate, and L the cavity length. Note that one could alternative view the cavity as effectively increas-
ing the original light intensity by a factor given by the finesse F . Since typically F ∼ 104 −105 (see,
e.g. [55]), the radiation pressure force can be increased by orders of magnitude.

Thus, using a cavity increases the radiation pressure force by orders of magnitude. To observe
interesting effects of this enhanced radiation pressure force, let us now assume to make one of the
endmirrors moveable. This enables an interplay between light and mechanical motion - an inter-
action which is studied in the field of (quantum) cavity optomechanics, cf. the following section.

1.3.1 The optomechanical Hamiltonian

In this section, we motivate the optomechanical Hamiltonian. Let us consider a laser driven optical
mode with resonance frequency ωcav described by the bosonic (annihilation) operator â. Let us
also consider a second (e.g. mechanical) mode with resonance frequency Ω which is described by
b̂. In a frame rotating at the laser frequency, these two modes are described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ =−ħ (ωL −ωcav) â†â +ħαL

(
â† + â

)
+ħΩb̂†b̂ . (1.6)

Here, αL and ωL are the laser drive amplitude and laser drive frequency, respectively. In cavity
optomechanical systems, photons (â) and phonons (b̂) are coupled. This is because the position
x̂ = xZPF

(
b̂† + b̂

)
of the mechanical mode modifies the resonance frequency of the optical mode,
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1.3. Cavity optomechanics

(a) (b)

Figure 1.6: Increasing the radiation pressure force. (a) A photon is reflected only once from a mirror,
giving rise to radiation pressure force. (b) If a second mirror is placed in front of the first mirror,
i.e., if one uses a cavity, the photon is reflected N times before it leaves the cavity. This increases
the radiation pressure force by a factor N .

i.e., ωcav =ωcav (x̂). Here, xZPF =pħ/2mΩ are the zero point fluctuations with m being the (effec-
tive) mass of the mechanical resonator.

If the position modifies the optical resonance frequency in a linear fashion, i.e.,ωcav (x̂) ≈ωcav−
Gx̂, we find the (standard) optomechanical Hamiltonian [30, 31, 56]

Ĥ =−ħ∆â†â −ħg0â†â
(
b̂† + b̂

)
+ħΩb̂†b̂ +ħαL

(
â† + â

)
. (1.7)

Here, ∆ = ωL −ωcav is the laser detuning and g0 = GxZPF the optomechanical coupling. Note that
the optomechanical interaction Ĥint =−ħg0â†â

(
b̂† + b̂

)
is fundamentally nonlinear.

Let us now discuss how this optomechanical interaction can be interpreted. First it can be in-
terpreted as being due to the fact that the cavity resonance frequency depends on the linear posi-
tion of the mechanical resonator, as discussed above. Alternatively, the interaction −ħg0â†âx̂/xZPF

can also be interpreted as being the radiation pressure force acting on the mechanical resonator.
This can be seen by noting that energy =−force ·displacement. Thus, the radiation pressure force
due to â†â photons is given by ħg0â†â/xZPF.

A representative of experimental systems which implements the optomechanical interaction is
a Fabry-Pérot cavity where one mirror is moveable, cf. Fig. 1.7. The resonance frequency of a Fabry-
Pérot cavity is given by ωcav = nπ/L where n is the mode number and L the cavity length. Displac-
ing one of the mirrors by an amount given by x causes the cavity length to change, hence,ωcav (x) =
nπ/(L+x). Assuming small displacements |x|¿ L, one findsωcav(x) ≈ωcav (1−x/L). Thus, the op-
tomechanical coupling for a Fabry-Pérot cavity for instance is given by g0 =ωcavxZPF/L.

Note that the optomechanical Hamiltonian (1.7) has also been derived in a paper by C.K. Law
[56], in which the optical field has been thoroughly quantized by taking moving boundary con-
ditions into account (as the boundary of the cavity, i.e., one of the mirrors, is also a dynamical
quantity in optomechanical systems). In his work [56], C.K. Law has shown that Hamiltonian (1.7)
is valid (1) for small displacements of the mechanical resonator around the equilibrium length L
of the cavity, (2) the displacements x are much smaller than the typical wavelengths of the cavity
mode under consideration and (3) the velocity of the mechanical resonator is small as compared
to the speed of light.

Note that in contrast to the situation discussed previously, one can also engineer a setup where
the cavity resonance frequency depends on the squared position of the mechanical resonator only,
i.e., ωcav (x) =ωcav −G (2)x2, cf. sec. 1.3.2. In this case

Ĥint =−ħG (2)â†âx̂2 . (1.8)

This interaction could for instance be used to generate mechanical spatial quantum superposition
states [13] or to observe phonon jumps [57–59], cf. chapter 6. It might also be used to generate
non-thermal and squeezed states of a mechanical resonator [60], to prepare a harmonic oscillator
in its first excited state via dissipation [61], to study non-equilibrium photon dynamics [62] or the
impact of Landau-Zener physics on phonon lasing [63].
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position

Figure 1.7: Optomechanical setup consisting of a Fabry-Pérot cavity with one moveable mirror, see
main text.

1.3.2 Experimental realizations

As we have seen, the optomechanical interaction is very general. The only ingredient one needs
is one (bosonic) mechanical mode, which modifies the resonance frequency of another (bosonic)
optical mode. Thus, it is not surprising that the optomechanical interaction is implemented in
a variety of experiments. In the following, we discuss selected experimental realizations of the
optomechanical Hamiltonian. A thorough overview of all possible experiments would go beyond
the scope of this thesis. Note that such an overview can for instance be found in a recent review by
M. Aspelmeyer, T. Kippenberg, and F. Marquardt [31] or in a recent book “Cavity Optomechanics”
[64].

Fabry-Pérot setups with suspended mirrors – As mentioned earlier, the optomechanical Ha-
miltonian can be implemented by a Fabry-Pérot cavity where on of the mirrors is moveable, see
Fig. 1.8 (a). Such a Fabry-Pérot cavity could for instance be implemented using one fixed mir-
ror and one suspended mirror. The largest implementations of optomechanical setups with sus-
pended mirrors are gravitational wave detectors. In the “laser interferometer gravitational wave
observatory” (LIGO, [45]), for instance, one interferometer arm has a length of ∼ 4km. Fabry-Pérot-
like setups have for instance also be implemented on smaller scales in the groups of A. Heidmann
in Paris [65], D. Bouwmeester at UCSB [66], M. Aspelmeyer in Vienna [67, 68] or N. Mavalvala at
MIT [69]. As already discussed, the optomechanical coupling g0 = xZPFωcav/L where xZPF are the
zero point fluctuations of the mechanical resonator,ωcav the cavity resonance frequency and L the
cavity length. More details on optomechanical setups with suspended mirrors can be found in
Ref. [70] by P.-F. Cohadon, R. Schnabel and M. Aspelmeyer.

Microwave optomechanical setups – Also superconducting microwave LC -circuits can be used
to implement the optomechanical Hamiltonian, cf. Fig. 1.8(b). Its resonance frequency is given
by ωres = 1/

p
LC where L is the inductance and C the capacitor capacity. The capacitor is made

out of two parallel plates, one of which is movable. Thus, the capacity C = ε0 A/(d + x) depends
on the plate position x. Here, d is the distance of the two plates in equilibrium and x are small
displacements around it. Using this position dependent capacity one finds the position dependent
resonance frequency ωres (x) = ωres (1−x/2d). Thus, the optomechanical coupling is obtained as
g0 =ωresxZPF/2d . Such microwave optomechanical systems are for instance studied in the groups
of K. Lehnert at JILA (see e.g. [71]), J. Teufel at NIST (see e.g. [72]) or K. Schwab at Caltech (see
e.g. [73]). A thorough discussion of microwave optomechanical setups can be found in Ref. [74] by
K. W. Lehnert

Whispering gallery mode resonators – Optomechanical coupling can also be found in whis-
pering gallery mode resonators, cf. Fig. 1.8(c). In such resonators, the resonant light fields are
standing light fields, so-called whispering gallery modes, with resonance frequency ωres. The ra-
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(a) (c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(b)

Figure 1.8: Selected optomechanical setups. (a) Representative for Fabry-Pérot like experiments,
where one of the mirrors is moveable. (b) Microwave LC-circuit. If one of the capacitor plates
is moveable, optomechanical coupling is tailored. (c) Representation of whispering gallery mode
resonators. Radiation pressure of a whispering gallery mode inside the disk shifts the resonance
frequency of the whispering gallery mode. Thus, optomechanical coupling is generated. (d) Op-
tomechanical crystal with co-localized optical and mechanical modes. These two modes interact
strongly yielding optomechanical coupling. (e) Collective motion of a cold atom cloud couples
to light giving rise to optomechanical coupling. (f) Placing a dielectric inside a cavity modifies
the cavity resonance frequency. Thus, optomechanical coupling is tailored. Depending on the
dielectric position, linear or quadratic optomechanical coupling is engineered. (g) Membrane-in-
the-middle setup. Photons of the left and right sub-cavity are tunnel coupled, yielding an avoided
crossing in the cavity resonance frequency. Thus, either linear or quadratic optomechanical cou-
pling can be generated. Note that a thorough discussion of optomechanical experiments can be
found in Refs. [31, 64].

dius r of the resonator increases since radiation pressure pushes against the resonator. Thus, the
resonance frequency of the whispering gallery mode is modified. This yields a position depen-
dent resonance frequency ωres (x) = ωres (1−x/r ). Here, x are small changes in the resonator ra-
dius. Thus, the optomechanical coupling g0 = ωresxZPF/r , which is analogous to the coupling of
Fabry-Perot and microwave setups. Such whispering gallery mode resonators are studied for in-
stance in the groups of K. Vahala at Caltech (see e.g. [75]) T.J. Kippenberg in Lausanne (see e.g. [76]),
I. Favero in Paris (see e.g. [77]), M. Lipson (see e.g. [78]) or H. Tang at Yale (see e.g. [79]). Addition-
ally, whispering gallery mode resonators made out of microspheres have been used by the groups
of T. Carmon in Michigan (see e.g. [80]), H. Wang in Oregon (see e.g. [81]). Further details on whis-
pering gallery mode resonators can be found in Ref. [82] by A. Schliesser and T. J. Kippenberg and
in Ref. [83] by I. Favero.

Optomechanical crystals – Optomechanical crystals are periodically structured materials which
support co-localized optical as well as mechanical modes on a chip, cf. Fig. 1.8(d). Mechanical vi-
brations cause displacements of the substrate, and, hence they modify the spatial configuration of
the dielectric constant. This effect causes the optical mode pattern, and, in turn also the resonance
frequency to change. Thus, overall light and mechanical motion are coupled optomechanically. A
detailed discussion on how to calculate the optomechanical coupling can for instance be found
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in Refs. [84, 85]. These devices provide much larger (single-photon) optomechanical couplings g0

as compared to Fabry-Pérot setups. This is because both, the optical “cavity” as well as the (effec-
tive) mass of the mechanical mode is typically very small as compared to other optomechanical
experiments [31]. These setups, hence, are promising candidates to enter the single-photon strong
coupling regime, where g0 is comparable or larger than the cavity decay rate κ, cf. the paragraph
“single-photon strong coupling regime” in sec. 1.3.4. Optomechanical crystals are for instance used
in optomechanical experiments in the group of O. Painter at Caltech (see e.g. [86]). Additional infor-
mation on optomechanical crystals can be found in Ref. [85] by A. H. Safavi-Naeini and O. Painter.

Cold-atom optomechanics – The optomechanical Hamiltonian can also be implemented us-
ing a cloud of cold atoms which are trapped inside an optical cavity, cf. Fig. 1.8(d). This can be
seen as follows, cf. Refs. [31, 87]. Placing atoms inside a cavity gives rise to a Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian. If the detuning ∆at between the atom and cavity frequency is much larger than
the atom-photon vacuum coupling g at

0 , one enters the so-called dispersive regime of cavityQED.
It turns out that a single atom placed at an anti-node of the intracavity light field induces a fre-
quency shift δω = (

g at
0

)2 /∆at of the cavity resonance. Let us now consider an atom-cloud of N
atoms which are placed at the anti-node of the light field. Let us also assume that the exten-
sion of the cloud is much smaller than the wavelength λ of the intracavity light. In this case,
the above-mentioned dispersive frequency shift δω is described by the atom-photon coupling
Hamiltonian Ĥ = Nħδωâ†â sin2 (k(x̄ +δx)). Here, the sin2-term describes the standing light field
pattern inside the cavity and k = 2π/λ is the wave-vector of the light. x̄ is the equilibrium of
the center of mass position of the cold atom cloud and δx are small fluctuations. Expanding
this interaction Hamiltonian for small displacements then yields the optomechanical coupling
g0 =

p
N sin(2kx̄)

(
kxatom

ZPF

)(
g at

0

)2 /∆at with xatom
ZPF =pħ/2mΩwith m being the mass of a single atom

andΩ the trap frequency.

For cold atom experiments, g0 can typically be on the order of, or even larger than the cavity
decay rate κ [88–90]. This is because first, the zero point fluctuations are much larger as compared
to xZPF of other experiments due to the low mass of atoms. Second, cold atom experiments work
with atom numbers N on the order of a million [89] and third, the dispersive atom-photon coupling
g at

0 can also be quite large.

Optomechanics with cold atoms is for instance investigated in the groups of D. Stamper-Kurn
at UC Berkely (see e.g. [88]) and in the group of T. Esslinger at the ETH Zurich (see e.g. [89]). Further
details of optomechanics with ultracold atoms can be found in Ref. [87] by D. Stamper-Kurn.

Levitated Spheres – The optomechanical Hamiltonian can also be implemented by placing a
dielectric object (e.g. a silica sphere) inside a cavity, cf. Fig. 1.8(e). In this case, the position of
the dielectric modifies the cavity resonance frequency ωcav in a sinusoidal fashion, cf. chapter 6.
One finds ωcav (x0) =ωcav

(
1−χsin2 kx0

)
with x0 being the (center of mass) position of the sphere.

Here, χ= εcV /(4Vc ) with εc being the polarizability of the dielectric, V its volume and Vc the cavity
volume. Note that this is similar to the cold atom case discussed above.

Taking small displacements δx of the dielectric into account, the optomechanical interaction
Ĥ = −ħg0â†â

(
b̂† + b̂

)
can be tailored. Here, g0 = ωcavg kxZPF sin(2kx0). Note that the linear op-

tomechanical coupling g0 vanishes if x0 is chosen such that sin(2kx0) = 0. In this case, pure

quadratic optomechanical coupling is realized, i.e., Ĥint =−ħg (2)
0 â†â

(
b̂† + b̂

)2
. Here, the quadratic

optomechanical coupling reads g (2)
0 =ωcavg (kxZPF)2.

Optomechanical experiments with levitated dielectric are performed for instance in the groups
of M. Aspelmeyer in Vienna (see e.g. [91]) or P. Barker in London (see e.g. [92]).

Membrane-in-the-middle setups – Optomechanical coupling, either linear or quadratic in po-
sition, can also be implemented by placing a membrane inside a cavity, cf. Fig. 1.8(f). The cav-
ity, hence, is divided into a left and right subcavity. These two sub-cavities are coupled via pho-
ton hopping since the membrane is not perfectly reflecting. Let us assume we place the mem-
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Figure 1.9: Dissipation in optomechanical systems (a) The optomechanical system is affected by
photon loss and by the coupling of the mechanical resonator to a thermal environment. (b) Input-
output theory can be used to describe the system’s dynamics. It also allows to describe the light
leaving the cavity, i.e., the “output light”. (c) System observed by a photon detector. Such a scenario
can be described by an “unraveling” of the Lindblad master equation, namely by “quantum jump
trajectories”.

brane such that the left and right sub-cavity have the same resonance frequency. In that case,
due to photon hopping, an avoided crossing is generated as a function of the membrane posi-
tion, cf. sec. 6. Thus, for small displacements, quadratic optomechanical coupling is tailored, i.e.,

Ĥ = −ħg (2)
0 â†â

(
b̂† + b̂

)2
. The quadratic optomechanical coupling is given by g (2)

0 = g 2
0 /2J with J

being the photon hopping rate. g0 parametrizes how much the cavity frequency changes if the
membrane is displaced (or, equivalently, it parametrizes the radiation pressure force). Displacing
the membrane even further one leaves the regime of quadratic optomechanical coupling and one
reconstructs linear optomechanical coupling with coupling constant g0.

Optomechanical experiments with membranes inside an optical cavity are for instance con-
ducted in the group of J. Harris at Yale (see e.g. [57]), D. Vitali in Camerino (see e.g. [93]), J. Sankey
at McGill, or C. Regal at JILA (see e.g. [94]). Note that also nanomechanical resonators can be placed
inside a cavity, as is for instance done by I. Favero et al. (see e.g. [95]) and E. M. Weig’s group, now
in Konstanz (see e.g. [96]). A detailed discussion of mechanical resonators placed in the middle of
a cavity can be found in Ref. by I. Favero, J. Sankey and E. M. Weig.

1.3.3 Dissipation in optomechanical systems

The optomechanical system is an open quantum system, as it is coupled to sources of dissipation,
cf. Fig. 1.9(a). The two most dominant noise sources are the following: first, photons can leak out
of the cavity. Second, the mechanical resonator is coupled to a thermal environment, which causes
friction and which allows thermal phonons to occupy the mechanical resonator mode.

In general, one can either describe an open quantum system in terms of equations of motions
for the quantum operators (“Heisenberg picture”) or by evolving the system’s density matrix in time
(“Schrödinger picture”).

Input-output theory – The general framework to describe open quantum systems on an oper-
ator basis is called “input-output theory”, see e.g. [41]. For concreteness, let us start by considering
the dissipative dynamics of a (bosonic) cavity mode â. The equation of motion describing the leaky
cavity reads

˙̂a = i

ħ
[
Ĥ , â

]− κ

2
â −p

κâin . (1.9)

This equation of motion can be understood as follows: The first term is the standard, coherent
time-evolution as described by the Heisenberg equations of motion. The second term describes
the decay of the light field amplitude inside the cavity at rate κ. This term, hence, directly describes
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the loss of photons. The third term describes input noise âin entering the cavity through the lossy
channel through which photons leak out of the cavity.

To see the crucial importance of the noise term âin, let us ignore this noise term for a second.
Solving the equations of motion for a harmonic oscillator with Ĥ =ħωâ†â would yield

â (t ) = exp[− (iω+κ/2) t ] â (0) . (1.10)

Thus, the expectation value 〈â (t )〉 of the intracavity light field amplitude would decay in time, as
one would expect. However, when looking at the commutator

[
â (t ) , â† (t )

]= exp[−κt ]
[
â(0), â†(0)

]
one sees that the commutator decays in time and vanishes eventually in the long-time limit. This
finding would violate quantum mechanics, since

[
â(t ), â†(t )

] ≡ 1 for any time. When taking the
noise term âin into account, however, the commutator

[
â(t ), â†(t )

] = 1 for all times.6 Thus, the
noise âin entering the cavity prevents the bosonic commutator from decaying, and, hence, main-
tains the existence of zero point fluctuations.

Physically speaking, the noise term âin is a consequence of the “fluctuation dissipation theo-
rem”. If one describes dissipation, one has to open a port through which the system couples to “the
outside world”, i.e., to an environment. If energy can dissipative through this port, this also means
that fluctuations from the environment can enter the system through this port. In the input-output
formalism, these environmental fluctuations are described by the noise operator âin.

Note that for thermal, white noise the correlators of the input noise are given by

〈âin(t )〉 = 0 (1.11)〈
â†

in (t ) âin(t ′)
〉

= nthδ
(
t − t ′

)
(1.12)〈

âin(t )â†
in(t ′)

〉
= (nth +1)δ(t − t ′) . (1.13)

Here, nth = 1/(exp
[
βħω]−1) describes the thermal occupancy of the thermal bath. Furthermore,

β= 1/(kB T ) parametrizes the bath temperature and ω is frequency of the mode â under consider-
ation. Note that for typical, optical frequencies ω∼ 100THz nth ∼ 0 at room temperature. Thus, for
optical frequencies, the optical environment acts like a zero temperature bath. Note, however, that
for microwave frequenciesω∼ 10GHz the thermal occupancy of the electromagnetic environment
might become important.

Input-output theory is also very useful to connect the input noise, the intracavity light field and
the light leaving the cavity, cf. Fig. 1.9(b). These three quantities are connected via the input output
relation [41]

âout = âin +
p
κâ . (1.14)

Thus, the output light âout is a superposition of directly reflected input noise and the intracavity
light which leaks out the cavity. Note that the units of the output light operator âout is given by

1/
p

s. Thus,
〈

â†
outâout

〉
could be interpreted as being the number of photons per unit time which

are moving away from the cavity.

Note that relation (1.14) causes interesting interference phenomena. For instance, one of the
first discussions of the input-output relation (1.14) can be found in Ref. [97] in the context of light
squeezing. It has been used to demystify the observation that intracavity light squeezing (i.e.,
squeezing of the mode â) is limited while at the same time squeezing of the output light field (i.e., of
âout) can be infinite, cf. sec. 3.3. This “discrepancy” can be traced back as being due to interference
between the input noise âin and the light field â leaking out of the cavity.

6Note that the noise commutator
[

âin (t ) , â†
in(t ′)

]
= δ(

t − t ′
)
.
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1.3. Cavity optomechanics

Thus, to conclude the discussion about input-output theory, we state the equations of motion
governing the optomechanical system. They read

ˆ̇a = i

ħ
[
Ĥ , â

]− κ

2
â −p

κâin (1.15)

ˆ̇b = i

ħ
[
Ĥ , b̂

]− ΓM

2
b̂ −

√
ΓM b̂in , (1.16)

where Ĥ denotes the optomechanical Hamiltonian. Thus, also phonon decay at rate ΓM is de-
scribed in the same fashion as photon decay.

Lindblad master equation – Let us now briefly discuss how to describe photon and phonon
decay using a Lindblad master equation. The Lindblad master equation which governs the dissi-
pative time-evolution of a density matrix ρ̂ describing an optical mode (â) and a mechanical mode
(b̂) reads

˙̂ρ = i

ħ
[
ρ̂, Ĥ

]+κD [â] ρ̂+ΓM (nth +1)D
[
b̂
]
ρ̂+ΓM nthD

[
b̂†

]
ρ̂ . (1.17)

The Lindblad superoperator is given by D [â] = âρ̂â† − (
â†âρ̂+ ρ̂â†â

)
/2. Here, κD [â] ρ̂ describes

photons leaking out of the cavity whereas the two terms ΓM (nth + 1)D
[
b̂
]
ρ̂ +ΓM nthD

[
b̂†

]
ρ̂ de-

scribe the thermalization of the mechanical resonator with a thermal bath at temperature set by
the thermal occupancy nth. Note that input-output theory and the Lindblad master equation can
be connected given that âin and b̂in are white noise operators [98].

For numerical simulations, a Lindblad master equation is often the most convenient way to
describe the dissipative dynamics of an open quantum system. Writing the density matrix and
its time-evolution in the Fock basis (using a truncated Hilbert space) allows to solve the resulting
equations of motion on a computer.

Quantum jump trajectories – Note that “unravelings” of the Lindblad master equation ex-
ists. One of these unravelings is called the “quantum jump trajectory method” [99–102], which
we briefly review in the context of a leaky cavity. The idea behind quantum jump trajectories is to
simulate the dynamics of a system which is observed by a photon detector, cf. Fig. 1.9(c). Every
time step δt , the (ideal) photon detector is read out. With a probability given by p j = κ

〈
â†â

〉
δt ,

where κ is the photon decay rate and
〈

â†â
〉

the intracavity photon number, a photon has been
detected. In that case, the system’s wavefunction is updated according to

|ψ(t+)〉 = â|ψ(t−)〉〈
ψ(t−)

∣∣â†â
∣∣ψ(t−)

〉 . (1.18)

This update describes that a photon has decayed out of the cavity. If no photon has been detected
(with probability 1−p j ), the system’s wavefunction is evolved in time according to the Schrödinger
equation

iħ∂t |ψ〉 = Ĥeff|ψ〉 (1.19)

with an effective, non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

Ĥeff = Ĥ − i
κ

2
â†â . (1.20)

Here, Ĥ is the (Hermitian) Hamiltonian describing the coherent system dynamics. After the time-
evolution from time t 7→ t +δt the wavefunction has to be normalized again. The reason for the
effective Hamiltonian being non-Hermitian can be understood as follows: Even if no photon has
been detected, our knowledge about the state of the cavity has been increased. Consider e.g. a
superposition state of a cavity mode filled with zero and one photon, |ψ〉 = (

α|0〉+β|1〉)/
p

N . As-
sume we observe the cavity with an (ideal) detector and that we have not detected a photon yet
after many photon decay times κ−1 have been passed. What do we learn from this observation?
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Figure 1.10: The four different regimes of optomechanics, characterized by their nonlinearity and
their quantumness.

Well, most probably the cavity did not contain a photon, as otherwise we would have detected a
photon. Thus, in terms of the wave function |ψ〉, this means we have to decrease the probability
p1 = |β|2/N to find one photon inside the cavity while increasing the probability p0 = |α|2/N for
the cavity being empty. This “update” of the wavefunction, i.e., the shift of probabilities due to
non-detection event is implemented via the non-hermiticity of the effective Hamiltonian.

Note that this “quantum jump technique” has been used in this thesis to analyze the photon
statistics of a light beam which is transmitted through an optomechanical cavity, cf. chapter 5.

1.3.4 The regimes of optomechanics

In this section, we discuss the different regimes of optomechanics. We classify optomechanical
phenomena according to their nonlinearity and their “quantumness”, cf. Fig. 1.10.

This classification yields four different regimes of optomechanics:

1. Nonlinear classical optomechanics

2. Linearized classical optomechanics

3. Linearized quantum optomechanics

4. Nonlinear quantum regime of optomechanics, also called “single-photon strong coupling
regime”.

In the following, we discuss these four regimes and analyze typical phenomena occurring in these
regimes.
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Figure 1.11: Bistability in optomechanical systems. The equilibrium displacement is given by the
condition that the restoring force equals the radiation pressure force. (a) Small laser drive power.
In this case, only one equilibrium displacement exists. (b) Increased laser drive power. In this case,
three equilibrium displacements exist. Only two of them (marked blue) are stable. These two stable
displacements correspond directly to two different light field amplitudes.

1.3.5 Nonlinear, classical regime of optomechanics

In this paragraph, we discuss the nonlinear classical regime of optomechanics. In this regime the
optomechanical system is described classically. This can be done by replacing the photon op-
erators â and the mechanical resonator position operator x̂ by the classical light field α and the
classical resonator position x. Using the optomechanical Hamiltonian (1.7) one finds the classical,
nonlinear equations of motion

α̇ =
[

i

(
∆+ g0

xZPF
x

)
− κ

2

]
α− iαL

ẍ = −Ω2x + ħg0

mxZPF
|α|2 −ΓM ẋ . (1.21)

Here, ∆ is the detuning of the laser drive with respect to the cavity resonance frequency. g0 is
the optomechanical coupling, κ the cavity decay rate and αL the laser drive amplitude. xZPF are
the mechanical zero point fluctuations, Ω the mechanical resonator resonance frequency, m the
resonator mass and ΓM the mechanical damping rate.

The first equation of motion describes a laser driven optical cavity whose detuning depends
on the mechanical displacement x. The second equation describes a harmonic oscillator which
is subjected to a radiation pressure force ħg0 |α|2 /mxZPF. Note that although ħ shows up in these
equations, one can show that the equations of motion are independent of ħ, cf. paragraph “single-
photon strong coupling regime”, where the quantum to classical transition is discussed. Thus,
these classical equations of motion depend on classical quantities only.

From these equations of motion, one is able to understand many features of the optomechan-
ical interaction, such as e.g. optomechanical bistability, the optical spring effect and light-induced
(anti-)damping of the mechanical resonator, as we briefly discuss in the following.

Optomechanical bistability describes a nonlinear phenomenon, where the intracavity light
field amplitudeα and the mechanical resonator position x can assume more than one stable value
for a given set of parameters, cf. Figs. 1.11 and 1.12. To understand this in more detail, let us fo-
cus on the steady-state of the nonlinear, classical, optomechanical equations of motion (1.21). The
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Figure 1.12: Bistable behavior of the light field intensity (red curve) of an optomechanical cavity as
compared to a standard cavity (black, dashed line).

steady-state light-field amplitude and displacement are given by

α = iαL

i
[
∆+ g0x/xZPF

]−κ/2
and (1.22)

x = ħg0

mxZPFΩ2
|α|2 = 2

g0

Ω
xZPF |α|2 .

The first line describes the steady-state cavity amplitude. It is given by a Lorentzian as a function
of the mechanical displacement. This Lorentzian behavior is what one would expect for a linear
cavity whose resonance frequency is shifted by g0x/xZPF due to a mechanical displacement x. The
second equation describes the equilibrium mirror displacement, set by a balance between the ra-
diation pressure force Frad = ħg0 |α|2 /xZPF and the restoring harmonic oscillator force mΩ2x. As
one can see, the light field α and the mechanical resonator x are coupled in a nonlinear fashion.
As already mentioned above, this can lead to bistability, cf. Fig. 1.11. In this figure, the restoring
harmonic oscillator force FHO = mΩ2x and the radiation pressure force Frad are shown as a func-
tion of the mechanical displacement. Equilibrium displacements correspond to intersections of
the two curves, as in that case FHO = Frad. In Fig. 1.11(a), a typical situation for low laser power is
depicted. As one can see, only one equilibrium displacement x exists. The corresponding light field
amplitude can then be found via Eq. (1.22). Increasing the laser drive power increases the radiation
pressure force, cf. Fig. 1.11(b). For large enough drive powers7, three equilibrium displacements x
exist for which FHO = Frad. Note that only two of them (marked blue) are stable. Thus, the op-
tomechanical system exhibits bistable behavior. This directly causes bistability of the light field
amplitude. This situation is depicted in Fig. 1.12, where bistable behavior of the light field intensity
|α|2 can be seen. Thus, the cavity can be either “dark” and “bright” for a given detuning. Note that
whether the cavity is dark or bright in an experiment depends on the initial conditions or noise.

Note that one can also understand optical bistability by interpreting the optomechanical in-
teraction in terms of an effective potential for the harmonic oscillator. To this end, let us con-
sider the bad cavity limit, i.e., where the cavity decay rate κ is large as compared to the typical
(inverse) timescale of mechanical motion. In this case, we can assume that the light field ampli-
tude α (cf. Eq. (1.22)) follows any displacement of the mechanical resonator instantaneously. This

7The condition reads P > (4/3
p

3)(κ/Ω)3where P = 8 |αL |2 g 2
0 /Ω4 parametrizes the laser drive power.
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1.3. Cavity optomechanics

allows us to rewrite the mechanical equation of motion (1.21) to

ẍ =−Ω2x +Frad (x)/m −ΓM ẋ (1.23)

with a position dependent radiation pressure force

Frad (x) = ħg0

xZPF

α2
L(

∆+ g0x/xZPF
)2 +κ2/4

. (1.24)

Here, we have used α= iαL/
(
i
(
∆+ g0x/xZPF

)−κ/2
)
, cf. Eq. (1.22). Rewriting Frad (x) in terms of a

potential energy yields

Vrad (x) =−2ħ(
α2

L/κ
)

ArcTan

[
2

κ

(
∆+ g0

x

xZPF

)]
. (1.25)

Thus, for a bad cavity, one can understand the influence of the light field on the mechanical res-
onator in terms of an effective potential Vrad (x). The mechanical motion, hence, takes place in a
potential landscape given by Veff = VHO +Vrad which is given by a sum of the harmonic oscillator
potential VHO = mΩ2x2/2 and an effective radiation potential Vrad (x), cf. Eq. (1.25) and Fig. 1.13.
Fig. 1.13(a) depicts the effective potential Veff in the bistable regime. As one can see, Veff exhibits
two minima (blue dots) corresponding to the two stable equilibrium positions of the mechanical
resonator.

Note that the bistability of the optomechanical interaction has been demonstrated experimen-
tally in by Dorsel et al. [103] in 1983 as well as by Gozzini et al. [104] in 1985. Note that the bista-
bility could for instance also be used to detect very weak harmonic forces, as analyzed recently in
Ref. [105].

Let us now turn to the so-called optical spring effect. The essence of this effect is that the me-
chanical spring constant is modified due to the optomechanical interaction. It can be understood
by considering the effective potential Veff close to a minimum, cf. Fig. 1.13(b). As usual, this po-
tential can be approximated by a harmonic oscillator potential for small displacements around
the minimum. By comparing the effective spring constant given by the curvature of Veff for dif-
ferent laser intensities (red and black line in Fig. 1.13(b)) to the bare harmonic oscillator potential
(dashed line in Fig. 1.13(b)), we see that the effective spring constant is modified due to the light-
mechanics coupling. This demonstrates that the optomechanical coupling can be used to tune the
spring constant of a mechanical resonator in a light intensity dependent way. Note that the optical
spring effect was for instance used in Ref. [69], where the spring constant of a gram-scale mirror
originated almost completely from the optomechanical interaction.

Let us now briefly discuss how to use the optomechanical interaction to induce (anti-)damping
of the mechanical resonator. As discussed above, the radiation pressure force Frad(x) depends on
the mechanical resonator position. Assuming a bad cavity allowed us to derive an effective radia-
tion potential. To understand (anti-)damping of the mechanical resonator, however, we now have
to assume that the cavity does not react instantaneously to mechanical displacements, i.e., we as-
sume κ/Ω < ∞. In this situation, photons will stay inside the cavity for a finite amount of time
τ ∼ κ−1 before leaving the cavity again. This means that the photon intensity |α|2 at time t , and,
hence, the radiation pressure forces lags behind the actual position x(t ) at time t . The radiation
pressure force at time t is then given by Frad (x(t −τ)), where τ ∼ κ−1. Expanding this expression
for small time lags τ (or, equivalently, large cavity decay rates κ), one finds

Frad (x(t −τ)) ≈ Frad (x(t ))−F ′
rad (x(t )) ẋ (t )τ . (1.26)

Thus, the time-lagged radiation pressure force can be decomposed into an instantaneous radiation
pressure force Frad (x(t )) plus a part which depends on the velocity ẋ of the mechanical resonator.
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Figure 1.13: Effective potential Veff =VHO+Vrad given by the sum of a harmonic oscillator potential
and a radiation pressure potential as a function of the mechanical displacement x. (a) Effective
potential for strong laser drive power. Two minima of Veff exist (blue dots), corresponding to two
stable displacements of the mechanical resonator. The maximum of Veff (orange dot) corresponds
to an instable equilibrium displacement. (b) Optical spring effect. Effective potential Veff for a weak
laser (red) and a stronger laser drive (black) in the vicinity of a minimum as compared to the har-
monic oscillator potential VHO = mΩ2x2/2 (dashed). As one can see, the curvature of the effective
potential Veff is significantly different from the curvature mΩ2 of the original harmonic oscillator
potential. This can be interpreted as being a modification of the mechanical spring constant due
to a coupling to the light field - the so-called “optical spring”.

Interestingly, the velocity-dependent part can be interpreted as a friction force −Γoptẋ with optical
damping rate Γopt = F ′

rad (x)τ/m. Thus, the optomechanical interaction induces (anti-)damping of
the mechanical resonator, depending on the sign of F ′

rad (x). Since Frad ∝ |α|2, where |α|2 is the
light field intensity, one finds damping, Γopt > 0 on the left edge of the cavity resonance and anti-
damping Γopt < 0 on the right edge of the cavity resonance, cf. red lines in Fig. 1.11 showing the
radiation-pressure force as a function of the displacement. Note that one of the first discussion
and observations of optomechanical (anti-)damping has been made by V. Braginskii in the 1960s
[106, 107].

Let us now focus on optomechanical anti-damping Γopt < 0 as we discuss optomechanical
dampingΓopt > 0 later. Optical anti-dampingΓopt < 0 can be used to trigger so-called self-sustained
oscillations. If the net mechanical damping Γopt +ΓM becomes negative, tiny fluctuations of the
mechanical resonator will be amplified. The nonlinearity of the optomechanical equations of mo-
tion (1.21) then causes the mechanical amplitude to saturate, such that the mechanical resonator
in total performs oscillations which can be approximated by x(t ) ≈ x̄ + A cos

(
Ωt +ϕ)

[108]. These
self-sustained oscillations have already been observed in several experiments, see e.g. [78, 109–
112].

The amplitude A of self-sustained oscillations can be fixed by considering that the power dis-
sipated per oscillation cycle equals the gained power due to a continuous laser drive. At the same
time, the time-averaged force has to vanish to allow a stationary amplitude. Such an analysis then
reveals that for a given laser detuning, multiple stable oscillation amplitudes A can exist. This phe-
nomenon is called “dynamical multistability” and has been analyzed in Ref. [108]. This dynamical
multistability could be observed for instance as a hysteresis if one sweeps parameters. Further-
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1.3. Cavity optomechanics

more, it could be useful for very sensitive measurements: if one chooses a laser detuning close to
a transition between different stable oscillation amplitudes, a small perturbation of the laser de-
tuning could cause a large deviation of the oscillation amplitude, which in turn could easily be
detected.

Note that self-induced oscillations could also be used to study the synchronization behavior of
optomechanical systems, cf. the theoretical analysis by G. Heinrich et al. [113] and experiments by
Zhang et al. [78] and Bagheri et al. [112].

1.3.6 Linearized regime of optomechanics

In this paragraph, we discuss the linearized optomechanical interaction.
As already discussed, the optomechanical interaction Ĥ = −ħg0â†â

(
b̂† + b̂

)
is fundamentally

nonlinear. However, one can linearize this nonlinear interaction by splitting the light field â =α+d̂
into a coherent (classical) part α and (quantum) fluctuations d̂ . This allows to split the optome-
chanical Hamiltonian (1.7) into a linear Hamiltonian (we assume α to be real for simplicity)

Ĥlin =−ħ∆d̂ †d̂ +ħΩb̂†b̂ −ħg0α
(
d̂ † + d̂

)(
b̂† + b̂

)
(1.27)

and a remaining, nonlinear part

Ĥnonlin =−ħg0d̂ †d̂
(
b̂† + b̂

)
. (1.28)

Note that the linearized optomechanical coupling G ≡ g0α is enhanced by the light field ampli-
tude α whereas the nonlinear optomechanical coupling depends on g0 only. This motivates why
for typical experiments with large α, the nonlinear interaction is not of strong importance, and,
hence is typically neglected. Note, however, that effects of this nonlinear optomechanical interac-
tion are discussed in the following paragraph “single-photon strong coupling regime” as well as in
chapters (4-6) of this thesis.

Note that the linearized optomechanical interaction −ħG
(
d̂ † + d̂

)(
b̂† + b̂

)
is extraordinary flex-

ible. This is because first the coupling strength G = g0α is directly tunable in an experiment by
varying the laser drive power for instance. Second, by choosing the appropriate laser frequency,
one is able to select which of the interaction of the linearized optomechanical interaction is reso-
nant. Also, from a theoretical point of view, the linearized optomechanical interaction is solvable.
This is because the linearized optomechanical interaction (1.27) is quadratic. Thus, the resulting
equations of motion are linear.

1.3.7 Classical effects of the linearized optomechanical interaction

In the following, we discuss the three most relevant linearized optomechanical interactions on a
classical level. Thus, again, we replace the quantum operator for the cavity field d̂ by a complex
number d and the phonon operator b̂ by a complex number b in the equations of motion. Note
that the real part of the phonon operator b Reb = x/2xZPF. Thus, the real part is proportional to
the mechanical displacement. The imaginary part Imb = p/2pZPF, i.e., it is proportional to the
mechanical resonator momentum.

First, let us assume a red detuned drive, i.e., ∆< 0. In this case, the resonant interaction Hamil-
tonian is given by a beam-splitter Hamiltonian Ĥint =−ħG

(
b̂†d̂ + b̂d̂ †

)
within the good cavity limit

where the cavity decay rate κ is much smaller than the mechanical frequencyΩ. Thus, the (classi-
cal), linearized equations of motion read

ḋ =
(
i∆− κ

2

)
d + iGb (1.29)

ḃ =
(
−iΩ− ΓM

2

)
b + iGd . (1.30)
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These equations allow us to understand the optical spring effect and optomechanical damping
as follows. Let us assume the cavity d follows the mechanical motion b instantaneously, i.e., d =
iΣb∗ where the self-energy iΣ = −iG/(i∆−κ/2). In that case, we can eliminate the light field d
adiabatically in the equation of motion for the mechanical degree of freedom. This gives rise to the
mechanical equation of motion

ḃ =

−i

Ω+ G2∆

∆2 +κ2/4︸ ︷︷ ︸
δΩ

− 1

2

ΓM + κG2

∆2 +κ2/4︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γopt


b . (1.31)

This equation of motion can be understood as follows: the mechanical resonance frequency, and,
hence the mechanical spring constant is softened as δΩ< 0 for red detuning∆< 0 due to the light-
mechanics coupling. This effect is called the optical spring effect, cf. the discussion in the previous
paragraph. At the same time, the mechanical resonator experiences an additional optical damping
Γopt > 0.

For blue detuning ∆> 0, the resonant interaction Hamiltonian is given by a two-mode squeez-
ing Hamiltonian Ĥint =−ħG

(
b̂†d̂ † + b̂d̂

)
. Following the same procedure as above, i.e., eliminating

the light degree of freedom d we find the mechanical equation of motion

ḃ =
[
−i (Ω+δΩ)− 1

2

(
ΓM +Γopt

)]
b (1.32)

with

δΩ = G2∆

∆2 +κ2/4
and (1.33)

Γopt = − κG2

∆2 +κ2/4
. (1.34)

Note that since∆> 0 the mechanical spring constant has been stiffened whereas the optomechan-
ical interaction induces anti-damping as Γopt < 0. As already mentioned above, if the total me-
chanical damping ΓM +Γopt becomes negative, the mechanical resonator motion b(t ) will increase
exponentially first. For too large oscillation amplitudes, the linearization breaks down. In this case,
the oscillation amplitude will be limited by nonlinear effects due to the nonlinear equations of
motion (1.21), such that stable self-sustained oscillations are developed.

Let us now consider the case of a resonantly driven cavity. In that case the linearized optome-
chanical Hamiltonian reads Ĥint = −ħG

(
d̂ † + d̂

)(
b̂† + b̂

)
. In this case, the mechanical position

x̂ = xZPF
(
b̂† + b̂

)
causes a phase shift of the light which is reflected from the cavity, cf. Fig. 1.14.

Thus, a displacement x of the mechanical resonator can be measured by observing the phase of
the (reflected) light from a cavity.

Note that this argument is also valid if the light field is not coupled to the displacement x
but to the displacement squared, i.e., to x2. In this case, the light phase can be used to measure
the squared position. Such a measurement is useful to simulate double-slit experiments with op-
tomechanical setups [13], or to measure the phonon number b̂†b̂ of a mechanical resonator [55],
cf. chapter 6.

1.3.8 Quantum effects of the linearized optomechanical interaction

In this section, we discuss quantum effects of the linearized Hamiltonian Ĥlin =−ħ∆d̂ †d̂+ħΩb̂†b̂−
ħG

(
d̂ † + d̂

)(
b̂† + b̂

)
. Here, G = g0α is the driven-enhanced optomechanical coupling. In contrast to

the previous section, we now also take quantum noise entering the cavity (d̂in) and the mechanical
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Figure 1.14: Lorentzian cavity light field intensity (a) and light phase (b) as a function of mechanical
displacement.

resonator (b̂in) into account, cf. sec. 1.3.3. Note that almost all experiments which study quantum
effects with optomechanical systems are working in this linearized regime of optomechanics.

As already mentioned above, for red detuning, the resonant optomechanical interaction is
given by a beamsplitter interaction Ĥ =−ħG

(
d̂ †b̂ + d̂ b̂†

)
, causing optical damping of the mechan-

ical mode. For strong enough cooling, quantum effects become important, such that we now dis-
cuss optomechanical sideband cooling [72, 86, 114, 115] on a quantum level. By looking at the
beamsplitter Hamiltonian, one sees that hot, thermal phonons are transferred into photons

(
d̂ †b̂

)
.

Since photons are coupled to an effective zero temperature bath, the converted, hot phonons are
dissipated into the optical bath. Thus, the mechanical resonator is effectively cooled. In oder to
derive the minimum achievable phonon number using optomechanical sideband cooling, it is cru-
cial to take quantum fluctuations into account [114, 115]. It turns out that in the so-called resolved-
sideband regime, where κ¿Ω, one is able to reach phonon numbers below one. This has recently
been demonstrated experimentally, where a mechanical degree of freedom was cooled down close
to its quantum groundstate via optomechanical sideband cooling [72, 86].

Let us now consider the case in which the optomechanical coupling G = g0α is larger than the
mechanical and cavity decay ΓM and κ, respectively. In that case one enters the so-called (lin-
earized) strong coupling regime, where photons d̂ and phonons b̂ start to hybridize. Thus, the
new eigenmodes of the coupled optomechanical system are so-called polaritons. Strong coupling
can be identified by observing a normal mode splitting in the optical output light spectrum. This
(linearized) strong coupling regime has recently been observed both in the optical domain [68, 76]
as well as in a microwave optomechanical system [116]. As soon as one has entered this regime,
one can make use of the beamsplitter interaction to transfer optical states to mechanical resonator
states coherently. It could also be used to convert traveling phonons to photons (“traveling wave
phonon-photon translator” [117]). Note that one could also couple a microwave photonic mode
and a photon mode at optical frequency to a common mechanical mode. Swapping for instance a
microwave photon to a phonon and, in turn to an optical photon allows to convert microwave pho-
tons to optical photons in a coherent fashion [118, 119].8 Such an experiment has been performed
by R. Andrews et al. [122], where a conversion efficiency of 10% between infrared and microwave
photons has been reported. Note that optical wavelength conversion was also demonstrated in

8 Note that one could increase the state transfer fidelity by using dark modes [120, 121].
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Refs. [123, 124].

Let us now turn to blue detuning, ∆ > 0. In this regime, the resonant optomechanical inter-
action is a two-mode squeezing Hamiltonian Ĥ = −ħG

(
d̂ †b̂† + d̂ b̂

)
. Apart from anti-damping,

which is induced by the two-mode squeezing interaction, this Hamiltonian also generates two-
mode squeezed states. It can also be used to generate entanglement between light and the me-
chanical resonator. Such entangled states have recently been realized experimentally recently in
Ref. [71] using a microwave optomechanical setup.

Combining the two-mode squeezing Hamiltonian and the beamsplitter Hamiltonian (for in-
stance by driving the optical cavity on the red and blue sideband with two lasers), one can effi-
ciently generate entangled states [125] or squeezed states of motion [126] and squeezed output
light [127] via dissipation, cf. chapters 2 and 3.

Another interesting application of optomechanical systems in the linearized quantum regime
is to use them as a heat engine, see Ref. [128], as it combines many of the aforementioned ideas.
In the following, we closely follow Ref. [128] to present the basic idea of the optomechanical heat
engine. The basic idea is to use polaritons, i.e., coherent superpositions of photons and phonons as
the working medium of the heat engine. In an optomechanical system, the laser detuning∆defines
whether the polariton is more phonon or photon like. Since photons are typically coupled to a zero
temperature bath whereas phonons are typically coupled to a finite temperature bath, work can
be extracted from the thermal energy of the mechanical resonator. To see this, let us briefly sketch
one optomechanical heat engine cycle.

Initially, a large laser detuning is assumed. In that case the polaritons are phonon-like. Thus,
the working medium is thermally occupied initially. In the first step, the laser detuning is varied,
causing the phononic excitations to be transformed into photonic excitations. This causes the
(thermal) vibrational amplitude of the mechanical resonator to decrease, as this energy is trans-
ferred into an increasing light field intensity. Due to a subsequent increase in radiation-pressure
force, the mechanical resonator position gets displaced. Due to this displacement, mechanical
work on the mechanical resonator is produced. In the second step, the system will be thermalized
with its bath again. As the work medium now is photon like, the photons will thermalize with the
photonic bath (which is typically at zero temperature) at rate κ. Since photons will decay out of
the cavity on a timescale set by κ during that step, also the radiation pressure force will drop. If the
mechanical resonator was also returning subsequently to its original position, no net work would
have been performed. Since, however, the mechanical damping rate Γ¿ κ (which is typically the
case), the mechanical resonator stays at its previous position during that timestep. This ensures
that work is being performed by the optomechanical heat engine. In the third step, the detuning is
changed again such that the remaining photon-like excitations are moved back to phonon-like ex-
citations. In the fourth an last step, these phonon-like polaritons are again re-thermalized due to a
coupling to the thermal mechanical bath. At the same time, the mechanical resonator moves back
to its original position which closes the optomechanical heat-engine cycle. Thus, in total, heat of
the mechanical bath has been transformed into work [128].

Note that one could also reverse the role of photons and phonons. In that case, work could be
extracted out of the photonic heat bath if the photon bath is the “hot” bath and if the phonon bath
corresponds to the “cold” bath. Thus, when using a microwave cavity and an ultracold mechanical
resonator, for instance, one could extract work from the cosmic 3K microwave background [128].

As a last note, let us mention that the already mentioned flexibility of the optomechanical in-
teraction is for instance also very useful for continuous variable quantum state processing with
optomechanical systems [129].
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1.3.9 Recent experimental developments in optomechanics

In this subsection, we discuss a selection of recent optomechanical experiments. Note that a thor-
ough discussion of all optomechanical experiments which where conducted during the last few
years would go beyond the scope of this thesis.

(a)
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(e)(b)

(f)
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Figure 1.15: Illustrations of recent, selected optomechanical experiments. (a) Optomechanical
sideband cooling, where a mechanical resonator was cooled down close to the quantum ground-
state. (b) Observation of strong coupling physics by measuring normal mode splitting in the cavity
output spectrum. (c) Coherent transfer of optical to mechanical states and vice versa. (d) Coherent
wavelength conversion where e.g. optical photons are converted into microwave photons and vice
versa. The conversion is mediated via coupling to a common mechanical resonator. (e) Generation
of entanglement between photons and phonons. (f) Observation of ponderomotive effects, such
as ponderomotive squeezing, for instance.

The quantum regime of linear optomechanics was entered in 2011 when two experiments suc-
ceeded to cool the mechanical resonator close to the quantum groundstate, cf. Fig. 1.15(a). In
Ref. [72], a mechanical resonator which was coupled to a microwave cavity was cooled down to a
phonon occupancy of n̄ ≈ 0.34. A short time later, a second experiment working in the optical do-
main and using optomechanical crystals cooled the mechanical resonator down to n̄ ≈ 0.85 [86].
The experimental demonstration of optomechanical sideband cooling then paved the way towards
an experimental exploration of the (linearized) optomechanical interaction on a quantum level.
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Strong coupling between the mechanical and the optical modes has been verified experimen-
tally in the optical domain by S. Gröblacher et al. [68] using a Fabry-Perot type experiment as well as
by J. Teufel et al. [116] in the microwave regime. If the linearized optomechanical coupling G = g0α

exceeds the cavity and mechanical decay rate κ and ΓM , respectively, photons and phonons start
to hybridize. They form normal modes, so-called polaritons. In an experiment, the hybridization
can be seen by observing a normal mode splitting in the optical spectrum, cf. Fig. 1.15(b).

Once the regime of (linear) strong coupling is achieved, one can use the strong photon-pho-
non interaction to coherently transfer photon states into phonon states and vice versa using the
beam-splitter Hamiltonian Ĥ =−ħG

(
d̂ †b̂ + d̂ b̂†

)
, cf. Fig. 1.15(c). Coherent state transfer has been

demonstrated experimentally by E. Verhagen et al. [76] in the optical domain using optomechan-
ical microresonators. In this experiment a pulsed coherent excitation, which was injected into
the cavity, has been exchanged dynamically between the optical and the mechanical mode. State
transfer between a microwave field and a mechanical resonator has also been shown by T.A. Palo-
maki et al. [130]. In that experiment, a coherent microwave field was placed inside the cavity which
in turn got transferred to the mechanical resonator. After waiting for some time, the mechanical
state got transferred to the microwave mode again which in turn was read out optically, proving
successful coherent state transfer. A possible application of coherent state transfer is to use the me-
chanical resonator as an information storage medium. A short-lived optical state could be mapped
onto a high-quality mechanical resonator, i.e., to a long-lived mechanical quantum memory.

Another application of coherent state transfer is wavelength conversion, cf. Fig. 1.15(d). The
idea is to convert a photon with frequency ω1 to another photon with a different frequency ω2

and vice versa coherently. This can be achieved by converting an ω1-photon into a phonon which
in turn is converted into an ω2-photon and vice versa. Experimentally, this requires two optical
modes coupled to a common mechanical mode. Wavelength conversion has been observed in an
experiment by J. Hill et al. [123] using an optomechanical crystal, where the frequency difference
was given by 11THz. Wavelength conversion has also been demonstrated by C. Dong et al. [124]
using a whispering gallery mode silica microsphere. More recently, R. Andrews et al. [122] showed
coherent conversion of microwave photons to optical photons and vice versa with 10% conversion
efficiency in a microwave optomechanical setup. In this setup, a mechanical membrane coupled
both to a microwave circuit as well as to an optical cavity.

As discussed in section 1.3.8, another application of the optomechanical interaction is to en-
tangle photons and phonons, when the cavity is driven on the blue sideband, cf. Fig. 1.15(e). In
2013, Palomaki et al. [71] demonstrated entanglement between a microwave optical field and me-
chanical motion. First, the the mechanical resonator was cooled by applying a red pulse. After
that, a blue detuned entanglement pulse was sent into the cavity. This entangled light with me-
chanical motion. After a certain waiting time, the mechanical state was coherently transferred to
the light field again using a state transfer pulse. By measuring the correlations between the first
entanglement pulse and the second light pulse after the state transfer, entanglement was verified.

Recently, also ponderomotive effects have been observed experimentally. For instance in Ref.
[131] the effect of radiation-pressure shot noise on mechanical motion was studied. By measur-
ing the mechanical spectrum T. Purdy et al. have observed increased mechanical noise due to a
fluctuating radiation pressure force.

Also another ponderomotive effect, namely “ponderomotive squeezing” has been observed
in three experiments, cf. Fig. 1.15(f). Since the mechanical resonator effectively mimics a Kerr
medium, output light squeezing can be generated. This type of squeezing has first been observed
in an experiment with cold atoms by D.W.C. Brooks et al. [90]. They observed squeezing 1.4% be-
low the shot-noise value, or, equivalently, 0.06dB of squeezing. More squeezing was generated
ponderomotively in an optomechanical crystal experiment by A. Safavi-Naeini et al. [132]. There,
4.5% squeezing below the shot-noise value, or 0.2dB squeezing was observed. The largest amount
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of ponderomotive squeezing up to now has been observed in a membrane experiment by T. Purdy
et al. [94], where squeezing 32% below the shot-noise value, or 1.7dB squeezing has been observed.

Recently, it was suggested and demonstrated experimentally by A. Krause et al. [133] how an
optomechanical system can be used as an accelerometer. The idea is to suspend a test mass on a
frame whose accelerations one wants to measure. By using the test mass as one mirror of a Fabry-
Perot cavity and by mounting the second mirror on the frame, one is able to sense the frame’s
accelerations. This is because any acceleration will change the optical cavity’s length, which in turn
can be sensed optically, as explained above. The crucial feature of the experiment by A. Krause
et al. [133] is that this accelerometer can be implemented on a chip by using a photonic crystal.
This allows miniaturization of the accelerometer which could be advantageous for a vast variety of
different applications.

Additionally, experimentalists have started to study the dynamics of optomechanical arrays.
In these systems, one couples more than one optomechanical setup via photon and/or phonon
hopping. In experiments by Zhang et al. [134] and by Bagheri et al. [112] mechanical motion of two
mechanical modes, which were driven into self-induced oscillations, has been synchronized via
optical coupling. Note that optomechanical arrays have also been studied theoretically recently,
of course. It was proposed to use optomechanical arrays for instance for quantum information
processing [129], or to study quantum many body dynamics [135], optomechanical Dirac physics
[136] and topological phases of sound and light [137]

Apart from the aforementioned experiments, experimentalists have started to study the cou-
pling between light and the mechanical motion of levitated objects. T.S. Monteiro et al. [92] stud-
ied the dynamics of levitated nanospheres, where for instance the optical field traps and cools the
motion of the levitated sphere. Furthermore, N. Kiesel et al. [91] performed an experiment demon-
strating the cooling of the center of mass motion of a levitated nanosphere. As already mentioned
above, future levitated sphere experiments could also be used for fundamental tests of quantum
mechanics using macroscopic objects. The crucial ingredient for these proposals is the implemen-
tation of an x2 coupling, as discussed previously. Note that such a coupling can also be engineered
in membrane-in-the-middle setups [55, 57, 59, 93, 94, 131, 138, 139].

Additionally, one has started to consider hybrid optomechanical systems, where a mechanical
resonator couples to another quantum system, such as e.g. a qubit or ultracold atoms. For instance,
S. Camerer et al. [140] cooled a mechanical resonator by coupling it to a gas of ultracold atoms.
Note that an overview over hybrid optomechanical systems is given in the book-chapter [141] by
P. Treutlein, C. Genes, K. Hammerer, M. Poggio, and P. Rabl.

1.3.10 Single-photon strong coupling regime

In this section we discuss the “single-photon strong coupling regime” of optomechanics, cf. the
upper right quadrant of Fig. 1.10. In this regime the fundamental nonlinear nature of the optome-
chanical Hamiltonian

Ĥ =−ħg0â†â
(
b̂† + b̂

)
(1.35)

becomes important. In general, one would expect this nonlinearity to become important if the
coupling g0 is larger than the photon (κ) and phonon (ΓM ) decay rates. Since typically the pho-
ton decay rate is much larger than phonon decay, i.e., κÀ ΓM , one, hence, expects the nonlinear
quantum interaction (1.35) to be important if g0& κ. Physically, this condition means that displac-
ing the mechanical resonator by its zero point fluctuations shifts the cavity resonance frequency
by more than its linewidth. At the same time, to observe effects of the nonlinear interaction (1.35),
the interaction time κ−1 between photons and phonons should be larger than the typical timescale
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Table 1.1: Optomechanical parameters for three different optomechanical setups. Here, g0 is the
(bare) optical coupling, κ the cavity decay rate, Ω the mechanical resonator frequency, and xZPF

are the mechanical resonator fluctuations.

g0/2π κ/2π Ω/2π ΓM /2π g0/κ κ/Ω

Microwave setup [72] 200Hz 200kHz 10.56MHz 32Hz 10−3 0.02
Optomechanical crystals [142] 1.1MHz 159MHz 5.1GHz 1.2kHz 7 ·10−3 0.03

Cold atom clouds [88] 600kHz 660kHz 42kHz 1kHz 0.9 15.7

Ω−1 of the mechanical resonator. Thus, one would expect to observe quantum effects only in the
resolved-sideband regime, in which κ.Ω, as discussed above.9

Up to now, the single-photon strong coupling regime of optomechanics has not yet been en-
tered experimentally. Only experiments with cold atom clouds [88–90] have been able to observe
large optomechanical couplings g0 exceeding the cavity decay rate. This is because the mass m
of the atom cloud is typically very small. This leads to comparatively large optomechanical cou-
plings since g0 ∝ xZPF ∝p

1/m. However, these cold atom cloud experiments do not work in the
resolved-sideband regime. This is because the frequency of the collective mechanical mode is typi-
cally quite small (on the order of 102−104 Hz) while the cavity decay rates are typically on the order
of MHz [88, 89]. Thus, the sideband parameter κ/ΩÀ 1, cf. table 1.1.

Other experiments [72, 76, 86, 142] which already work in the resolved-sideband limit, however,
are approaching the limit where g0 → κ, cf. table 1.1 where experimental parameters of selected
experiments are listed. One of the best optomechanical setups in this regard are optomechanical
crystals. In Ref. [142], for instance, g0/κ∼ 7 ·10−3 was measured experimentally while simulations
predict g0/κ ∼ 0.12. Thus, there is well-founded hope that experiments will reach the nonlinear
quantum regime of optomechanics and the single photon strong coupling regime, respectively, in
the near future.

Note that apart from the aforementioned experiments, there also exist different proposals to
increase the impact of the optomechanical, quantum nonlinear interaction further. In Refs. [143,
144], for instance, it was proposed to couple a superconducting microwave cavity to a mechanical
resonator via a Cooper pair transistor. Mechanical motion is coupled to the Cooper pair transistor
capacitively. Thus, the mechanical resonator position is able to modify the transistor’s inductance.
Since the transistor is placed inside the microwave cavity, the total cavity inductance will be mod-
ulated depending on the mechanical displacement. Thus, in turn, the cavity resonance frequency
depends on the mechanical position, hence, optomechanical coupling is tailored. It turns out that
letting the Cooper pair transistor mediate the optomechanical coupling instead of coupling the
mechanical resonator directly to the microwave cavity can enhance the optomechanical cavity by
4−6 orders of magnitude [143]. Note that it was also recently proposed to enhance quantum non-
linearities using two-mode optomechanical setups [145, 146] or by making use of collective effects
in optomechanical arrays [147].

Although the single-photon strong coupling regime has not yet been realized in experiments,
the optomechanical, nonlinear quantum interaction has attracted much theoretical interest. In
the past, many interesting effects have been predicted, from which we name a few in the following.

For instance, an entangled state between light and mechanics could be generated. To see this
let us assume a single photon inside the cavity. This photon displaces the mechanical resonator
by an amount δx due to its radiation pressure force. Considering the situation where n photons

9A signature of the nonlinear optomechanical Hamiltonian is for instance “photon blockade” (cf. chapter 5 and
Ref. [29]), where the presence of a single photon inside a cavity prevents a second photon from entering the cavity. In
the analysis of Ref. [29] it is indeed shown that one observes photon blockade only if (1) κ/Ω. 1 and if (2) g 2

0 /κΩ& 1,
which in combination with (1) leads to the condition g0/κ& 1.
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are inside the cavity, the displacement will in turn be nδx as the radiation pressure force scales
with n. Let us now consider that there is a quantum superposition of photons inside the cavity. In
that case we expect the total optomechanical wavefunction to be given by |ψ〉∝∑

n cn |n〉⊗ |nδx〉 ,
where |n〉 is an n-photon Fock state and where the mechanical resonator state |nδx〉 corresponds
to a displaced mechanical resonator state with displacement nδx. Thus, |ψ〉 corresponds to an
entangled state. This state is a “Schrödinger cat state”, since photons are entangled with a (poten-
tially) massive, macroscopic mirror. These Schrödinger cat states have been analyzed in detail in
Refs. [148, 149].

One could also study a “quantum-to-classical” transition with optomechanical systems [32,
150], which will be discussed in more detail later in this section. Furthermore, one could generate
non-Gaussian mechanical states [151] and quantum states of the mechanical resonator10 [35, 61,
152] by making use of the nonlinear quantum interaction (1.35). Additionally, one could observe
photon anti-bunching and photon blockade, respectively, cf. Refs. [29, 153] and chapter 5.

Let us now briefly discuss how one can tackle the nonlinear optomechanical interaction on a
quantum level theoretically. First, one could tackle the Hamiltonian analytically. One could start
by considering the linearized Hamiltonian (1.7) and take the previously neglected remaining non-
linear interaction into account perturbatively [154, 155]. Alternatively, one could diagonalize the
optomechanical interaction via a polaron transformation [148, 149]. The idea of the polaron trans-
formation, which is also used in the context of vibrationally coupled electron transport, is to in-
troduce shifted mechanical resonator states, where the shift depends on the number of photons
inside the cavity. Focussing on the potential energy of the mechanical resonator

Ĥ = 1

2
mΩ2x̂2 −ħg0â†âx̂/xZPF (1.36)

and completing the square yields

Ĥ = 1

2
mΩ2 ˆ̃x2 −ħg 2

0

Ω

(
â†â

)2
(1.37)

with the displaced mechanical resonator position operator ˜̂x = x̂ − 2(g0/Ω)xZPFâ†â. This diago-
nalized Hamiltonian directly reveals a photon-photon interaction term with strength g 2

0 /Ω which
gives rise to interesting photon statistics, such as photon blockade [29, 153] or cascades of photon
transmission, cf. chapter 5. Up to know we have only diagonalized the optomechanical interaction
using the so-called polaron transformation. To analyze how the full optomechanical Hamiltonian
transforms under the polaron transformation, we also have to discuss how the laser drive Hamil-
tonian Ĥ = ħαL(â† + â) transforms. One finds the polaron transformed laser drive Hamiltonian
Ĥ = ħαL

(
â†D̂† + âD̂

)
. Here, D̂ = exp

[
g0

(
b̂† − b̂

)
/Ω

]
is a displacement operator. This transformed

laser drive means that creating a photon inside the cavity (i.e., applying â†) shifts any harmonic
oscillator wavefunction by an amount given by δx = 2g0xZPF/Ω due to an enhanced radiation
pressure force. Thus, overall, photons and phonons are still coupled via the laser drive term. If,
however, only a weak driving is assumed, one could treat the polaron transformed laser drive term
perturbatively, allowing an analytic treatment of the nonlinear optomechanical interaction [29].

Second, one can tackle the full, nonlinear optomechanical Hamiltonian numerically. This can
be done by writing down the Lindblad master equation (cf. sec. 1.3.3) in a Fock-state basis and solve
the corresponding equations of motions numerically. Alternatively, especially if one is interested
in photon statistics, one could “unravel” the Lindblad master equation by making use of “quantum
jump trajectories” [99–102], cf. chapter 5. These trajectories simulate the system dynamics if the
system is observe by a photon detector for instance.

10these are related to a quantum version of the self-sustained oscillations discussed in the section “Nonlinear, clas-
sical regime of optomechanics” above.
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As a last thought in this section, let us discuss the following, general question: assume one
observes some feature by simulating the full, nonlinear optomechanical Hamiltonian. How can
decide whether the observed effect can be attributed to the quantum nonlinearity unambiguously?

If one observes a quantum effect, such as photon anti-bunching or negative Wigner densities,
one could directly attribute the effect to the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction, given
one did not drive the optomechanical system with non-classical light. If one observes any other
feature, which cannot be attributed to the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction that
easily, one could perform the following checks to show that the observed effect is indeed due to the
quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction. First, one has to check that the observed feature
cannot be described using linearized optomechanics or using classical, nonlinear optomechanics.
Second, one has to check that the observed effect vanishes in the classical limit where ħ → 0. If
all these checks are positive, one can be certain that the observed effect must be attributed to the
quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction. Maybe the most challenging check is the second
one, where one tries to see whether an effect vanishes in the classical limit. However, in optome-
chanical systems, this check can be performed by studying the “quantum-to-classical transition”
in optomechanical systems [32], as we describe in the following.

For this, it is important to note that the full, nonlinear optomechanical system is characterized
by the following five dimensionless parameters: Detuning ∆/Ω, photon decay rate κ/Ω, phonon
decay rate ΓM /Ω, laser driving strength αL parametrized via P = 8 |αL |2 g 2

0 /Ω4 and the nonlinear
optomechanical coupling parametrized via g0/κ.

Note that the nonlinear optomechanical coupling g0/κ∝ xZPF ∝pħdepends onħ, and, hence,
can be understood as being a quantum parameter. The remaining four dimensionless parameters,
namely detuning, photon decay and phonon decay rate and laser drive, i.e., ∆/Ω, κ/Ω, ΓM /Ω and
P are parameters which are of purely classical origin. Note that also the laser drive P is a classi-
cal parameter, although at first sight it looks as if P ∝ g 2

0 ∝ ħ. This is an artifact of considering
that single photons (a quantum object) inside the cavity still exist even in the (semi-)classical limit.
Thus, when considering the (semi-)classical limit, one has to replace the number of intracavity
photons by the intracavity energy. This energy is a classical quantity which also exists in the (semi-)
classical limit. The maximum intracavity energy is given by Emax =ħωcav |α|2 with |α|2 = 4α2

L/κ be-
ing the “photon number” inside the cavity at resonance. Expressing the laser drive P in terms of
the maximum intracavity energy we find P = κ2ωcavEmax/mΩ5L2 with L being the cavity length.
Thus, also the laser drive P is a parameter which can be understood purely classically.

Let us now turn to the classical equations of motion induced by the full optomechanical Hamil-
tonian (1.7). The equations of motion for the (complex) intracavity light field amplitude α (i.e., the
classical analog to â) and the mechanical resonator position x (the classical analog to x̂) read

α̇ =
[

i

(
∆+ g0

xZPF
x

)
− κ

2

]
α− iαL (1.38)

ẍ = −Ω2x + ħg0

mxZPF
|α|2 −ΓM ẋ . (1.39)

These equations of motion describe a laser-driven cavity whose resonance frequency depends on
the mechanical position as well as a harmonic oscillator which is affected by a radiation pressure
force. Rescaling these equations of motion to a set of dimensionless parameters [32, 108], i.e.,
to t̃ = Ωt , α̃ = iαΩ/2αL and x̃ = g0x/ΩxZPF yields the classical, dimensionless optomechanical
equations of motion

dα̃

dt̃
=

[
i

(
∆

Ω
+ x̃

)
− κ

2Ω

]
α̃+ 1

2
(1.40)

d2x̃

dt̃ 2 = −x̃ +P |α̃|2 − ΓM

Ω

dx̃

dτ̃
. (1.41)
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The crucial observation here is that these classical equations of motion depend on the four classical
parameters ∆/Ω, κ/Ω, ΓM /Ω and P only. They are independent of the aforementioned quantum
parameter g0/κ ∝ pħ. Thus, any effect which can be described by the classical nonlinear op-
tomechanical interaction must be independent of the quantum parameter g0/κ. At the same time,
varying g0/κ∝pħ while keeping the four classical parameters fixed, i.e., keeping the classical pre-
diction unchanged, is formally equivalent to varying the strength of ħ and, hence, the strength of
quantum fluctuations. Thus, taking the limit g0/κ∝pħ→ 0 while keeping the classical prediction
unchanged is equivalent to taking the classical limit where ħ→ 0.

Thus, to summarize, any effect due to the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction has
to vanish while taking the classical limit g0/κ→ 0 while keeping the remaining four classical pa-
rameters fixed.

1.4 Outline of this thesis

In this section, we give a brief outline of the remainder of this thesis.

The first two projects discussed in this thesis deal with the generation of bosonic squeezing and
the generation of squeezed output light. We discuss our schemes in the context of optomechanical
setups and show that they could be implemented in state-of-the-art experiments.

In our first project, cf. chapter 2, we analyze how to squeeze a bosonic mode via dissipation.
In contrast to common squeezing schemes, such as coherent parametric driving for instance, our
scheme allows to generate arbitrarily large steady-state squeezing. We discuss how to implement
our scheme in an optomechanical system. We propose to generate squeezing by illuminating the
optomechanical cavity with two lasers and by simply waiting until the dissipative dynamics has
generated the desired squeezed state. Note that our scheme has recently been implemented in a
microwave optomechanical setup in K. Schwab’s group at Caltech, see [156].

In the following chapter 3, we show how to use a similar, very simple yet very effective scheme
to generate squeezed output light using an optomechanical system. We give an intuitive explana-
tion of how our dissipative squeezing mechanism works. We also compare our dissipative scheme
to “ponderomotive squeezing” [90, 94, 106, 132], a well-known method to generate output light
squeezing in optomechanical systems. We find that our dissipative scheme outperforms pondero-
motive squeezing in the good cavity limit commonly used in experiments. Additionally, we show
that our scheme could be used to directly enhance the intrinsic measurement sensitivity of an op-
tomechanical cavity. A possible experimental implementation could e.g. consist of a microwave
optomechanical setup, where a superconducting qubit could be coupled dispersively to the mi-
crowave cavity.

In the next three works we leave the linearized regime of quantum optomechanics and head
towards a regime where the fundamental nonlinear quantum nature of the optomechanical inter-
action becomes important.

In chapter 4 we propose a method how to observe the very first signatures of the nonlinear
quantum optomechanical interaction with near-future optomechanical setups. The idea is to drive
the optomechanical cavity with a control and a probe laser. By analyzing the transmitted probe
amplitude, a dip should be observed in the transmission amplitude which we traced back as being
unambiguously due to the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction.

In chapter 5, we explore a regime where the nonlinear quantum interaction of photons and
phonons in optomechanical systems is of crucial importance. Effects of this quantum nonlinear
interaction can be observed by studying the photon statistics of photons which are transmitted
through an optomechanical setup. We find non-classical states of light as well as cascades of trans-
mitted photons. All these observations are related to strong (dynamical) mechanical backaction.
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In chapter 6 we discuss the challenges of optomechanical interference experiments and QND
phonon measurements with dielectric spheres and highly reflective membranes. We find that op-
tomechanical interference experiments with nanometer sized dielectric spheres should be feasible
in agreement with a proposal by Romero-Isart et al. [13]. We also generalize a necessary criterion
for probing energy quantization, which has been discussed by H. Miao et al. [58] in the context
of membrane-in-the-middle setups, to arbitrary dielectrics and field configurations. We find that
this criterion could be fulfilled in an experiment with nanometer sized dielectric spheres, in stark
contrast to membrane-in-the-middle setups. We also take the most important decoherence mech-
anism for dielectric sphere experiments, namely photon scattering, into account and derive an
additional criterion for successful QND phonon number measurements. It turns out that experi-
ments with nanometer sized dielectric spheres fulfill this criterion. Thus, levitated spheres could
become a promising platform to probe mechanical energy quantization.
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2
MECHANICAL SQUEEZING

2.1 Brief overview of mechanical squeezing

At the beginning of this chapter let us argue why squeezed mechanical states are of interest for
sensing applications. Let us consider a mechanical resonator in phase space, cf. Fig. 2.1. Applying
an arbitrary signal (e.g. a force) displaces a mechanical resonator state in phase space by an amount
which is proportional to the signal strength. If this displacement is smaller than the typical fluctu-
ations of the mechanical state (cf. the blue shaded region in Fig. 2.1(a)), one cannot distinguish the
displaced state from the original one. Thus, the signal cannot be sensed. If, however, one is able to
decrease the resonator noise by squeezing it, the signal could be sensed, cf. Fig. 2.1(b). This exam-
ple shows that squeezed mechanical states can be used to increase the measurement sensitivity of
our mechanical-resonator sensor.

In the following, let us discuss how to generate squeezed mechanical states. It is well known
that one could use a parametric amplifier to squeeze the mechanical resonator, cf. sec. 2.3. The
basic mechanism giving rise to a squeezed mechanical resonator state can be understood as fol-
lows: the squeezed mechanical quadrature is made less susceptible to vacuum noise by increasing
the effective mechanical damping of that quadrature. At the same time, one makes the orthogo-
nal quadrature more susceptible to vacuum noise by inducing anti-damping, giving rise to anti-
squeezing. Thus, in total, squeezing is generated by inducing (anti-)damping in a phase-sensitive
manner.

If we are interested in steady-state squeezing, anti-damping is not allowed to overwhelm the
intrinsic mechanical damping as otherwise the mechanical resonator would become instable and
start to self-oscillate. This condition sets a limit on the maximal achievable steady-state squeezing
as the amount of squeezing generated by a parametric amplifier is directly related to the amount
of anti-damping induced. A short analysis (cf. sec. 2.3) shows that the minimal achievable steady-
state mechanical variance is given by

〈
X̂ 2

〉= x2
ZPF/2, where

〈
X̂ 2

〉
are the fluctuations of the squeezed

mechanical quadrature and xZPF are the zero point fluctuations of the resonator. This limit is
known as the 3dB limit of squeezing and was first discussed by Milburn and Walls in 1981 [157].

Since more squeezing typically means higher sensitivity, it would be very beneficial to find an
alternative mechanism to generate steady-state squeezing with fluctuations below half the zero
point fluctuations. One way to generate steady-state squeezing below 3dB is to make use of para-
metric driving while applying feedback on the pump-phase. Such a scheme has recently been used
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phase space

“signal”
applied

“signal”
applied

phase space

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Using a mechanical resonator as a “signal” detector. Applying a signal (e.g. a force) to
a mechanical resonator displaces the mechanical state in phase space, with displacement propor-
tional to the signal strength. (a) Although the mechanical resonator got displaced in phase space
due to an applied signal, one cannot sense the signal. The large fluctuations of the mechanical
resonator (blue shaded region) prevent the two mechanical states from being distinguishable. In
other words, the signal to noise ratio is too small. (b) Squeezing the noise of the resonator allows
to distinguish the two mechanical states in phase space. The signal, hence, can be sensed as the
signal to noise ratio has been increased. Thus, squeezing increases the measurement sensitivity of
our “signal sensor”.

to demonstrate squeezing beyond the 3dB limit as compared to the thermal noise level [158]. Al-
ternatively, one could also measure a mechanical quadrature [159] and apply appropriate feedback
[160] to the resonator or combine detuned parametric amplification with continuous weak mea-
surements [161, 162] to beat the 3dB limit on steady-state mechanical squeezing. However, such
approaches rely on measurements of the mechanical resonator by external detectors and applying
nearly perfect feedback to the resonator from the outside world.

This fact raises the question, whether it is possible to squeeze the resonator in an even simpler
way, without the need for external measurements and feedback. In our work “Arbitrarily large
steady-state bosonic squeezing via dissipation“ [126], cf. sec. 2.2, we find a surprisingly simple yet
effective way to generate arbitrarily large stationary squeezing of a resonator (or any other bosonic
mode) without the need for external feedback. The idea is to make use of “coherent feedback”
[163], where the system measures itself and applies appropriate feedback by itself.

Our scheme [126] can also be understood in terms of “reservoir engineering” [164]. In the con-
text of reservoir engineering, one tailors the dissipative dynamics of a system such that a desired
target state corresponds to the steady-state of the dissipative dynamics. In our proposal we tweak
the optomechanical interaction in a way that the dissipative optomechanical dynamics cools a me-
chanical Bogoliubov mode towards its groundstate. As the groundstate of a Bogoliubov mode is a
squeezed state, squeezing is generated in our scheme via dissipation.

In general, our scheme, hence, can be understood in terms of coherent feedback as well as
reservoir engineering. This shows that these two concepts are closely related.
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In our work [126], we also analyze how to implement our scheme in state-of-the-art optome-
chanical setups. It turns out that one has to illuminate the optomechanical cavity with two lasers
with slightly differing laser amplitudes only. An arbitrarily large stationary squeezed mechanical
resonator state is then generated by simply letting time evolve. Note that our scheme is currently
being implemented in an experiment in K. Schwab’s group at Caltech in a microwave optomechan-
ical setup, see [156].
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2.2 Arbitrarily large steady-state bosonic squeezing via dissipation

This chapter has been published in the form presented here in

• A. Kronwald, F. Marquardt, and A. A. Clerk
Physical Review A 88, 063833 (2013)
Copyright (2013) by the American Physical Society

We discuss how large amounts of steady-state quantum squeezing (beyond 3 dB) of a mechanical
resonator can be obtained by driving an optomechanical cavity with two control lasers with dif-
fering amplitudes. The scheme does not rely on any explicit measurement or feedback, nor does
it simply involve a modulation of an optical spring constant. Instead, it uses a dissipative mech-
anism with the driven cavity acting as an engineered reservoir. It can equivalently be viewed as a
coherent feedback process, obtained by minimally perturbing the quantum non-demolition mea-
surement of a single mechanical quadrature. This shows that in general the concepts of coherent
feedback schemes and reservoir engineering are closely related. We analyze how to optimize the
scheme, how the squeezing scales with system parameters, and how it may be directly detected
from the cavity output. Our scheme is extremely general, and could also be implemented with,
e.g., superconducting circuits.

2.2.1 Introduction

Among the simplest nonclassical states of a harmonic oscillator are quantum squeezed states,
where the uncertainty of a single motional quadrature is suppressed below the zero-point level.1

Such states are of interest for a variety of applications in ultra-sensitive force detection [38]; they
are also a general resource for continuous variable quantum information processing [49]. It has
long been known that coherent parametric driving can be used to generate squeezing of a bosonic
mode; for a mechanical resonator, this simply amounts to modulating the spring constant at twice
the mechanical resonance frequency [165]. Such a simple parametric interaction can yield at best
steady-state squeezing by a factor of 1/2 below the zero-point level (the so-called 3 dB limit) [157];
if one further increases the interaction strength, the system becomes unstable and starts to self-
oscillate.

The rapid progress in quantum optomechanics [30, 31, 166, 167], where a driven electromag-
netic cavity is used to detect and control a mechanical resonator, has led to a renewed interest in
the generation of squeezing. One could simply use radiation pressure forces to define an oscillating
spring constant [60, 129, 168–170], though this cannot surpass the usual 3 dB limit on stationary
squeezing. One can do better by combining continuous quantum measurements and feedback,
either by making a quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement of a single motional quadra-
ture [38, 159, 160, 171], or by combining detuned parametric driving with position measurement
[161, 162]. While such schemes can generate quantum squeezing well past the 3 dB limit, they
are difficult to implement, as they require near-ideal measurements and feedback. The 3 dB limit
could also be surpassed by continuously injecting squeezed light directly into the cavity [172], but
this is also difficult as one needs to start with a source of highly squeezed light. We note that a
mechanical resonator could also be squeezed via a pulsed optomechanical scheme [173].

In this work, we discuss a remarkably simple scheme for generating steady-state mechanical
squeezing well beyond the 3 dB level. We use a two-tone driving of an optomechanical cavity,
without any explicit measurement or feedback (cf. Fig. 2.2(a)). As described in Refs. [38, 160, 171],
if one drives the cavity with equal amplitude at both ωcav ±Ω (where ωcav is the cavity frequency,

1We use the standard quantum optics definition where “nonclassical” describes any state that cannot be described
by a positive or non-singular P-function (see, e.g., [34]).
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Ω the mechanical frequency), then the cavity only couples to a single mechanical quadrature X1,
allowing for a QND measurement and preventing any backaction disturbance of X1. In contrast,
we consider a situation where the two drive tones have different amplitudes. One thus no longer
has a QND situation, and there will be a backaction disturbance of X1. However, this disturbance
acts to suppress the fluctuations of X1, to a level even below the zero-point level. Our scheme thus
realizes a coherent feedback operation, where the driven cavity both measures the X1 quadrature
and autonomously applies the corresponding feedback operation necessary to “cool” X1; (cf. ap-
pendix 2.2.10 and Refs. [163, 174, 175] for other examples of coherent feedback in optomechanics).
This, hence, suggests the general recipe to construct a coherent feedback scheme by perturbing
a QND measurement setup minimally. Equivalently, one can think of the scheme as an exam-
ple of reservoir engineering [164]: the driven cavity acts effectively as a bath whose force noise is
squeezed. This suggests that in general the concepts of coherent feedback and reservoir engineer-
ing are closely related.

In what follows, we provide a thorough analysis of the optimal steady-state squeezing gener-
ated by our scheme, showing that the squeezing is a sensitive function of the ratio of the cavity drive
amplitudes. We also show that for realistic parameters, one can obtain mechanical squeezing well
beyond the usual 3 dB limit associated with a coherent parametric driving. While we focus here
on optomechanics, our scheme could also be realized in other implementations of parametrically
coupled bosonic modes, e.g. superconducting circuits [176, 177]. Note that related dissipative
mechanisms can be utilized to prepare the motion of a trapped ion in a squeezed state [178], to
squeeze a mechanical resonator which is coupled to a two-level-system [179] and to produce spin
squeezing of atoms in a cavity [180, 181]. Unlike those works, our analysis does not rely on describ-
ing the engineered reservoir (the driven cavity) via a simple Lindblad master equation; in fact, we
explicitly discuss corrections to such an approximation, which we show to become significant for
current experiments. We also note that reservoir engineering approaches to optomechanics have
been previously considered for generating entanglement (two-mode squeezing) [125, 182], as well
as coherence in arrays [183].
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Figure 2.2: (a) An optomechanical cavity is driven on the red and blue mechanical sideband with
different laser amplitudes. This leads to steady-state mechanical squeezing beyond 3dB. (b)
Steady-state quadrature fluctuations

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉
[in units of the zero point fluctuations (ZPF)] as a func-

tion of the blue laser driving strength G+ for different cooperativities C = 4G2−/(κΓM ). The dark
blue region indicates squeezing beyond 3dB. The red, dashed line is the variance of a squeezed
vacuum state with squeeze parameter r = arctanhG−/G+. An optimal choice of G+/G− exists [or-
ange circles] maximizing the amount of squeezing for each C . [Parameters: ΓM /κ= 10−4, nth = 10,
C = 10,25,50,102,103,104]. (This figure has previously been published in [126])
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2.2.2 Model

We consider a standard optomechanical system, where a single cavity mode couples to a mechan-
ical resonator via radiation pressure, cf. Fig. 2.2(a). It is described by the optomechanical Hamilto-
nian [56]

Ĥ =ħωcavâ†â +ħΩb̂†b̂ −ħg0â†â
(
b̂† + b̂

)
+ Ĥdr (2.1)

where the two-tone laser driving Hamiltonian reads

Ĥdr =ħ
(
α+e−iω+t +α−e−iω−t

)
â† +h.c. . (2.2)

â (b̂) is the photon (phonon) annihilation operator, and g0 is the optomechanical coupling. ω±
and α± are the frequency and amplitude of the two lasers, respectively. We apply the displace-
ment transformation â = ā+e−iω+t + ā−e−iω−t + d̂ to (2.1) and go into an interaction picture with
respect to the free cavity and mechanical resonator Hamiltonian. Here, ā± is the coherent light
field amplitude due to the two lasers. If Ω is strongly temperature dependent, oscillations in the
average cavity intensity can yield spurious parametric instabilities [184]; these could be suppressed
by adding an appropriate third drive tone without strongly degrading the generation of squeezing
[185] (cf. appendix 2.2.16).

We next take the two lasers to drive the mechanical sidebands of a common mean frequency
ω̄, i.e. ω± = ω̄±Ω, and assume |ā±|À 1. For ω̄ far detuned from ωcav, one can eliminate the cavity
to obtain an “optical spring” which is modulated at 2Ω [129, 170]; Ref. [168] obtains an analogous
effect by weakly amplitude-modulating a single strong drive at ωcav −Ω. In contrast, we take ω̄ =
ωcav as well as ā+ 6= ā− (in contrast to back-action evasion (BAE) schemes [38, 160, 171]). Applying
a standard linearization to Eq. (2.1), we find that the linearized Hamiltonian in our interaction
picture is

Ĥ = −ħd̂ †
(
G+b̂† +G−b̂

)
+h.c.

−ħd̂ †
(
G+b̂e−2iΩt +G−b̂†e2iΩt

)
+h.c.. (2.3)

Here, G± = g0ā± are the enhanced optomechanical coupling rates; without loss of generality, we
assume G+,G− > 0. The quantum Langevin equations describing the dissipative dynamics read
[41]

˙̂d = i

ħ
[
Ĥ , d̂

]− κ

2
d̂ +p

κd̂in . (2.4)

A similar equation holds for b̂, where the cavity decay rate κ is replaced by the mechanical de-
cay rate ΓM . The non-zero input noise correlators read 〈d̂in (t ) d̂ †

in

(
t ′

)〉 = δ(
t − t ′

)
, 〈b̂in (t ) b̂†

in

(
t ′

)〉 =
(nth +1)δ

(
t − t ′

)
and 〈b̂†

in (t ) b̂in
(
t ′

)〉 = nthδ
(
t − t ′

)
, where nth is the thermal occupancy of the me-

chanical bath.

2.2.3 Squeezing generation

We now present two intuitive ways of understanding the generation of steady-state squeezing in
our scheme. For physical transparency, we focus on the good cavity limit κ¿Ω, and thus ignore
counter-rotating terms in Eq. (2.3) until the last section.

Note first that if G+ =G− (i.e. equal drive amplitudes), the cavity only couples to the mechanical
quadrature X̂1 = (

b̂† + b̂
)

/
p

2, cf. Eq. (2.3). As discussed earlier, this allows a QND measurement
of X̂1 [160, 171]. If G+ 6=G−, the cavity still couples to a single mechanical operator, a Bogoliubov-
mode annihilation operator

β̂= b̂ coshr + b̂† sinhr , (2.5)
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Figure 2.3: Maximized steady-state squeezing and state purity. (a) Squeezing for fixed ΓM /κ and
optimized driving strength G+ (cf. (2.8)), as a function of G− (parametrized by the cooperativity
C ). Squeezing beyond 3dB is apparent even for moderate C . Black lines represent the full theory.
These curves are well described by (2.9) for C & 100. Yellow, dashed lines show the prediction of a
Lindblad master equation (LME, Eq. (2.33)) . (b) Effective thermal occupancy neff in the mechani-
cal steady state, for optimized parameters, as a function of C . The colors are the same as in (a). The
full theory and the LME differ drastically in the strong-coupling regime where G & κ [gray shaded
region, beginning first for nth = 100]. [Parameters: ΓM /κ= 10−4, nth = 0 and nth = 100]. (This figure
has previously been published in [126])

where the squeezing parameter r is defined via tanhr = G+/G−. We also assume G+ < G− which
ensures stability. The Hamiltonian (2.3) becomes

Ĥ =−G d̂ †β̂+h.c. (2.6)

where the coupling G =
√

G2−−G2+. This is a beam-splitter Hamiltonian well known from optome-
chanical sideband cooling [114, 115]. However, instead of allowing the cavity to cool the mechan-
ical mode, it now can cool the mode β̂. As the vacuum of β̂ is the squeezed state Ŝ (r ) |0〉 (where
Ŝ (r ) = exp[r (b̂b̂ + b̂†b̂†)/2]) [165], this cooling directly yields steady-state squeezing. In general,

2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉= e−2r
[

1+2
〈
β̂†β̂

〉
+〈

β̂β̂
〉+〈

β̂†β̂†
〉]

. (2.7)

If β̂ is in its groundstate, 2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉 = e−2r . Thus, the cavity acts as an engineered reservoir that
can cool the mechanical resonator into a squeezed state. We note that related entanglement-
via-dissipation schemes [125, 180, 182] are based on cooling a delocalized Bogoliubov mode. In
contrast, we study a localized mode which directly leads to a (single-mode) squeezed mechanical
steady-state.

As mentioned, one can also interpret the squeezing generation without invoking a Bogoliubov
mode, but rather as a coherent feedback operation where the cavity both measures and perturbs
X̂1. In the simplest large-κ limit, the feedback causes both X̂1 and X̂2 = i

(
b̂† − b̂

)
/
p

2 to be damped
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at a rate Γopt = 4G 2/κ, but adds negligible fluctuations to X̂1 (smaller than the zero-point fluctu-
ations that one would associate with Γopt , cf. appendix 2.2.10). Thus, despite being driven with
classical light, the cavity acts as a squeezed reservoir leading to mechanical squeezing.

2.2.4 Squeezing versus driving strengths

We solve the quantum Langevin equations (first in the rotating-wave approximation) and consider
the steady-state mechanical squeezing as a function of G+/G−, cf. Fig. 2.2(b), holding constant both
the ratio of damping rates ΓM /κ and the red-laser amplitude (parameterized via the cooperativity
C = 4G2−/(κΓM )). Without the blue-detuned laser, i.e. G+ = 0, we have standard optomechan-
ical sideband-cooling: both quadrature variances are reduced as compared to the thermal case
[114, 115]. Turning on G+, the quadrature variance

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉
first decreases with increasing G+/G−. In

general,
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉
exhibits a minimum as a function of G+/G− which becomes sharper with increasing

cooperativity C . For large C , the minimum variance is well below 1/2 the zero-point value, i.e. the
3dB limit. This minimum results from the competition of two opposing tendencies. On one hand,
increasing G+/G− increases the squeezing parameter r and thus the squeezing associated with the
vacuum of β. On the other hand, increasing G+/G− reduces G , and hence suppresses the ability of
the cavity to cool β. The optimum squeezing is thus a tradeoff between these tendencies.

2.2.5 Optimal squeezing

Consider a fixed red-laser amplitude (i.e. G−) large enough that the cooperativity C À 1. The value
of G+ which maximizes squeezing is then:

G+
G−

∣∣∣
optimal

≈ 1−
√

1+2nth

C
, i.e. e−2r ≈ 1

2

√
1+2nth

C
. (2.8)

The corresponding minimum value of
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉
is

2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉≈ ΓM

κ
(1+2nth)+

√
1+2nth

C
, (2.9)

cf. Fig. 2.3(a). We see that even for moderate values of C and non-zero nth, quantum squeezing
beyond 3dB is achieved, cf. Fig. 2.3(a). As C is increased further, the amount of squeezing saturates
to a level set by the ratio of the mechanical heating rate to κ. Note that if one attempts to describe
the effect of the cavity on the mechanical resonator via an effective Lindblad master equation, one
misses this saturation, cf. Fig. 2.3(a) (see appendix 2.2.13). An analogous Lindblad approach was
recently analyzed in the context of spin squeezing in Ref. [181].

2.2.6 State purity

It follows from Eqs. (2.7) - (2.9) that the maximal squeezing of our scheme (at fixed cooperativity C )
corresponds to 〈β̂†β̂〉 > 0. The steady state is thus a squeezed thermal state. To quantify the purity
of this state, we define an effective thermal occupancy from the determinant of the mechanical
covariance matrix, i.e.

(1+2neff)
2 = 4

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉〈
X̂ 2

2

〉−4
〈

{X̂1, X̂2}
〉2

. (2.10)

The mechanical state is a pure squeezed vacuum state if neff = 0, while the mixedness of the state
increases with neff. As shown in Fig. 2.3(b), for moderately-strong C , one can both achieve squeez-
ing beyond 3dB and a low-entropy state, with neff ∼

(p
2−1

)
/2 ≈ 0.2 (independent of all parame-

ters, see appendix 2.2.11). This again is in marked contrast to coherent parametric driving, where
the maximal squeezing of 3dB is associated with a diverging neff. This is also in contrast to the
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Figure 2.4: Squeezing versus C for optimized driving strengths, using realistic experimental pa-
rameters [72], and the full theory. Yellow and white dashed lines show the theory including ef-
fects due to a nonzero sideband parameter (i.e. no rotating-wave approximation, in contrast to Fig.
2.3(a)). The black, dashed line shows the expectation for κ/Ω = 0. Thus, squeezing beyond 3dB
is expected for state-of-the-art experiments. [Parameters: Yellow lines: ΓM /κ = 10−4, κ/Ω = 1/50.
White dashed lines: ΓM /κ= 10−5, κ/Ω= 1/5]. (This figure has previously been published in [126])

squeezing generated by a BAE measurement and feedback, where strong squeezing is also associ-
ated with neff À 1 (cf. [160] and appendix 2.2.12).

As we increase C further, we enter the strong coupling regime where G & κ,ΓM and the cavity
and the Bogoliubov mode hybridize. The squeezing saturates in this regime (cf. Eq. (2.9)), whereas
neff increases without bound. For optimized couplings we find n2

eff ∼ (ΓM /2κ)
√

(1+2nth)C in the
large C limit. Thus, while one can get enhanced squeezing in the strong coupling regime, it comes
at the price of strongly reducing the purity of the squeezed state. It is also worth emphasizing that,
as shown in Fig. 2.3(b), the Lindblad master equation approximation fails to describe accurately
both the quadrature squeezing and neff at strong coupling; this is not surprising as the Lindblad
approach cannot describe the hybridization physics important in this regime, cf. appendix 2.2.13.

2.2.7 Squeezing detection

Squeezing of X1 can be detected by making a single-quadrature back-action evading measure-
ment. One generates the squeezed state as described above by having G+ < G−. To then measure
the squeezing, one simply increases G+ so that G+ = G−, thus allowing a QND measurement of
X1 [160, 171, 185]. The measurement must be fast compared to the rate at which the mechanical
dissipation re-thermalizes X1, leading to the condition C & 2nth +1 [160].

A simpler method for verifying squeezing is to keep G+ < G− and use the cavity output spec-
trum to extract the occupancy of the β̂ mode: photons in the output are a measure of how “hot”
this mode is. This is analogous to how mechanical temperature is obtained in sideband cooling
setups [114, 115]. The output spectrum is given by

S [ω] =
ˆ

dt e iωt
〈
δâ†

out (t )δâout(0)
〉

. (2.11)

Here, δâout = âout−〈âout〉, and âout+ âin =p
κâ [41], where we have assumed an ideal, single-sided

cavity. We find in the good cavity limit (cf. appendix 2.2.14):

ˆ
dωS[ω] = 8πκ

G 2

4G 2 +κ (κ+ΓM )

〈
β̂†β̂

〉
. (2.12)
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Thus, knowing the red and blue driving strength G± as well as the cavity decay rate κ À ΓM is
sufficient to measure

〈
β̂†β̂

〉
. The knowledge of

〈
β̂†β̂

〉
is enough to find a rigorous upper bound of

the squeezing, since 〈
X̂ 2

1

〉≤ e−2r
[

1+2
〈
β̂†β̂

〉]
, (2.13)

(see appendix 2.2.14). For large C , this upper bound coincides with the actual value of 〈X̂ 2
1 〉 (up to

corrections ∼ 1/
p

C ).

2.2.8 Effects of counter-rotating terms

We now turn to the effects of the counter-rotating terms in Eq. (2.3) which can play a role when one
deviates from the extreme good cavity limit κ¿Ω. These additional terms cause the cavity to non-
resonantly heat the Bogoliubov mode β̂; as a result, the coupling-optimized quadrature squeezing
becomes a non-monotonic function of the cooperativity C . This is shown in Fig. 2.4, where we
have solved the full quantum Langevin equations, and taken parameters from a recent experiment
in microwave cavity optomechanics [72]. Steady-state squeezing beyond 3dB still exists even for
only moderately resolved sidebands (Ω/κ∼ 5). To estimate the onset of the non-resonant heating,
we can calculate the leading O

[
(κ/Ω)2

]
correction to

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉
. Insisting it to be much smaller than

the smallest variance possible in the extreme good cavity limit (and taking C À 1) leads to the
condition on the cooperativity

C 3/2 ¿
√

1+2nth
κ

ΓM

(
Ω

κ

)2

. (2.14)

This condition also ensures that the previous results for the optimized coupling strengths remain
valid. Further discussion of bad-cavity effects (as well as parameters relevant to recent optical-
frequency optomechanics experiments) are presented in the appendix 2.2.15.

2.2.9 Conclusion

We have shown that large steady-state squeezing of a mechanical resonator can be achieved by
driving an optomechanical cavity at both the red and blue mechanical sideband, with different
amplitudes. For realistic parameters, steady-state quantum squeezing well beyond the 3dB limit
can be generated. By adding a final state transfer pulse, our scheme could also be used to gener-
ate strong optical squeezing. It is also general enough to be realized in other implementations of
parametrically coupled bosonic modes (e.g. superconducting circuits).

Note added at publication of the article: Very recent work by Didier, Qassemi, and Blais [186]
analyzes an alternative dissipative squeezing mechanism.

2.2.10 Appendix: Semiclassical picture of squeezing generation

As described in the main text, one can obtain a semiclassical understanding of the squeezing gen-
eration of our scheme by formally eliminating the cavity from the dynamics; we provide more de-
tails on this approach here. In addition to the mechanical resonator quadratures X̂1 and X̂2, we
introduce the cavity quadratures by

Û1 =
(
d̂ † + d̂

)
/
p

2 and Û2 = i
(
d̂ † − d̂

)
/
p

2. (2.15)

Using the Hamiltonian (2.3), the Heisenberg-Langevin equations take the form:

˙̂X1 =− (G−−G+)Û2 − ΓM

2
X̂1 +

√
ΓM X̂1,in

˙̂U2 = (G−+G+) X̂1 − κ

2
Û2 +

p
κÛ2,in (2.16)
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and

˙̂U1 =− (G−−G+) X̂2 − κ

2
Û1 +

p
κÛ1,in

˙̂X2 = (G−+G+)Û1 − ΓM

2
X̂2 +

√
ΓM X̂2,in (2.17)

where we have also introduced quadratures of the input noise operators d̂in and b̂in. Note that
these are two decoupled sets of equations. They immediately let us understand the backaction-
evading limit G+ = G− [160, 171]: the cavity Û2 quadrature measures the mechanical resonator’s
quadrature X̂1 without disturbing its time-evolution. The generation of steady-state squeezing,
however, requires that G+ be slightly smaller than G−. In this case, the cavity Û2 quadrature still
measures X̂1. However, the cavity Û2 quadrature also acts as a force on X̂1; we can view this as
a weak, coherent feedback force [163] [cf. first line of Eq. (2.16)]. As we now show, this effective
feedback directly leads to steady-state squeezing.

It is convenient to work in the Fourier domain, where

f [ω] = 1p
2π

ˆ
dt e iωt f (t ) . (2.18)

Eliminating the cavity quadratures from the mechanical equations of motion, we find[
−iω+ ΓM

2
+ iΣ [ω]

]
X̂1 [ω] =−pκ iΣ[ω]

G−+G+
Û2,in [ω]

+
√
ΓM X̂1,in [ω] (2.19)

and [
−iω+ ΓM

2
+ iΣ [ω]

]
X̂2 [ω] =p

κ
iΣ[ω]

G−−G+
Û1,in [ω]

+
√
ΓM X̂2,in [ω] . (2.20)

where the self energy Σ [ω] =−i
(
G2−−G2+

)
/(κ/2− iω) is the same for both quadratures. The imag-

inary part of Σ describes damping of the mechanical quadratures by the cavity. These equations
also imply that the correlations

〈
X̂1X̂2 + X̂2X̂1

〉
are zero.

The cavity also introduces new noise terms driving each mechanical quadrature. We can pa-
rameterize them by an effective temperature in the standard way, by considering their magnitude
compared to the corresponding cavity-induced damping:

1+2neff,X1 [ω] ≡ κ|Σ[ω]/(G−+G+)|2
−2ImΣ[ω]

, (2.21)

1+2neff,X2 [ω] ≡ κ|Σ[ω]/(G−−G+)|2
−2ImΣ[ω]

. (2.22)

Taking the low frequency limit, we have:

1+2neff,X1 [0] = G−−G+
G−+G+

,

1+2neff,X2 [0] = G−+G+
G−−G+

. (2.23)

Thus, while the cavity damps both mechanical quadratures the same way, the noise added to the
X̂1 quadrature is much smaller than the noise added to the X̂2 quadrature (this is different from co-
herent parametric driving, where the squeezed X̂1 quadrature experiences extra damping whereas
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X̂2 experiences extra negative damping). Moreover, the magnitude of the noise added to the X̂1

quadrature is smaller than the the zero-point noise one would associate with the optical damping
Γopt ≡ −2ImΣ[0], i.e. neff,X1 [0] < 0. We thus see that the cavity effectively acts as a squeezed reser-
voir, i.e. a reservoir whose force noise is quadrature squeezed. If this cavity-induced dissipation
dominates the intrinsic mechanical dissipation, this directly yields squeezing of the mechanical
resonator.

Finally, it is interesting to note that for a fixed C À 1, the optimal ratio of G+/G− given in
Eq. (2.8) of the main text can be given a simple interpretation in terms of the effective optical damp-
ing Γopt = 4G 2/κ introduced above (with G 2 =G2−−G2+). Using the result of Eq. (2.8) we have:

Γopt

∣∣∣
optimal

' ΓM (1+2nth)

√
4C

1+2nth

' ΓM (1+2nth)e2r . (2.24)

One can easily confirm that this is exactly the rate at which the βmode is heated by the mechanical
bath (in the large-r limit). We thus see that the optimal coupling condition represents a simple
impedance matching: the rate at which the engineered reservoir (the cavity) extracts quanta from
the β mode should match the rate at which it is “heated” by the intrinsic mechanical dissipation.

2.2.11 Appendix: Squeezed State Purity

In general, the effective thermal occupancy neff (quantifying the purity of the mechanical state) is
defined by

4
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉〈
X̂ 2

2

〉= (1+2neff)
2 , (2.25)

cf. Eq. (2.10), since
〈

X̂1X̂2 + X̂2X̂1
〉= 0. The two variances in terms of the Bogoliubov mode β̂ read

2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉= e−2r
(
1+2

〈
β̂†β̂

〉
+〈

β̂β̂
〉+〈

β̂†β̂†
〉)

2
〈

X̂ 2
2

〉= e2r
(
1+2

〈
β̂†β̂

〉
−〈

β̂β̂
〉−〈

β̂†β̂†
〉)

. (2.26)

As discussed in the main text, optimal squeezing involves a tradeoff between maximizing the squeeze
parameter r (which requires large G+/G−) and maximizing the effective coupling G to the Bogoli-
ubov mode (which requires small G+/G−). The maximum squeezing at fixed C thus corresponds
to β not being in its vacuum state. Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) thus imply that neff 6= 0, cf. Fig. (2.3). The
optimally squeezed state is thus in general a thermal squeezed state.

As is also discussed in the main text, there is a general regime where one has large optimized
squeezing while at the same time having an almost pure state. This occurs for the “moderately-
strong coupling” regime where C À 1 while at the same time G < κ (no strong coupling hybridiza-
tion of β̂ and the cavity). The latter condition is satisfied for optimized couplings as long as C is
small enough to satisfy:

C ≤ 1

16

(
κ

ΓM

)2 1

2nth +1
. (2.27)

In this regime, one can achieve optimized steady-state squeezing well beyond 3dB and a low en-
tropy: neff ∼

(p
2−1

)
/2 ≈ 0.2. (cf. Fig. 2.3).

To see this, we now focus on the limit of large cooperativities C = 4G2−/(κΓM ) while keeping
away from the strong coupling regime. Formally, one can perform this limit by sending ΓM → 0 (in
contrast to the previous discussions) while keeping all other parameters fixed. Then, for G < κ and
for large C we find

(1+2neff)
2 ≈ 2

(
1+ 4G2− (1+2nth)+κ2nth

κ2
p

1+2nth

1p
C

)
→ 2 (2.28)
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or neff ≈
(p

2−1
)

/2. Thus, independent of the choice of parameters, one always finds that the effec-
tive thermal occupancy neff ∼

(p
2−1

)
/2 in the moderately-strong coupling limit (i.e. C À 1 while

G < κ). Note that in this regime, the the Bogoliubov mode β is characterized by
〈
β̂†β̂

〉
,
〈
β̂β̂

〉→ 1/4.
This follows from the fact that

〈
β̂β̂

〉→ 〈
β̂†β̂

〉
as C →∞ and Eqs. (2.25)-(2.28).

2.2.12 Appendix: Comparison against Measurement-Based Schemes

Comparison against measurement-based feedback squeezing – As discussed in the main text, the
ability of our scheme to generate large amounts of stationary quantum squeezing with low en-
tropy indicates that it outperforms what is possible with a simple coherent parametric driving
(i.e. spring constant modulation). Here, we also suggest that it has significant advantages com-
pared to schemes for squeezing based on a backaction-evading (BAE) single-quadrature measure-
ment plus feedback [160]. As our scheme can be viewed as a kind of coherent feedback operation,
this apparent advantage is reminiscent of claims made in Ref. [163]. That work also provides spe-
cific examples where coherent feedback control schemes can outperform Gaussian measurement-
based schemes

For simplicity, we focus on the regime of large cooperatives C = 4G2−/(κΓM ) where large squeez-
ing is possible both in our scheme and the BAE measurement scheme. Since the latter scheme was
only analyzed in the limit of no strong coupling effects, we consider the same limit here: we keep
G+,G− ¿ κ while having C →∞ by taking ΓM → 0 . If we simply focus on the maximum possible
squeezing achievable at a fixed cooperativity, there is no fundamental advantage of our dissipative
scheme over the BAE scheme, as both predict a scaling:

2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉≈√
1+2nth

C
. (2.29)

Of course in practice, achieving this value using BAE measurement and feedback could be very
challenging, as it requires near-ideal measurements and feedback.

However, the advantage of our coherent feedback scheme (even on an ideal, fundamental level)
becomes apparent when studying the purity of the generated squeezed state. As already discussed,
if we stay out of the strong coupling regime, the mechanical squeezed state is almost in a pure state,
with the effective number of thermal quanta neff tending to ∼ 0.2 for large C as per Eq. (2.28). In
contrast, the BAE measurement plus feedback scheme yields

(1+2neff)
2 =

√
1+2nth

p
C →∞ (2.30)

in the same limit. Thus, our scheme (an example of coherent feedback) yields a far more pure state
than the measurement-plus-feedback approach. This represents a significant advantage over the
measurement-based approach.

We note that one could improve the state purity achieved in the BAE measurement scheme
by measuring both quadratures of the cavity output (instead of measuring only the quadrature
that contains information on the coupled mechanical quadrature X̂1). One would thus also learn
something about the backaction noise driving the unmeasured quadrature X̂2. This would reduce
the conditional variance, and thus improve the state purity. The analogous situation involving the
dispersive measurement of a qubit is well studied, see e.g. [187].

Comparison against stroboscopic measurements – An alternative way of generating mechanical
resonator squeezing is to perform a stroboscopic QND position measurement as suggested in Ref.
[159]. In this scheme, the measurement rate is modulated in time periodically. The back-action
evading scheme is basically a stroboscopic scheme with a particular choice for how the measure-
ment rate is modulated (i.e. sinusoidally). Instead of the cooperativity, the crucial parameter de-
termining the amount of squeezing generated is now given by the measurement rate. Based on the
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analysis of Ref. [159], the scaling of squeezing and state purity of the stroboscopic measurement
scheme is essentially the same as in the back-action evading scheme.

Comparison against pulsed optomechanics schemes – Let us now compare our dissipative
scheme to a pulsed optomechanical scheme, where large-amplitude pulses of light driving an op-
tomechanical cavity are used to realize effective strong position measurements, which, hence, can
generate squeezing [173]. We note that this scheme requires κÀΩ. Since this scheme effectively
realizes a strong position measurement, the amount of squeezing scales with the parameter (κ/G)2,
where G = g0

p
NP , and NP is the mean number of photons per light pulse. This is in marked con-

trast to our dissipative scheme, where the cooperativity C determines the amount of squeezing.
In addition, the pulsed scheme does not generate truly stationary squeezing, which is again in
sharp contrast to our dissipative scheme. Finally, we note that using the pulsed scheme, it is cur-
rently challenging to get squeezing from this scheme experimentally [188]. However, our scheme
should generate large amounts of squeezing even for state-of-the-art experiments, cf. Fig. 2.4 of
our manuscript.

2.2.13 Appendix: effective Lindblad master equation

In this section we derive an effective Lindblad master equation which describes the effects of the
cavity (the engineered reservoir) on the mechanical resonator. Such an approach is common in
studies of reservoir engineering; in contrast, the approach we use in the main text goes beyond this
approximation. We start by considering the Hamiltonian (2.6)

Ĥ =−ħG d̂ †β̂+h.c. , (2.31)

where G 2 =G2−−G2+, β̂= b̂ coshr + b̂† sinhr , coshr =G−/G and sinhr =G+/G . Taking the limit of a
large cavity damping rate κ, one can use standard techniques [189] to eliminate the cavity and de-
rive a Lindblad-form master equation for the reduced density matrix of the mechanical resonator
ρ̂. This takes the form:

˙̂ρ = ΓM (nth +1)D[b̂]ρ̂+ΓM nthD
[

b̂†
]
ρ̂+ΓoptD

[
β̂
]
ρ̂ , (2.32)

where D
[

Â
]= Âρ̂ Â† − Â† Âρ̂/2− ρ̂ Â† Â/2. Expressing the Bogoliubov mode in terms of the original

operators b̂ and b̂† yields:

˙̂ρ = [
ΓM (nth +1)+Γopt cosh2 r

]
D[b̂]ρ̂

+ [
ΓM nth +Γopt sinh2 r

]
D

[
b̂†

]
ρ̂

+Γopt coshr sinhr DS
[
b̂
]
ρ̂

+Γopt coshr sinhr DS

[
b̂†

]
ρ̂ (2.33)

where Γopt = 4G 2/κ and DS
[
b̂
]
ρ̂ = b̂ρ̂b̂ − b̂b̂ρ̂/2− ρ̂b̂b̂/2. The last two terms on the RHS of this

equation do not conserve the number of mechanical quanta, and are directly responsible for the
generation of squeezing. This Lindblad master equation is similar to the one discussed in the con-
text of dissipative preparation of spin squeezed atomic ensembles [181].

Using Eq. (2.33), we can again calculate the optimal value of G+ which maximizes the squeezing
(with other parameters and G− held fixed). We find that this approach leads to the same expression
which we have already found using the full theory, Eq. (2.8) in the main text. For this optimized
coupling and in the limit of large cooperativity C , the Lindblad approach predicts

2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉≈√
1+2nth

C
. (2.34)
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Figure 2.5: Cavity output spectra. (a) Cavity output spectrum for weak coupling. The spectrum at
ω−ωcav as well as the area of the spectrum is directly proportional to the occupancy

〈
β̂†β̂

〉
. (b)

If we increase the cooperativity, we observe a normal mode splitting. This is a signature of the
“strong coupling regime”, where the Bogoliubov mode and the photons hybridize. [Parameters: (a)
ΓM /κ= 10−4, nth = 10 and C = 104. (b) Same as (a) but C = 106]. (This figure has previously been
published in [126])

Comparing against Eq. (2.9) in the main text, we see that the Lindblad approach misses the satu-
ration of squeezing to ΓM (1+2nth)/κ in the large C limit. The approximations used to derive the
Lindblad master equation tacitly assume κ→∞, and thus neglect the finite rate at which the cavity
is able to expel energy extracted from the mechanical resonator.

When focussing on the purity of the squeezed state, we find that the Lindblad master equation
predicts

(1+2neff)
2 ≈ 2+ 2nthp

2nth +1

1p
C

. (2.35)

This is in strong contrast to the prediction (1+2neff)
2 ∼p

C of the full theory. This is because the
Lindblad master equation cannot capture strong coupling effects.

2.2.14 Appendix: Cavity output spectra and Squeezing Detection

Let us consider the cavity output spectrum

S [ω] =
ˆ

dt e iωt
〈
δâ†

out (t )δâout(0)
〉

, (2.36)

where δâout = âout −〈âout〉 and âout + âin =p
κâ for an ideal, single-sided cavity [41]. We find that

S [ω−ωcav] = 16κΓM
[
G2+ (nth +1)+G2−nth

]
|N [ω]|2 , (2.37)

where

N [ω] = 4G 2 + (ΓM −2iω) (κ−2iω) . (2.38)

As shown in Fig. 2.5, the coupling to the β mode gives rise to weight in the output spectrum near
the cavity resonance frequency. For weak coupling (G < κ) , one has a simple Lorentzian peak,
whereas for a strong coupling (G > κ) a double-peak structure emerges. The condition for this
strong coupling to occur was given in Eq. (2.27).

As discussed in the main text, one can detect the squeezing of the mechanical resonator by first
measuring 〈β̂†β̂〉 from the integrated output spectrum, and then using this to bound the variance
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Figure 2.6: (a) Quadrature variance
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉
as a function of the blue driving strength G+/G− including

finite sideband parameter effects. The black curve shows the analytical result whereas the circles
represent findings due to a numerical simulation of the full Hamiltonian (2.3). (b) Zoom of (a). We
see that the mechanical resonator can be squeezed beyond the 3dB limit. [Parameters: ΓM /κ =
10−4, κ/Ω= 1/50 , nth = 100 and C = 5 ·106 ]. (This figure has previously been published in [126])

of the X̂1 quadrature. The general expression for the X̂1 variance in terms of the Bogoliubov mode
β̂ is given in Eq. (2.26). Since in general

∣∣〈β̂β̂〉∣∣≤ 〈
β̂†β̂

〉
+ 1

2
(2.39)

(which can be shown by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality), one finds a general upper bound
for the squeezing

2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉≤ 2e−2r
[

1+2
〈
β̂†β̂

〉]
. (2.40)

In the limit of large cooperativity, and, hence, large r , one can also find a lower bound by making
use of the theoretical predictions [for κ/Ω= 0]. For any value of the squeezing parameter r we find
that

〈
β̂β̂

〉∼ 〈
β̂†β̂

〉
. In the limit of large cooperativities [and, hence, large r ],

〈
β̂β̂

〉≈ [
1+

(
4

nth +1

2nth +1
−2

)
e−2r

]〈
β̂†β̂

〉
. (2.41)

Thus,

2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉≈ e−2r
[

1+4ζ
〈
β̂†β̂

〉]
(2.42)

where

ζ= 1+
(
2

1+nth

1+2nth
−1

)
e−2r ≥ 1. (2.43)

Using this estimate, we finally find the lower bound

2
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉≥ e−2r
(
1+4

〈
β̂†β̂

〉)
. (2.44)

2.2.15 Appendix: Effects of finite sideband parameters

In order to consider effects due to finite sideband parameters, we perturbatively solve the quan-
tum Langevin equations for the cavity and mechanical resonator operators by using the full, time-
dependent Hamiltonian (2.3), keeping the leading corrections in κ/Ω. We also compare against a
full numerical solution of the equations.

In Fig. 2.6 the quadrature variance
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉
is shown as a function of the blue laser driving strength

G+/G− including bad cavity effects. The black curve depicts our analytical perturbative expression
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Figure 2.7: Squeezing as a function of the cooperativity for optimized driving strengths where real-
istic experimental parameters are assumed [86]. The yellow line and the white dashed lines show
the theory including effects due to a finite sideband parameter. The black, dashed line shows the
expectation for κ/Ω= 0. Thus, squeezing beyond 3dB is expected for state-of-the-art experiments.
[Parameters: ΓM /κ= 10−4, κ/Ω= 1/10]. (This figure has previously been published in [126])

(which is too lengthy to be reported here), whereas the orange circles show the result of a numer-
ical simulation of (2.3). Note that

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉
is strongly non-monotonic. We find that a unique opti-

mum of the driving strength G+/G− maximizing steady-state squeezing still exists (cf. Fig. 2.6(b)).
A plot showing the maximized squeezing as a function of the cooperativity C for fixed sideband
parameter κ/Ω and decay rates ΓM /κ is shown in Fig. 2.4, where parameters of a state-of-the-art
experiment [72] have been assumed. Fig. 2.7 also shows maximized squeezing as a function of C

for experimental parameters of state-of-the-art photonic crystal experiments [86].
Let us now discuss the influence of the counter-rotating terms in more detail. For small coop-

erativities the effect of the counter-rotating terms is small. As we increase the cooperativity, the
squeezing parameter r also increases (cf. Eq. (2.8) for the case κ/Ω = 0), such that the counter-
rotating terms become more and more important. Since r ≈ ln[4C /(1+2nth)]/4 for κ/Ω = 0 and
large C , we find that the smaller nth, the earlier these corrections become important. When in-
creasing the cooperativity further, maximum squeezing is assumed first after which squeezing gets
lost again.

2.2.16 Appendix: Avoiding the Parametric Instability

It turns out that due to the two-tone driving, the radiation pressure force F ∝ ∣∣ā+e−iω+t + ā−e−iω−t
∣∣2

oscillates at twice the mechanical frequency, since ω± =ωcav ±Ω. In an experiment, these oscilla-
tions can yield parametric instabilities, if the mechanical resonator frequency Ω is strongly tem-
perature dependent [184]. To suppress this instability, one can add a third driving tone to cancel
the oscillations of the radiation pressure force at 2Ω [185]. In the following, we show that the in-
fluence of this third driving tone on the generation of steady-state squeezing is small for typical
experimental parameters.

The third driving tone can be included in our theory by adding the driving term

Ĥdrive,add =ħα3

(
e−iω3t+iϕâ† +h.c.

)
(2.45)

to the Hamiltonian (2.1). One then finds that the radiation pressure force reads

F ∝
∣∣∣ā+e−iω+t + ā−e−iω−t + ā3e−iω3t+iϕ

∣∣∣2
. (2.46)
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Figure 2.8: Quadrature variance
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉
as a function of the blue driving strength G+/G− including

finite sideband parameter effects and effects of a third tone, cf. Eq. (2.47). The black curve
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉
including effects of finite sideband parameters but ignores the third tone, i.e. G3 = 0. The circles
represent results of a numerical simulation of the full Hamiltonian including finite sideband effects
and effects due to the third tone. [Parameters: ΓM /κ = 10−4, κ/Ω = 1/50, nth = 50 and C = 103

[upper curve] and C = 104 [lower curve], respectively]. (This figure has previously been published
in [126])

When choosing ω3 = ωcav − 3Ω [185] we find that the component of F oscillating at 2Ω vanishes
if ϕ = π and ā3 = ā+. Linearizing the resulting Hamiltonian again and going into an interaction
picture with respect to the free cavity and mechanical resonator Hamiltonian, we find that the
third drive tone gives rise to an additional term

Ĥnew =ħG3e3iΩt
[

b̂e−iΩt + b̂†e iΩt
]

d̂ † +h.c. (2.47)

to the linearized Hamiltonian (2.3), where G3 = g0ā3 =G+.
The impact of this additional counter rotating term on the generation of steady-state squeezing

is shown in Fig. 2.8. In this figure, the quadrature variance
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉
is shown as a function of the blue

laser driving strength G+/G− including all counter rotating terms. For a medium cooperativity, the
influence of the third tone is negligible. For a larger cooperativity, deviations become visible as
G+ →G−. However, the minimum value of

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉
is changed little and lies still well beyond 3dB.

Let us now briefly discuss why the deviations become apparent as we increase the cooperativ-
ity and as we approach G+ → G−. An increase of the cooperativity C leads to an increase of the
squeezing parameter r , such that the influence of counter rotating terms becomes larger, cf. the
discussion in the previous section. Thus, the influence of the additional, counter rotating terms
(2.47) increases with increasing C . Additionally, to cancel the unwanted frequency component 2Ω
of the radiation pressure force, we have to choose G3 = G+. Thus, as we increase G+, the mag-
nitude of the additional Hamiltonian (2.47) also increases, leading to a larger perturbation of the
steady-state quadrature variance.

Thus, to conclude, we can avoid the parametric instability by adding a third driving tone while
still generating squeezing well beyond 3dB.
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2.3 Supplementary material: Generating squeezed states with a
parametric amplifier

In this section we show how to make use of a parametric amplifier to generate squeezing. We also
show that the steady-state squeezing generated by a parametric amplifier is limited to 3dB.

A parametric amplifier is described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ = iħχ
(
b̂2 − b̂†2

)
=−ħχ(

2X̂1X̂2 − i
)

(2.48)

Here, b̂ is a bosonic mode annihilation operator and X̂1 = (
b̂† + b̂

)
/
p

2 and X̂2 = i
(
b̂† − b̂

)
/
p

2 are
two quadratures. Furthermore, χ is the squeezing parameter.

A parametric amplifier generates squeezing by inducing phase-sensitive (anti-)damping for
the mechanical quadratures. This can be seen by looking at the equations of motion for the two
quadratures X̂1 and X̂2. One finds

˙̂X1 = −
(
ΓM

2
+2χ

)
X̂1 −

√
ΓM X̂ in

1 (2.49)

˙̂X2 = −
(
ΓM

2
−2χ

)
X̂2 −

√
ΓM X̂ in

2 , (2.50)

with ΓM being the bosonic mode damping rate and X̂ in
1(2) the vacuum input noise. By looking at

Eq. (2.49) we see that the system is stable only if χ/ΓM < 1/4. Solving these equations of motion for
the steady state one finds

〈
X̂ 2

1

〉 = 〈
X̂ 2

ZPF

〉 1

1+4χ/ΓM
(2.51)

〈
X̂ 2

2

〉 = 〈
X̂ 2

ZPF

〉 1

1−4χ/ΓM
(2.52)

with
〈

X̂ 2
ZPF

〉= 1/2 being the zero point fluctuations. Thus,
〈

X̂ 2
2

〉
diverges at threshold whereχ/ΓM →

1/4. At the same time, however, the orthogonal quadrature
〈

X̂ 2
1

〉 → 〈
X̂ 2

ZPF

〉
/2 at threshold. Thus,

a parametric amplifier cannot squeeze a bosonic mode below half the zero point fluctuations in
steady state. Expressing this limit in terms of decibel, i.e., via −10 log10

(〈
X̂ 2

1

〉
/
〈

X̂ 2
ZPF

〉)
dB yields

the 3dB limit.
Note that Hamiltonian (2.48) can be implemented by modulating the resonance frequency of a

mechanical resonator at twice the bare frequency, i.e., by modulatingΩ2 (t ) =Ω2 (1+λsin2Ωt ). In
this case, Hamiltonian(2.48) can be derived from

Ĥ = 1

2
mΩ2(t )x̂2 (2.53)

within a rotating wave approximation and with x̂ = xZPF
(
b̂† + b̂

)
.
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OPTICAL SQUEEZING

3.1 Brief overview of optical squeezing

At the beginning of this chapter let us start with an intuitive discussion why squeezed light is useful
for sensitive measurements. Let us assume we would like to measure an arbitrary signal z. For
concreteness, we could imagine z to be a Pauli operator σz of a qubit. Thus, σz = ±1 for a qubit
being up or down.1

To measure the state of a qubit, we couple it to a readout-cavity dispersively. This means that
the cavity resonance frequency is lowered or raised depending on whether the qubit is up or down.
To read out the qubit state, we illuminate the cavity with a laser and read off the phase of the re-
flected light with a homodyne detector. This in turn senses shifts of the cavity resonance frequency,
and, hence the qubit state is being measured. Since each photon of the laser stream interacts with
the qubit only for a certain amount of time, each photon carries away only a small piece of informa-
tion of the qubit state. Our measurement, hence, measures the qubit weakly [41]. More and more
information about the qubit state is then gained by integrating the homodyne current. This yields
our measurement signal, cf. Fig. 3.1, which increases (red) or decreases (blue) in time depending
on the qubit state.

If the measurement signal was noise free, we could immediately tell whether the qubit is up
or down. However, in general, the measured signal is noisy, e.g. due to technical noise, or, more
fundamentally, due to photon shot noise, cf. the shaded regions in Fig. 3.1. In that case, we are not
able to deduce the state of the qubit for short measurement times, since the uncertainties of the
red and blue measurement signals overlap. To determine the qubit state more reliable, we have to
increase the measurement time. This is because the separation of the mean value of the red and
blue measurement signals increases linearly in time (because the total information gain is given by
the information per photon times the number of photons N , where N increases linearly in time). At
the same time, however, the (Gaussian) fluctuations of the measurement signals around the mean
increase with the square root of the measurement time only, cf. the shaded regions in Fig. 3.1 [41].
This is analog to a random walk, where the root mean square of the travelled distance also increases
with the square root of the steps taken. Thus, after a certain time τmeas, the separation of the mean
values of the measurement signal (red and blue thick lines in Fig. 3.1) is larger than the noise on
top of the measurement signal. This, hence, allows to measure the state of a qubit reliably.

1The following argument also holds for arbitrary z, of course.
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Figure 3.1: Measurement signal as a function of time. Depending on whether the object we want to
measure is either “red” or “blue”, the signal either increases or decreases in time. These two signals
can be distinguished only after a certain measurement time τmeas due to the noise of the measured
signal (red and blue shaded regions). Thus, measuring whether the object is red or blue takes an
amount of time set by τmeas. Reducing the noise of a measured signal (red and blue shaded regions)
allows one to distinguish the red and blue measurement signal earlier, hence, decreasing the time
needed to measure a signal. For measurements performed with light, the noise can be reduced by
using squeezed light.

Thus, we have seen that it takes a finite amount of time τmeas to measure a signal z. The inverse
of this measurement time Γmeas = τ−1

meas can be understood as being a “measurement rate”, i.e., the
rate at which information about z is gained. This measurement rate is defined via [41]

Γmeas =
χ2

meas

2S̄ I I
. (3.1)

Here, χmeas is the “measurement susceptibility”, quantifying how much the measured signal
changes if z is modified (which is proportional to the slope of the red and blue curve in Fig. 3.1).
S̄ I I quantifies the noise of the measured signal, which corresponds to the shaded area in Fig. 3.1.
Note that this definition is directly related to the signal to noise ratio.

It might be desirable to measure the signal z as fast as possible, i.e., to increase the measure-
ment rate Γmeas as much as possible. Consider for instance a situation in which we would like to
measure some property of a particle which is trapped inside a cavity. Of course, we would like to
be able to measure this property while the particle is trapped inside the cavity. Thus, the measure-
ment rate has to be larger than the rate at which the particle escapes out of the cavity. Or consider a
particle which might be prepared in an interesting quantum state, which starts to decohere due to
the interaction with the environment. Also in this case, it would be beneficial to measure any prop-
erty of the quantum state before it has decohered. This motivates why increasing the measurement
rate Γmeas is interesting.
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Figure 3.2: Output light squeezing. (a) Squeezing due to a nonlinear optical medium. The medium
filters the incoming vacuum noise in a phase-sensitive way. Fluctuations in for instance the hori-
zontal direction are reduced while fluctuations in the vertical direction are amplified due to a co-
herent interaction. (b) Dissipative output light squeezing. Mechanical, thermal noise is filtered by
the optomechanical interaction. This noise appears squeezed at the cavity input and acts as an ef-
fective squeezed bath for the cavity. Via an impedance matching condition the effectively squeezed
mechanical noise, which can be squeezed arbitrarily strong, is forwarded to the cavity output.

To increase the measurement rate we can decrease the noise S̄ I I of our measured signal as
much as possible while keeping the measurement susceptibility χmeas as large as possible. A pro-
mising way to decrease the noise S̄ I I is to make use of “squeezed light”. For squeezed light, the
fluctuations in one quadrature drop below the level of vacuum noise, i.e., below shot-noise. This
increases the amount of information one gains per photon. Speaking in the picture of Fig. 3.1, the
fluctuations in the measured signal are directly decreased. Thus, the red and blue measurement
signals start to become separated for an earlier measurement time τmeas. This, hence, directly
increases the measurement sensitivity.

Note that squeezed light has also been used to increase the measurement sensitivity of gravita-
tional wave detectors [190, 191] for instance. Squeezed light has also found applications in biology,
allowing to track living lipid granules in real time [47].

The most common way to generate squeezing is to drive a nonlinear optical medium, see
e.g. [44]. The basic mechanism leading to squeezing can be understood as follows: The nonlinear
optical medium is subjected to vacuum noise, whose fluctuations are uniform in any quadrature,
cf. Fig. 3.2(a). When this noise passes through a nonlinear optical medium, the vacuum fluctua-
tions are filtered in a phase sensitive way due to a coherent interaction. The noise in the horizontal
direction, for instance, is reduced while the noise in the orthogonal direction is amplified. This
mechanism, hence, directly leads to squeezed light.2

In our work “Dissipative optomechanical squeezing of light“[127], cf. sec. 3.2, we use an op-
tomechanical system to generate squeezed output light. In contrast to squeezing with a nonlin-
ear optical medium, our cavity does not generate squeezing due to a phase sensitive optical sus-
ceptibility. Instead, mechanical (thermal) noise appears squeezed to the cavity input due to the
optomechanical interaction, cf. Fig. 3.2(b). Thus, the mechanical resonator acts as an effective
squeezed bath for the cavity. By matching the cavity decay rate and the rate with which the ef-
fective squeezed bath is coupled to the cavity (“impedance matching”), one is able to forward the
effectively squeezed mechanical noise to the cavity output. At the same time, incident optical vac-

2Note that a cavity filled with a nonlinear medium is dynamically stable only if photon decay overwhelms amplifica-
tion. Otherwise, the number of photons inside the cavity would diverge. This limits the maximum amount of intracavity
squeezing to half the shot noise value, the so-called 3dB limit of squeezing [157], cf. sec. 2.3. However, the amount of
output light squeezing is unlimited, cf. sec. 3.3. This puzzling observation has been first resolved by Collet and Gardiner
[97] and Gea-Banacloche et al. [192] by introducing “input-output” theory, connecting the intracavity light field to the
light field outside the cavity.
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uum noise is absorbed by the mechanical resonator. Thus, overall one has generated arbitrarily
large output squeezed light.

In the work [127] presented in sec. 3.2, we have analyzed this previously described dissipa-
tive output light squeezing thoroughly. We have compared this squeezing mechanism to another
kind of optomechanical output light squeezing, called “ponderomotive squeezing”. In contrast to
ponderomotive squeezing, our dissipative squeezing scheme works well in the so-called resolved-
sideband regime. This regime is very desirable for many applications, e.g. for optomechanical
sideband cooling [72, 86, 114, 115, 193], where the mechanical resonator is cooled close to its
quantum ground state, for state transfer [76, 117, 120, 130, 194] or for entanglement generation
[71, 125, 129, 195, 196]. Thus, our squeezing method adds the important tool of generating strongly
squeezed light to the toolbox of sideband-resolved optomechanics without the need for nonlinear
optical materials.

Additionally, we have shown that our squeezing scheme cannot only be used as a source of
squeezed light. It also can be used to enhance the intrinsic measurement sensitivity of the op-
tomechanical cavity as described above. This scheme could e.g. be applied in optomechanical
setups working in the microwave regime. In such setups the measurement sensitivity with which
a dispersively coupled superconducting qubit can be measured could directly be increased. Note
that our scheme could for example also be implemented in superconducting circuit experiments
[176, 177, 197] as it relies only on a beam-splitter interaction and a two-mode squeezing interaction
between two bosonic modes, which have to be controlled separately.
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3.2 Dissipative optomechanical squeezing of light

This chapter has been published in the form presented here in

• A. Kronwald, F.Marquardt, and A. A. Clerk
New J. Phys. 16 (2014) 063058
Dissipative optomechanical squeezing of light
doi:10.1088/1367-2630/16/6/063058
Copyright under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license (CC-BY)

We discuss a simple yet surprisingly effective mechanism which allows the generation of squeezed
output light from an optomechanical cavity. In contrast to the well known mechanism of "pon-
deromotive squeezing", our scheme generates squeezed output light by explicitly using the dissi-
pative nature of the mechanical resonator. We show that our scheme has many advantages over
ponderomotive squeezing; in particular, it is far more effective in the good cavity limit commonly
used in experiments. Furthermore, the squeezing generated in our approach can be directly used
to enhance the intrinsic measurement sensitivity of the optomechanical cavity; one does not have
to feed the squeezed light into a separate measurement device. As our scheme is very general, it
could also e.g. be implemented using superconducting circuits.

3.2.1 Introduction

Among the simplest kinds of non-classical light is squeezed light, where fluctuations in one quadra-
ture of the optical amplitude drop below the level of vacuum noise. Such light is interesting from
both fundamental and practical points of view. Squeezed light can be used to improve the mea-
surement sensitivity in applications ranging from gravitational wave detection [38, 46, 191] to even
biology [47]. Squeezed states of light are also a key ingredient for continuous-variable information
processing [49].

While the standard method for generating optical squeezing is to drive a nonlinear optical
medium (see, e.g. [44]), it has long been realized [106] that squeezing can also be realized in op-
tomechanical systems [30, 31], where cavity photons are coupled to mechanical motion by radia-
tion pressure. The standard mechanism for such squeezing, termed “ponderomotive squeezing”
[106], relies on the mechanical resonator effectively mediating a (coherent) Kerr-type (χ3) optical
nonlinearity [148, 198]; as in a Kerr medium, squeezing is produced by generating classical cor-
relations between the amplitude and phase quadratures of light leaving the cavity. This sort of
ponderomotive squeezing has recently been realized in experiments [90, 94, 132].

In this work, we describe a fundamentally different and potentially powerful new method for
generating squeezed light using optomechanics, cf. Fig. 3.3a. Unlike standard ponderomotive
squeezing, our scheme is not based on having the mechanics mediate a coherent (i.e., Hamilto-
nian) optical nonlinearity; instead, it uses the dissipative nature of the mechanical resonator. As
we show, by using a (classical) bichromatic cavity drive, the mechanics can be made to mimic a dis-
sipative squeezed reservoir. By careful tuning of the cavity laser drives, this effective mechanical
reservoir acts as a “sink” for the fluctuations of the incident light, and imprints its squeezed noise
almost perfectly onto the output light (cf. Fig. 3.3b). We also show that the squeezing generated
in our approach can directly be used to enhance the intrinsic measurement sensitivity of the op-
tomechanical cavity (i.e., to detect a signal coupled dispersively to the cavity). Note that although
we focus on an optomechanical implementation of our scheme here, we stress that it could also
be implemented using superconducting circuits [176, 177, 197] as our scheme relies only on hav-
ing two modes coupled parametrically with both, beam-splitter and non-degenerate parametric
amplifier terms.
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Our scheme is well within the reach of current state-of-the-art optomechanical experiments,
some of which have already made use of two-tone driving [73, 116, 199, 200]. As we discuss, it
has several advantages over standard ponderomotive squeezing. In particular, our scheme is effi-
cient in the good-cavity limit commonly used in experiments, and squeezes the same quadrature
of light over an appreciable bandwidth. This is to be contrasted against ponderomotive squeezing,
which is not efficient in the good-cavity limit, and produces squeezing with a frequency-dependent
squeezing angle. In addition, the squeezing generated in our scheme can be used directly to en-
hance cavity based measurements; one does not need to feed the squeezed light into a separate
measurement device (see Sec. 3.2.5).

Note that the scheme we describe is related to the protocol described and implemented by
Wasilewski et al. [201] to generate pulses of two-mode squeezed light. Their approach did not use
mechanical interactions, but rather interactions with two polarized atomic spin-ensembles, each
of which acts as an oscillator. While similar in spirit, there are some important differences: our
scheme generates continuous-wave squeezed light, and makes use of dissipation in a fundamental
way (in contrast, Ref. [201] does not treat atomic dissipation as it plays no role in their approach).
Our scheme is also related to our earlier proposal for generating strong mechanical squeezing in
an optomechanical cavity [126] (which in turn is related to [202] and earlier proposals [178–181]).
Unlike that problem, the interest here is on generating squeezing of an output field (as opposed
to an intracavity field); similar to the situation with squeezing via parametric processes [97, 192],
there are crucial differences between these two goals.

3.2.2 Model

We consider a standard, single-sided optomechanical cavity, where electromagnetic radiation cou-
ples to mechanical motion via radiation pressure, cf. Fig. 3.3a (non-ideal or two-sided cavities are
discussed in the appendix). The optomechanical Hamiltonian reads [56]

Ĥ =ħωcavâ†â +ħΩb̂†b̂ −ħg0

(
b̂† + b̂

)
â†â + Ĥdr . (3.2)

light field
(a) (b)

optomechanical
cavity

mech. bath

cavity
output

Figure 3.3: (a) Basic setup for dissipative generation of squeezed output light: an optomechani-
cal cavity driven by two lasers on the red and blue mechanical sideband. By carefully tuning the
amplitudes of the lasers, strong squeezing is possible. (b) Schematic showing the basic idea of the
dissipative squeezing mechanism. Optical vacuum fluctuations (red) entering the optomechan-
ical cavity at a rate κ are perfectly absorbed by the mechanical resonator. At the same time, the
damped mechanical resonator acts as an effective squeezed dissipative bath for cavity photons
(even though the mechanical resonator itself is in a thermal state). The effectively squeezed me-
chanical noise ξ̂ (coupled to the cavity at a rate κ̃) is optimally forwarded to the cavity output port
Ûout, i.e., the output light is maximally squeezed if the cavity decay rate κ equals κ̃. (This figure has
previously been published in [127])
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whereωcav (Ω) is the cavity (mechanical) resonance frequency, â (b̂) the photon (phonon) annihila-
tion operator and g0 the optomechanical coupling strength. Ĥdr =ħ(

α (t ) â† +h.c.
)

is the coherent
laser driving Hamiltonian where α (t ) describes a general, coherent multi-tone laser drive. In the
following, we decompose the photon annihilation operator â = ā + d̂ into a classical amplitude ā
and quantum fluctuations d̂ . Treating cavity dissipation via standard input-output theory [41], the
dynamics of the quantum fluctuations is given by the quantum Langevin equation

˙̂d = i

ħ
[
Ĥ , d̂

]− κ

2
d̂ −p

κd̂in (3.3)

where κ is the cavity decay rate. The equation of motion for the mechanical operator b̂ reads

˙̂b = i

ħ
[
Ĥ , b̂

]− ΓM

2
b̂ −

√
ΓM b̂in , (3.4)

where ΓM is the mechanical decay rate. The non-zero noise correlators read 〈d̂in (t ) d̂ †
in

(
t ′

)〉 =
δ

(
t − t ′

)
, 〈b̂in (t ) b̂†

in

(
t ′

)〉 = (nth +1)δ
(
t − t ′

)
and 〈b̂†

in (t ) b̂in
(
t ′

)〉 = nthδ
(
t − t ′

)
, where nth is thermal

occupancy of the mechanical reservoir.

Our interest is on the noise properties of the light leaving the cavity. The fluctuations in the
output light is described by d̂out, which in turn is determined by the incident noise d̂in and the
intracavity light d̂ via the input-output relation d̂out = d̂in +

p
κd̂ [41]. A general quadrature of the

output light is defined by

Û out
ϕ =

(
d̂oute

−iϕ+ d̂ †
oute

iϕ
)

/
p

2. (3.5)

The fluctuations in this quantity are quantified by the (measurable) spectral density:

Sout
Uϕ

[ω] =
〈ˆ

dτe iωτ
〈

Û out
ϕ (t +τ/2)Û out

ϕ (t −τ/2)
〉〉

t
, (3.6)

where 〈·〉t denotes a time average over the centre-of-mass time t (i.e., we are interested in the sta-
tionary part of the noise).

If the output light is in a coherent state, d̂out will be in its vacuum, and Sout
Uϕ

[ω] = 1/2 ≡ Sout
SN (i.e.,

the shot-noise value); with the optomechanical interaction, we will obtain deviations from this
result. We will focus on the output quadrature exhibiting the minimum noise at a given frequency
ω, obtained by choosing the optimal angle ϕ[ω] (the squeezing angle). Defining the orthogonal
quadratures Û out

1 = Û out
ϕ=0 and Û out

2 = Û out
ϕ=π/2, a straightforward optimization yields that the noise

of this optimal quadrature is (see, e.g., [203])

Sout
opt =

2Sout
U1

Sout
U2

−2
[

Sout
U1U2

]2

Sout
U1

+Sout
U2

+
√[

Sout
U1

−Sout
U2

]2 +4
[

Sout
U1U2

]2
. (3.7)

Here, the cross-correlator Sout
U1U2

[ω] measures the classical (i.e., symmetrized) correlations between

Û out
1 and Û out

2 , and is defined as:

Sout
U1U2

[ω] = 1
2

〈ˆ
dτe iωτ 〈

Û out
1 (t +τ/2)Û out

2 (t −τ/2) (3.8)

+Û out
2 (t +τ/2)Û out

1 (t −τ/2)
〉〉

t (3.9)
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3.2.3 Ponderomotive squeezing

We begin by quickly reviewing the standard mechanism for optomechanical squeezed light genera-
tion, ponderomotive squeezing [90, 94, 106, 132, 148, 198], where one uses the coherent (i.e., Hamil-
tonian) optical nonlinearity induced by the coupling to the mechanical resonator. We assume a
resonantly driven optomechanical cavity, i.e., α (t ) = αLe−iωcavt , where αL is the laser amplitude.
Going into an interaction picture with respect to the free cavity Hamiltonian and performing a
standard linearization on (3.2) (i.e., dropping terms cubic in d̂ , d̂ †) one finds

Ĥ =ħΩb̂†b̂ −
p

2ħGÛ1

(
b̂ + b̂†

)
. (3.10)

where G = g0ā is the drive-enhanced optomechanical coupling strength; without loss of gener-
ality, we take the average cavity amplitude ā to be real. With this choice, Û1 and Û2 correspond
respectively to standard amplitude and phase quadratures. Their fluctuations are given by [203]

Sout
U1

= Sout
SN andSout

U2
= Sout

U1
+2

[
Sout

U1U2

]2 +δS , (3.11)

where

δS = S̃(S̃ +cothħω/2kB T ) , (3.12)

S̃ = 2ΩG2κIm
{
χM

}
/(κ2/4+ω2) , (3.13)

and
χ−1

M =Ω2 −ω2 − iωΓM (3.14)

is the mechanical susceptibility.
Given that neither U1 nor U2 is squeezed, obtaining squeezing will necessarily require non-

zero classical correlations between the amplitude and phase quadrature (i.e., Sout
U1U2

6= 0), as follows
from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.11). These correlations are created by the mechanical motion. From the last
term of Eq. (3.10), we see that the amplitude (U1) fluctuations of the light are a driving force on the
mechanics. The same term tells us that the resulting mechanical motion modulates the phase of
the light leaving the cavity (i.e., the U2 quadrature). One finds that the amplitude-phase correlator
has a simple form which completely reflects this intuitive picture:

Sout
U1U2

[ω] ∝ 4G2

κ

Ω

1+ (2ω/κ)2 Re
{
χM [ω]

}
, (3.15)

where ω is measured in our rotating frame (i.e., ω = 0 corresponds to the cavity resonance). Note
that only the real part of χM enters, as only in-phase correlations between U1 and U2 are rele-
vant to squeezing (i.e., the correlations are induced by a coherent interaction only, since the dis-
sipative part Im

{
χM

}
of χM does not enter). Such in-phase correlations between amplitude and

phase quadratures would naturally be created if we had a Kerr nonlinearity in the cavity, i.e., a term
â†â†ââ in the cavity Hamiltonian. Thus, ponderomotive squeezing involves the optomechanical
interaction mimicking the effects of a (instantaneous, coherent, Hamiltonian) Kerr interaction in
the cavity. Note that the optomechanical interaction was recently compared to a Kerr nonlinearity
also in Refs. [153, 204].

It thus follows that ponderomotive squeezing will be strongest at frequenciesω, where the cor-
relator Sout

U1U2
is large; by combining Eqs. (3.7) and (3.11), one finds Sout

opt ∝ 1/[Sout
U1U2

]2 for Sout
U1U2

À 1.
The correlations will in turn be large when the real part of the mechanical susceptibility is large.
This naturally occurs at the cavity resonance frequency (i.e., ω= 0 in Eq. (3.15)), and also near (but
not at) the mechanical sideband frequencies, i.e., frequencies ω = ±Ω+δ where |δ| ∼ ΓM . Fig. 3.4
shows this expected frequency dependence of ponderomotive squeezing.
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Figure 3.4: Ponderomotive vs. dissipative squeezing spectra in the good cavity limit (where the
impedance matching condition κ̃ = κ is assumed, cf. main text). (a) Output light spectra vs. fre-
quency near the cavity resonance frequency ωcav in the good cavity limit (where κ/Ω→ 0 for our
dissipative scheme and κ/Ω = 1/10 for ponderomotive squeezing). The squeezing bandwidth at
ωcav is set by κ for ponderomotive squeezing. For our dissipative scheme it is set by min{κ,ΓM }.
Both schemes generate maximum squeezing at ωcav within this bandwidth. However, our dissi-
pative scheme outperforms ponderomotive squeezing in the good cavity limit. (b) Output light
spectra at the mechanical sideband ω ≈ Ω. Our dissipative scheme does not generate squeezing
while ponderomotive squeezing does generates squeezing. (c) Squeezing angle ϕ (cf. Eq. (3.5))
vs. frequency. For dissipative squeezing, the squeezing angle is constant for all frequencies. In
contrast, the squeezing angle ϕopt corresponding to optimal ponderomotive squeezing varies on
a scale ∼ κ at the cavity resonance and ∼ ΓM close to the mechanical sideband. [Parameters: (a)
ΓM = 2·10−5κ,nth = 10, and C = 105 (b) Same as (a), κ̃= 4G 2/ΓM = κ.(c) Same as in (a)] (This figure
has previously been published in [127])

It is often overlooked that the same intuition used above tells us that ponderomotive squeez-
ing will be suppressed in the good-cavity limit κ ¿ Ω , a limit necessary for ground-state op-
tomechanical cooling and other desirable optomechanical protocols. At the cavity resonance,
Sout

U1U2
∝ 4G2/(κΩ), independent of the sideband parameter κ/Ω and mechanical damping rate

ΓM . Thus, in the limitΩ/κ→∞ while G/κ remains fixed, ponderomotive squeezing disappears at
the cavity frequency. Indeed, we find Sout

opt/Sout
SN ≈ 1−16G2/(κΩ) in this limit. The situation is dif-

ferent for frequencies close to the mechanical sidebands, i.e., ω=±Ω+δ with |δ| ∼ ΓM . In the bad
cavity limit κÀΩ, Sout

U1U2
∝ C , where the cooperativity C = 4G2/(κΓM ). Thus, squeezing close to

the mechanical sideband and for κÀΩ is controlled by the cooperativity only. In the good cavity
limit κ¿ Ω, however, Sout

U1U2
∝ C (κ/Ω)2. Thus, in the good cavity limit κ/Ω→ 0, squeezed light

cannot be generated effectively using the standard ponderomotive squeezing mechanism.
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3.2.4 Dissipative output light squeezing

Given the general desirability of having optomechanical systems in the good-cavity limit (e.g. for
cooling [72, 86, 114, 115, 193], state transfer [76, 117, 120, 130, 194], entanglement generation
[71, 125, 129, 195, 196], etc.), it would be extremely useful to find an alternative squeezing scheme
which is efficient in this regime. To that end, we now introduce an approach which generates
squeezed light by explicitly using the dissipative nature of the mechanical resonator.

3.2.4.1 Basic scheme

Unlike ponderomotive squeezing, the dissipative approach to optomechanical squeezing requires
driving the cavity with two lasers, with frequencies corresponding to the red and blue mechanical
sidebands (i.e., α (t ) = α+e−i (ωcav+Ω)t +α−e−i (ωcav−Ω)t ); the resulting average classical amplitude is
ā(t ) = e−iωcavt ∑

σ=± āσe−iσΩt . We again write the basic optomechanical Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.2) in
an interaction picture, now with respect to both the free cavity and mechanical resonator Hamilto-
nians. Introducing mechanical quadrature operators X̂1 =

(
b̂† + b̂

)
/
p

2 and X̂2 = i
(
b̂† − b̂

)
/
p

2, and
linearizing the Hamiltonian in the usual way, we find Ĥ = ĤS + ĤC R , where

ĤS = −ħ (G++G−)Û1X̂1 −ħ (G−−G+)Û2X̂2, (3.16)

ĤCR = −ħd̂ †
(
G+b̂e−2iΩt +G−b̂†e2iΩt

)
+h.c.. (3.17)

Here G± = g0ā± are the many-photon optomechanical couplings associated with each drive tone;
we take ā+, ā− to be real and positive without any loss of generality. The terms in ĤS describe
resonant interaction processes that will give rise to squeezing, while those in ĤCR are deleterious
non-resonant interaction terms. For physical transparency, we will start by discussing the extreme
good cavity limit κ ¿ Ω, and thus ignore the effects of ĤCR. We will also take G− ≥ G+, which
ensures the stability of the linearized system.

If G+ = G−, ĤS has the form of a quantum non-demolition (QND) interaction, as both the
quadratures U1 and X1 commute with the Hamiltonian; such a regime can be used to make a back-
action evading measurement of the mechanical quadrature X1 [38, 160, 171]. For G+ 6= G−, the
second term in ĤS is non-zero, and the QND structure is lost. As we recently discussed [126], this
regime can be extremely efficient for the generation of mechanical squeezing.

Given that Eq. (3.16) is symmetric under interchange of mechanical and cavity quadratures,
one might naturally suspect that it can also be exploited to generate optical squeezing. We now
show that this is indeed the case, even though in the optical case, we are interested in squeezing
a quadrature of the output light field, not the intracavity field. As is well known, the relationship
between intracavity and output field squeezing can be non-trivial [97, 192]. We show that this is
also the case here.

3.2.4.2 Underlying mechanism

We start by describing the basic mechanism which gives rise to squeezing here, considering the
most interesting regime where 0 < G− −G+ ¿ G− +G+; for simplicity, we also first consider the
case of a large mechanical damping rate ΓM À κ. The first term in ĤS (cf. Eq. (3.16)) causes the
mechanical resonator’s X2 quadrature to measure the cavity U1 quadrature: In the relevant low-
frequency limit, one finds

X̂2 = 2
G++G−
ΓM

Û1 + 2p
ΓM

X̂ in
2 . (3.18)

Thus, the measurement strength ∝G−+G+. This also demonstrates that dissipation is a necessary
ingredient for X̂2 to measure the Û1 quadrature. In contrast, the second term in ĤS perturbs the
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3.2. Dissipative optomechanical squeezing of light

measured quadrature U1 by applying a weak force ∝ (G−−G+) X̂2. However, as X2 has measured
U1, this becomes a weak feedback force.

The result of these two operations is a net additional damping of the cavity U1 quadrature at
rate κ̃ = 4G 2/ΓM due to the optomechanical interaction, where G 2 = G2− −G2+. The mechanical
resonator is thus acting like a dissipative bath for the cavity photons. One must also ask about the
extra noise introduced into the cavity quadrature U1 via the optomechanical coupling. As this only
involves the weak second term in ĤS (∝ (G− −G+), cf. Eq. (3.16)), this noise is extremely small,
much smaller than the noise we would expect if κ̃ was produced by a zero-temperature dissipative
bath. The net result is that the mechanical resonator acts as a squeezed bath for the cavity, damp-
ing the U1 quadrature while adding almost no fluctuations. This directly causes optical squeezing.
The situation is of course reversed if we now ask about the cavity U2 quadrature. As the measure-
ment and feedback roles of the two terms in ĤS are reversed for U2, its fluctuations are naturally
enhanced by the effective mechanical bath.

3.2.4.3 Detailed calculation

The above picture provides intuition for how the combination of the Hamiltonian Ĥs in Eq. (3.16)
and mechanical damping gives rise to squeezing of the intracavity field: the mechanical resonator
(via autonomous measurement and feedback operations) mimics the actions of squeezed dissipa-
tive reservoir coupled to the cavity. To understand how this basic mechanism affects the output
noise of the cavity, we simply solve the linearized equations of motion describing our system (now
without any assumption of a large ΓM ).

To present the solutions in a transparent manner, we first introduce the self-energy of the cavity
photons due to the optomechanical interaction and the corresponding dressed cavity susceptibil-
ity:

Σ [ω] = −i
(
G2−−G2+

)
−iω+ΓM /2

≡ Re Σ[ω]− i κ̃[ω]/2. (3.19)

The corresponding dressed cavity susceptibility (Green function) is then

χcav[ω] = 1

−iω+ (κ/2)+ iΣ[ω]
. (3.20)

The output cavity quadrature operators are then found to be

Û out
1 [ω] = (

κχcav[ω]−1
)
Û in

1 [ω]−
√
κΓMχcav[ω]

√
κ̃[ω]ξ̂1 [ω] , (3.21)

Û out
2 [ω] = (

κχcav[ω]−1
)
Û in

2 [ω]+
√
κΓMχcav[ω]

√
κ̃[ω]ξ̂2 [ω] . (3.22)

These input/output relations have the expected simple form for a cavity which is coupled both
to a coupling port (coupling rate κ) and to an additional dissipative reservoir (coupling rate κ̃[ω]).
The coupling to the additional reservoir both modifies the cavity susceptibility, and results in new
driving noises. The first term on the RHS of Eqs. (3.21-3.22) corresponds to the contribution to
the output field from vacuum noise incident on the cavity from the coupling port: there is both
a promptly reflected contribution, and a contribution where this noise enters the cavity before
being emitted. Note that these terms are completely phase insensitive, i.e., identical in form for
any choice of optical quadrature.

More interesting are the second terms on the RHS of Eqs. (3.21-3.22), which represent the noise
contributions from the effective mechanical bath coupled to the cavity. One finds

ξ̂1/2 = 1p
κ̃[ω]

G−∓G+
−iω+ΓM /2

X̂ in
2/1[ω] (3.23)
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We see immediately that this effective bath seen by the cavity appears squeezed (i.e., the noise in
ξ̂1 is much less than that in ξ̂2) even if the intrinsic mechanical dissipation is in a simple thermal
state.

With these equations, the route towards optimal squeezing at frequency ω is clear: one needs
both to have G−−G+ be as small as possible (so that the ξ̂ j noises are as squeezed as possible),
while at the same time fulfilling an impedance matching condition that makes the first terms in
Eqs. (3.21-3.22) vanish, i.e., κχcav[ω] = 1. Physically, this impedance matching simply means that
all the incident optical vacuum fluctuations on the cavity are completely absorbed by the mechan-
ical resonator, cf. Fig. 3.3b. At the cavity resonance frequency (ω= 0),this corresponds to a simple
matching of damping rates

κ̃[0] = κ ⇐⇒ 4
(
G2−−G2+

)
ΓM

= κ (3.24)

We also see that regardless of the frequency we consider, the U1[ω] optical quadrature is the opti-
mally squeezed quadrature; this is simply because the squeezing angle of our effective mechanical
bath is frequency independent.

3.2.4.4 Results

Having explained the basic dissipative squeezing mechanism, we now present results for the amount
of generated squeezing, again starting with the extreme good cavity limit ΩÀ κ. The simplest

regime here is the weak-coupling regime, where the effective coupling G =
√

G2−−G2+ is much
smaller than max(ΓM ,κ). The output light is maximally squeezed at the cavity frequency, cf. Fig. 3.4;
the squeezing remains appreciable away from the cavity resonance over a “squeezing bandwidth”
set by max{κ,ΓM }. The amount of squeezing at the cavity resonance is given by

Sout
U1

[ω= 0]

Sout
SN

= 4κκ̃ (1+2nth)e−2r + (κ− κ̃)2

(κ+ κ̃)2 , (3.25)

where we have introduced the squeezing parameter r via tanhr = G+/G−, i.e., the ratio of laser
drive amplitudes. Note that this expression is valid in the extreme good cavity limit κ/Ω→ 0 for all
values of κ, κ̃ and r . For a fixed squeezing parameter r , the noise in the U1 quadrature interpolates
between three simple limits. For κ̃ = 0 or κ̃À κ, the noise of the effective mechanical resonator
is completely reflected from the cavity, and hence the output quadrature noise is the just vacuum
noise of the incident field. In contrast, if the impedance matching condition of Eq. (3.24) is sat-
isfied, then the output optical noise is completely determined by the effective mechanical bath;
it thus has the value (1+ 2nth)e−2r , reflecting the effective temperature of the squeezed ξ̂1 noise
associated with the effective mechanical bath.

The above result then implies that for the optimal impedance-matched case (which also im-
plies being in the assumed weak-coupling regime, cf. appendix 3.2.7.1), the squeezing of the cavity
light at resonance behaves as

Sout
U1

[0]/Sout
SN = (1+2nth)e−2r ≈ 1+2nth

4C
(3.26)

where we have introduced the optomechanical cooperativity C = 4G2−/κΓM , and in the last ex-
pression we assumed C À 1.

It is also interesting to consider the purity of the output light generated; not surprisingly, for
the optimal impedance matched case, this purity is completely determined by the purity of the
mechanical noise. Parameterizing the purity of the output light via an effective number of thermal
quanta neff, i.e.,

(1+2neff [ω])2 = 4SU out
1 U out

1
[ω]SU out

2 U out
2

[ω] , (3.27)
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one finds neff = nth at the cavity frequency ω= 0 and for κ̃= κ.

3.2.4.5 Dissipative vs. ponderomotive squeezing

Let us now compare our dissipative scheme to ponderomotive squeezing. Ponderomotive squeez-
ing squeezes light by correlating the incident optical vacuum fluctuations using the coherent Kerr
interaction mediated by the mechanical resonator. In contrast, our approach does not rely on cor-
relating the incident optical vacuum fluctuation; rather, we replace these fluctuations by squeezed
noise emanating from the mechanical resonator. As discussed, our scheme also relies crucially
on the dissipative nature of the mechanical resonator, i.e., on the imaginary part of the mechan-
ical susceptibility χM . In contrast, a non-vanishing ImχM reduces the amount of ponderomotive
squeezing, cf. Eq. (3.11). We also note that our scheme is efficient in the good cavity limit and
generates squeezing with a fixed squeezing angle, in contrast to ponderomotive squeezing.

Let us now turn to a quantitative comparison of our dissipative scheme to ponderomotive
squeezing in the good cavity limit κ¿ Ω, cf. Fig. 3.5. We parametrize the red laser strength (or
the resonant laser strength for ponderomotive squeezing) via the cooperativity C = 4G2−/(κΓM )
(where G− 7→ G for ponderomotive squeezing). For our dissipative scheme, we optimize the blue
laser strength for any given cooperativity to fulfill the impedance matching condition (3.24).

We now compare the amount of squeezing generated by our dissipative scheme at the cav-
ity frequency, i.e., Sout

U1
[0] to ponderomotive squeezing, i.e., to the optimized output light spec-

trum Sout
opt at the cavity frequency and close to the mechanical sideband. For small cooperativi-

ties, 1 < C < (1+nth)2 /(1+2nth), the output light spectrum in our scheme corresponds to ther-
mally squeezed light (as Sout

U1
[0]/Sout

SN < (1+2nth)). As the squeeze parameter is small in this regime

(cf. Eq. (3.26)), Sout
U1

is larger than the shot noise value. In contrast, the output light spectrum Sout
opt

for ponderomotive squeezing in this small-C case stays close to the shot-noise limit as Sout
opt ≈ Sout

SN .
As soon as C & nth/2, our scheme generates quantum squeezed output light where Sout

U1
[0] < Sout

SN .

Ponderomotive squeezing, however, still stays close to the shot-noise limit, Sout
opt ≈ Sout

SN . While in-
creasing the cooperativity further, ponderomotive squeezing also starts to generate strong quan-
tum squeezing, first close to the mechanical sideband, then also at ω = 0. Thus, when comparing
our scheme to ponderomotive squeezing for a fixed cooperativity, we see that our scheme outper-
forms ponderomotive squeezing in the good cavity limit. This can also be seen by studying the
minimum cooperativity Cmin needed to generate a certain amount of squeezing, e.g. 3dB. For our
scheme, we find C diss

min & (1+2nth)/2. In contrast, for ponderomotive squeezing in the good cavity
limit we find C PS

min&
(
C diss

min +Ω/
(p

2ΓM
))

/4. This is typically much larger than Cdiss since ΓM ¿Ω

for typical experiments.

3.2.4.6 Bad cavity effects on the generation of squeezed output light

Up to now, we have focussed on the extreme good cavity limit, i.e., κ/Ω→ 0. We now consider
deviations that arise when κ/Ω is non-zero.

Thus, we now solve the full quantum Langevin equations including ĤCR (i.e., no rotating-wave
approximation) and analyze the output light spectrum Sout

U1
[ω]. We find that the impedance match-

ing condition κ̃= κ still maximizes squeezing at the cavity frequencyω= 0. Thus, we now compare
Sout

U1
[0] with and without bad cavity effects, cf. Fig. 3.5. The amount of squeezing for moderate co-

operativities does not differ from the good cavity prediction (3.26). As the cooperativity gets larger,
however, the impact of bad cavity effects also becomes larger. As these terms tend to heat up the
cavity quadrature non-resonantly, the maximum amount of squeezing our dissipative scheme can
generate is limited. By taking ĤCR into account up to leading order in κ/Ω, we find that in the large
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Figure 3.5: Dissipative vs. ponderomotive squeezing in the good cavity limit. Black curves: Out-
put spectrum for the dissipative squeezing scheme at ω= 0, i.e., at the cavity resonance frequency
(black solid curve for κ/Ω = 0 and black dashed curve for κ/Ω = 1/10). White, yellow curves: op-
timized spectrum for standard ponderomotive squeezing, for both a frequency ω = 0 and a fre-
quencyω∼Ω. Note that the value of the output spectrum for dissipative squeezing for small coop-
erativities is set by nth [Parameters as in Fig. 3.4(a,b)]. (This figure has previously been published
in [127])

cooperativity limit

Sout
U1

[0]

Sout
SN

= κ2

32Ω2 , (3.28)

where G+/G− was again chosen to fulfill the impedance matching condition (3.24).

3.2.5 Increasing the measurement sensitivity of an optomechanical cavity

As we have seen, our dissipative scheme can be used to generate squeezed output light. This
light could then be fed into a separate measurement device to increase its measurement sensi-
tivity. Such a scenario, however, involves two different devices which have to be coupled. In order
to avoid unwanted coupling losses which could degrade the measurement sensitivity again or to
keep the experiment as simple as possible, one might ask whether the squeezed light source and
the measurement device could somehow be combined. In the following, we show that this is in-
deed possible: one could use the optomechanical cavity to both generate squeezed output light
while increasing the sensitivity for measuring a dispersively-coupled signal at the same time.

3.2.5.1 Basic scheme

We now consider an optomechanical cavity which is also dispersively coupled to a signal z we want
to measure (one could e.g. use an optomechanical setup in the microwave regime where a super-
conducting qubit is dispersively coupled to the microwave cavity; z would then be a Pauli operator
σz for the qubit). We again assume two lasers driving the cavity on the red and blue mechanical
sideband. As discussed above, the corresponding optomechanical interaction will cause the Û out

1 -
quadrature to be squeezed at the cavity frequency. We now also add a resonant measurement tone
which is used to probe the value of z. Thus,
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Ĥ =ħωcavâ†â +ħΩb̂†b̂ −ħg0

(
b̂† + b̂

)
â†â −ħAâ†â · z + Ĥdr , (3.29)

where Ĥdr = ħ(α (t ) â† +h.c.) and α (t ) = α+e−i (ωcav+Ω)t +α−e−i (ωcav−Ω)t +α0e−iωcavt . Note that the
measurement tone at frequency ωcav is spectrally very well resolved from the two tones at fre-
quencyω± =ωcav±Ω used to generate squeezing. Thus, we expect the measurement tone to probe
z only without strongly degrading squeezing.

We now apply the displacement transformation â = ā(t )+d̂ with ā(t ) = e−iωcavt (
∑
σ=± āσe−iσΩt+

i ā0). We also assume āi to be real. Note that the phase of the measurement tone is chosen such
that the information of z is imprinted in the squeezed quadrature, as we will see below. This is cru-
cial to enhance the measurement sensitivity of the optomechanical cavity. We go into a rotating
frame with respect to the free cavity and mechanical resonator Hamiltonian and apply standard

linearization. We find Ĥ = ĤS + ˆ̃HCR with

ĤS =−ħ (G++G−)Û1X̂1 −ħ (G−−G+)Û2X̂2 −ħp2A0Û2 · z , (3.30)

and

ˆ̃HCR = ĤCR −2ħG0
(
X̂1 cosΩt + X̂2 sinΩt

)
Û2 (3.31)

−p2ħz
[
(A++ A−)Û1 cosΩt + (A−− A+)Û2 sinΩt

]
where ĤCR is given by Eq. (3.17). Here, Gi = g0āi is the driven-enhanced optomechanical coupling

whereas Ai = Aāi is the driven-enhanced dispersive cavity-signal coupling. As in Sec. 3.2.4.6, ˆ̃HCR

represents non-resonant interaction terms that will have minimal effect in the κ/Ω→ 0 limit.

3.2.5.2 Enhanced measurement rate

Let us first focus on the extreme good cavity limit and ignore ˆ̃HCR. The last term in Eq. (3.30) implies
that the Û1 cavity quadrature measures z. Thus, the value of z can be inferred by observing the
output light quadrature 〈Î 〉 =p

κ〈Û out
1 〉 by using a homodyne measurement setup for instance.

As we are interested in a weak coupling between the cavity and the signal z, it will take a finite
amount of time τmeas to resolve the value of z above the noise. This measurement time is quantified
in the standard manner by the measurement time or rate Γmeas = 1/τmeas [41]. The measurement
rate is related to the (zero frequency) susceptibility χmeas ≡ d〈Î 〉 [ω]/dz and the symmetrized spec-
trum S̄ I I of the homodyne current Î at zero frequency via

Γmeas =
χ2

meas

2S̄ I I [0]
. (3.32)

Here,χmeas[0] defines how much the average homodyne current changes when z is statically chang-
ed and the symmetrized spectrum S̄ I I quantifies the imprecision noise.

We now see the route towards an enhanced measurement rate: we simply need to use the op-
tomechanical interaction and the consequent dissipative squeezing mechanism to squeeze Û out

1 at
zero frequency, and hence reduce S̄ I I while keeping the measurement susceptibility χmeas as large
as possible.

As before, the optomechanical coupling in Eq. (3.30) generates squeezed output light where
Û out

1 is squeezed at ω = 0, i.e., at the cavity frequency. This directly reduces the imprecision noise
since S̄ I I [ω] = 2κSout

U1
[ω] such that S̄ I I [0] = κ (1+2nth)e−2r for the impedance matching condition

κ̃ = κ, cf. Eq. (3.26). At the same time, the measurement susceptibility χmeas = −p2κA0χcav [0] is
not drastically changed. This is because when we optimally impedance match to maximize squeez-
ing, i.e., choosing κ̃= κ, the optomechanical interaction only doubles the effective cavity damping,
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cf. Eq. (3.20). Thus,χcav [0] = 1/κ is reduced only by a factor 1/2 as compared to the value one would
obtain without the optomechanical interaction. Thus, we finally find

Γmeas =
A2

0

κ

e2r

1+2nth
. (3.33)

To quantify the sensitivity of our optomechanical cavity to z, we compare this measurement
rate to the rate Γlc

meas we expect when z is measured using a linear cavity. This corresponds to
turning off the optomechanical interactions in our scheme (i.e., g0 → 0). Hence, this comparison
can be understood as being a benchmark for our dissipative squeezing scheme. We find

Γmeas

Γlc
meas

=
(
χcav[0]

χlc
cav[0]

)2 1

Sout,diss
U1

/SSN
(3.34)

= e2r

4(1+2nth)
≈ C

1+2nth
, (3.35)

where the last term is valid in the large C limit. Here, χcav is the dressed cavity susceptibility
(cf. Eq. (3.20)) and χlc

cav [0] = 2/κ is the susceptibility of a linear cavity at zero frequency. Thus,
our scheme allows for an exponential enhancement of the measurement rate with the squeezing
parameter r (or a linear enhancement with cooperativity) as long as C & 1+2nth. For this compar-
ison we have assumed equal decay rates κ and the same read-out laser amplitudes.

The above analysis demonstrates that our dissipative optomechanical squeezing scheme can
directly be used to enhance the intrinsic measurement sensitivity. The crucial trick allowing this di-
rect enhancement is that our scheme generates squeezed output light without lowering the (dress-
ed) cavity susceptibility drastically. Additionally, the cavity susceptibility is modified in a phase
insensitive way, i.e., it is identical for all quadratures, cf. Eqs. (3.21,3.22).

Note that it would be much more difficult to increase the intrinsic measurement sensitivity us-
ing ponderomotive squeezing: There, the optomechanical interaction effectively generates a Kerr-
type optical nonlinearity [148, 198]. The corresponding linearized dynamics is similar to the dy-
namics of a parametric amplifier. Squeezing is generated by modifying the cavity susceptibility
in a phase sensitive manner: one reduces the cavity response to vacuum noise for one quadrature
while increasing the response for the conjugate quadrature. Reducing the response of the squeezed
quadrature to noise, however, will also reduce its response to the signal z. Thus, the measurement
rate Γmeas could be unchanged.

3.2.5.3 Influence of bad cavity effects on the measurement rate

Let us now discuss the influence of bad cavity effects on the measurement rate. Thus, we solve the

quantum Langevin equations including ˆ̃HCR numerically and analyze the corresponding output
light spectrum. Note first that the counter rotating terms which are independent of the mechanical
resonator (cf. second line of Eq. (3.31)) are a deterministic force driving the mean cavity quadra-
tures only. As our system is linear, they thus have no impact on the noise properties or dressed
cavity susceptibility, and thus play no role in the following discussion.

To gain an understanding of how bad cavity effects modify the measurement rate, let us first

consider a very weak measurement tone, i.e., we focus on the limit G0 ≈ 0. In this case, ˆ̃HCR ≈
ĤCR. As discussed above, ĤCR limits the maximum amount of squeezing, cf. Fig. 3.5. However,
squeezing is still given by Eq. (3.26) for moderate cooperativities. Thus, the measurement rate for
weak measurement tones is still expected to scale like e2r ≈ 4C until it is expected to saturate to
8Ω2/κ2 for larger cooperativities. Note that the assumption of a small G0 does not necessarily imply
a weak dispersive coupling A0.
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Figure 3.6: Enhancement Γmeas/Γlc
meas of the dispersive measurement rate by dissipative squeez-

ing. Γmeas/Γlc
meas (cf. Eq. (3.34)), i.e., the ratio of the squeezing enhanced measurement rate to

the standard measurement rate (without optomechanical interaction), as a function of the coop-
erativity C = 4G2−/(κΓM ) and the measurement tone driving strength (parametrized by the coop-
erativity C0 = 4G2

0/(κΓM )). The black and white lines are contour lines depicting Γmeas/Γlc
meas =

1,10,100,1000. [Parameters: ΓM = 2 ·10−6Ω, κ= 0.05Ω,κ̃= κ and nth = 10]. (This figure has previ-
ously been published in [127])

If we, however, were to increase the measurement tone strength further (e.g. to increase the ab-
solute measurement rate Γmeas ∝ A2

0), the additional counter-rotating term ∼ G0 in Eq. (3.31) be-
comes more and more important. This term is expected to further degrade the maximum achiev-
able amount of squeezing, as the cavity Û2 quadrature now gets additionally coupled to X̂1. In turn,
it is expected to further limit the maximal achievable measurement rate. Thus, the favored strat-
egy to generate an appreciable measurement rate Γmeas (as compared to Γlc

meas), hence, would be
to keep G0 as small as possible while aiming for a cooperativity which maximizes squeezing, and,
hence, the measurement rate.

To verify our intuition, let us now focus on Fig. 3.6, where we depict the measurement rate en-
hancement factorΓmeas/Γlc

meas as a function of the red-laser driving strength and the measurement-
tone strength. We choose the blue driving strength G+ to optimize squeezing, i.e., to fulfill the
impedance matching condition (3.24). We parametrize the red-laser strength via the cooperativity
C = 4G2−/(κΓM ). The measurement tone strength and, hence, also the strength of the unwanted
optomechanical interaction induced by the measurement tone is parametrized via the measure-
ment cooperativity C0 = 4G2

0/(κΓM ). Note that as both Γmeas,Γlc
meas ∼ A2

0, the measurement rate
enhancement factor Γmeas/Γlc

meas is independent of the dispersive coupling A0.
For a weak measurement tone C0 ¿ 1 we see that the ratio of the measurement rates

Γmeas/Γlc
meas increases linearly with the cooperativity C first until it saturates to ∼ 8Ω2/κ2 for large

C . Thus, as expected, the unwanted optomechanical interaction induced by the measurement
tone is negligible.

Let us now increase the measurement tone strength (i.e., C0) further. For a fixed C0, the mea-
surement rate enhancement factor Γmeas/Γlc

meas exhibits a maximum as a function of the coop-
erativity C as the unwanted optomechanical interaction due to the measurement tone becomes
important. Thus, an arbitrarily large cooperativity is not optimal in this regime. For realistic values
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of C0, however, we still get a large maximum enhancement factor.

3.2.6 Conclusion

We have shown that strongly squeezed output light can be generated when an optomechanical cav-
ity is driven by two lasers on the red and blue mechanical sideband. The output light is maximally
squeezed when an impedance matching condition (cf. Eq. (3.24)) is fulfilled. Then, all incident op-
tical vacuum fluctuations are perfectly absorbed by the mechanical resonator and are replaced by
effectively squeezed mechanical noise.

Furthermore, we have compared our dissipative scheme to ponderomotive squeezing and have
shown that our dissipative scheme outperforms ponderomotive squeezing in the good cavity limit
which is commonly used in experiments.

We also have shown that our dissipative scheme can directly be used to enhance the intrin-
sic measurement sensitivity of the optomechanical cavity. Thus, our scheme could e.g. be imple-
mented in optomechanical setups working in the microwave regime to increase the measurement
sensitivity of a dispersively coupled superconducting qubit. Note that although we have focussed
on an optomechanical implementation of our scheme, it could also e.g. be implemented using
superconducting circuits.

3.2.7 Appendix

3.2.7.1 Dissipative squeezing in the strong coupling regime

In this appendix we discuss the regime where the mechanical mode and the cavity are strongly

coupled, i.e., when G =
√

G2−−G2+ is appreciable. In this case, we observe a normal mode splitting
in the output light spectrum, cf. Fig. 3.7. It turns out that squeezing is maximized at frequencies

ω± =±
√

8G 2 −κ2 −Γ2
M /

(
2
p

2
)

. (3.36)

Thus, one enters the strong coupling regime if

8G 2 ≥ κ2 +Γ2
M . (3.37)

Note that for impedance matched parameters κ̃ = 4G 2/ΓM = κ, the strong coupling condition
(3.37) cannot be fulfilled. Thus, for impedance matched parameters, squeezing is always maxi-
mized at the cavity resonance frequency.

Let us now briefly study how the maximum achievable squeezing at ω± depends on the damp-
ing rates κ,ΓM and the coupling G , i.e., we focus on the limit where the squeezing parameter
r →∞. We find

Sout
U1

/Sout
SN

∣∣∣
min

= (ΓM −κ)2
[
(ΓM +κ)2 −16G 2

]
(ΓM +κ)2

[
(ΓM −κ)2 −16G 2

] . (3.38)

Thus, in the common limit where ΓM ¿ κ, one cannot generate squeezing dispersively in the

strong coupling regime as Sout
U1

/Sout
SN

∣∣∣
min

→ 1. If, however, ΓM = κ, one is able to generate perfectly

squeezed output light (i.e., Sout
U1

/Sout
SN |min = 0) at frequencies ω±, irrespective of the size of G .

3.2.7.2 Effects of intrinsic cavity losses and two-sided cavity

In this appendix we focus on the dissipative generation of squeezed output light using a single-
sided optomechanical cavity in the presence of internal losses. As we will see, internal losses will
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Figure 3.7: Output light spectrum Sout
U1

in the “strong coupling regime”. As the cavity photons and
the mechanical mode are strongly coupled, two distinct minima are observed in the output light

spectrum. Here, ∆ω = 2ω+ =
√

8G 2 −κ2 −Γ2
M /

p
2. [Parameters: ΓM /κ = 0.1, nth = 10, r = 5 and

G = 1/2, i.e., C ≈ 5.5 ·103 and G+/G− ≈ 1−9 ·10−5]. (This figure has previously been published in
[127])

degrade the amount of squeezing generated and the state purity. In the presence of internal losses,
the dynamics of the quantum fluctuations of the intracavity light field reads

˙̂d = i

ħ
[
Ĥ , d̂

]− κtot

2
d̂ −p

κO d̂ (O)
in −p

κI d̂ (I )
in , (3.39)

where κtot = κO +κI is the total cavity decay rate, κO is the photon decay rate through the output
mirror andκI is the rate with which photons decay internally (or e.g. through a second, unobserved
mirror). As only the light leaving the cavity through the output mirror is of interest, we focus on

the output light described by Û out
1 =

(
d̂ †(O)

in + d̂ (O)
in

)
/
p

2 where d̂ (O)
out = d̂ (O)

in +p
κO d̂ . For physical

transparency, we assume the extreme good cavity limit, i.e., the system’s Hamiltonian is given by
Eq. (3.16). Solving the relevant equations of motion and calculating the output light spectrum
Sout

U (O)
1

[ω] (cf. Eq. (3.6)) we find that the output light quadrature Û (0)
1 is still maximally squeezed at the

cavity frequency if the impedance matching condition κ̃= 4G 2/ΓM = κtot is fulfilled. The amount
of squeezing at ω= 0 then reads

Sout
U (o)

1

/Sout
SN = κI

κtot
+ κO

κtot
(1+2nth)e−2r (3.40)

≈ κI

κtot
+ κO

κtot

1+2nth

4C
, (3.41)

where the last term is valid in the large C limit. Thus, even if C → ∞, one cannot squeeze the
output light below κI /κtot.

Note that as a part of the light leaves the cavity into an unobserved mode, the purity of the
squeezed output light is not given by neff[0] = nth[0] anymore. Instead, we find neff[0] ∼√

(1+2nth)κOκI C /κ2, i.e., the impurity increases without bound with the cooperativity C .
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3.2.7.3 Effects of laser phase noise on dissipative squeezing of light

In this appendix we discuss the impact of laser phase noise on our dissipative light squeezing
scheme. Note that laser phase noise has already been studied in the context of e.g., optomechani-
cal sideband cooling [205, 206], optomechanical entanglement [207, 208], and back-action evasion
measurement schemes [209].

As before, we assume a two-tone driven optomechanical cavity, cf. Eq. (3.2). However, we now
also take a fluctuating laser phase ϕ(t ) into account, i.e., the laser drive now reads

α(t ) =
(
α+e−iΩt +α−e iΩt

)
e−iωcavt e−iϕ(t ) . (3.42)

Note that we have assumed a fixed relative phase between the two lasers. This implies that the
maximally squeezed cavity output quadrature is independent of the laser phase noise.

To study the impact of the (global) fluctuating phase ϕ(t ) on the output light squeezing, we
follow the analysis of laser phase noise presented in [207, 208]. Thus, we go into a fluctuating
frame rotating at the fluctuating frequency ωcav + ϕ̇(t ), i.e., we perform the transformation

â(t ) 7→ â(t )exp

[
−iωcavt − i

ˆ t

0
dτϕ̇(τ)

]
. (3.43)

Note that this means that all optical quadratures have to be measured (e.g. in a homodyne setup)
by using the same random phase noise ϕ(t ) as the local oscillator [207]. We now also go into an
interaction picture with respect to the free mechanical resonator Hamiltonian. Applying again
standard linearization, assuming ϕ̇

(
ā±+ d̂

)≈ ϕ̇ā± and applying a rotating wave approximation we
finally find the equations of motion

˙̂U1 = −
p

2

g0
(G−−G+)ϕ̇sinΩt − (G−−G+) X̂2 − κ

2
Û1 +

p
κÛ in

1 (3.44)

˙̂X2 = (G++G−)Û1 − ΓM

2
X̂2 +

√
ΓM X̂ in

2 (3.45)

and

˙̂U2 =
p

2

g0
(G++G−)ϕ̇cosΩt + (G++G−) X̂1 − κ

2
Û2 +

p
κÛ in

2 (3.46)

˙̂X1 = − (G−−G+)Û2 − ΓM

2
X̂1 +

√
ΓM X̂ in

1 . (3.47)

Note that we again take G± to be real and positive, such that the maximally squeezed cavity output
quadrature is Û out

1 .
As dissipative light squeezing for impedance matched parameters κ̃ = 4

(
G2−−G2+

)
/ΓM = κ is

strongest at the cavity resonance frequency (cf. section 3.2.4.3), we now focus on the output light
spectrum at the cavity frequencyω= 0. Assuming (for simplicity) a flat spectrum for the laser phase
noise, i.e., assuming

〈
ϕ̇ [ω]ϕ̇[ω′]

〉= 2ΓLδ(ω+ω′) where ΓL is the laser linewidth, we find

Sout
U1

[ω= 0]/Sout
SN = (

1+2nth +ΓMΓL/g 2
0

)
e−2r . (3.48)

By comparing Eq. (3.48) to our previous finding (3.26), we see that (global) laser phase noise ef-
fectively increases the mechanical bath temperature only. Thus, (global) phase noise is negligible
if

ΓL ¿ g 2
0 /ΓM . (3.49)

Note that this condition is equivalent to the one found in Ref. [206] which has to be fulfilled to be
able to achieve optomechanical ground state cooling.

Thus, we conclude that (global) phase noise should not pose a strong limitation on our dissi-
pative squeezing scheme.
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3.3 Supplementary material: Generation of squeezed output light with
nonlinear media

In this section we show that one can generate infinite squeezing of output light with a nonlinear
medium even though the amount of intracavity squeezing is limited to half the zero point fluctua-
tions.

As discussed in sec. 2.3, given a parametric amplifier (or a nonlinear medium) Hamiltonian

Ĥ = iħχ
(
d̂ 2 − d̂ †2

)
(3.50)

the equations of motion for bosonic quadratures read

˙̂U1 = −
(κ

2
+2χ

)
Û1 −

p
κÛ in

1 (3.51)

˙̂U2 = −
(κ

2
−2χ

)
Û2 −

p
κÛ in

2 . (3.52)

Here, the two quadratures are Û1 =
(
d̂ † + d̂

)
/
p

2 and Û2 = i
(
d̂ † − d̂

)
/
p

2, κ denotes the cavity decay
rate, χ the squeezing parameter and Û in

1(2) the vacuum input noise.
As discussed in sec. 2.3, a parametric amplifier cannot squeeze the intracavity light field below

half the zero point fluctuations in steady state. However, when focussing on the output light leaving
the cavity, i.e., on the operator Û out

1 = Û in
1 +p

κÛ1 one finds the output light spectrum at cavity
resonance frequency

Sout
U1

= Sout
SN

(
κ−4χ

κ+4χ

)2

(3.53)

with Sout
SN = 1/2 being the shot-noise value. Thus, as one approaches the threshold χ→ κ/4, Sout

U1
→

0, i.e., one generates perfectly squeezed output light.
This puzzling observation that intracavity squeezing is limited at threshold whereas output

light is infinitely squeezed has been first resolved by Collet and Gardiner [97] and Gea-Banacloche
et al. [192] by introducing “input-output” theory which connects the intracavity light field to the
light field outside the cavity.
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4
FIRST SIGNATURES OF THE NONLINEAR QUANTUM

REGIME OF OPTOMECHANICS

4.1 Brief introduction

Up to now, optomechanical experiments have not yet succeeded to show striking quantum sig-
natures of the fundamentally nonlinear optomechanical interaction. This is because in almost
all state-of-the-art optomechanical experiments the (bare, nonlinear) optomechanical coupling
is much smaller than dissipation rates. Only a few experiments using cold atom clouds do exist
[88–90] where the optomechanical coupling is comparable or even larger than dissipation rates.
However, these experiments are not working in the so-called resolved sideband limit - a limit typi-
cally needed to observe quantum effects due to the nonlinear optomechanical interaction such as
photon blockade [29].

In past years, however, experiments have made progress in increasing the nonlinear optome-
chanical coupling [72, 76, 86, 142] while at the same time being sideband resolved. Thus they are
now coming closer to the regime where the nonlinear optomechanical interaction becomes impor-
tant on the quantum level. This is why it becomes important to work out the very first signatures
of the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction which one could observe experimentally.

Such signatures have been worked out by M.-A. Lemonde et al. [154] and by K. Børkje et al.
[155]. They have also been worked out in our work “Optomechanically Induced Transparency in
the Nonlinear Quantum Regime” [150], cf. sec. 4.2.

In general, two approaches exist to isolate signatures due to the quantum nonlinear optome-
chanical interaction, cf. Fig. 4.1. One could start to separate the full nonlinear optomechanical
interaction Ĥ = −ħg0â†â

(
b̂† + b̂

)
into a linearized interaction and a remaining nonlinear interac-

tion. The optomechanical interaction can be linearized by splitting the light field â = ā + d̂ into a
classical amplitude ā due to a laser drive and quantum fluctuations d̂ . This yields the linearized
optomechanical Hamiltonian Ĥlin = −ħg0ā

(
d̂ † + d̂

)(
b̂† + b̂

)
. Note that the optomechanical cou-

pling is enhanced by the light field amplitude ā. The remaining nonlinear optomechanical cou-
pling reads Ĥnonlin = −ħg0d̂ †d̂

(
b̂† + b̂

)
, which is not enhanced by the light field amplitude ā. By

starting with the linearized Hamiltonian and taking into account effects of Ĥnonlin in perturbation
theory, one moves from the linearized regime of quantum optomechanics to the nonlinear quan-
tum regime of optomechanics, cf. the dotted arrow in Fig. 4.1. Thus, any effect which shows up by
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nonlinearlinear nonlinearity

classical

quantum

quantumness

Figure 4.1: Two approaches to isolate signatures due to the quantum nonlinear optomechanical
interaction. First, one could split the nonlinear optomechanical interaction into a linearized and a
remaining nonlinear interaction. By taking the remaining nonlinear interaction into account per-
turbatively, one moves from the linear regime (gray dot) into the nonlinear quantum regime (red
dot) indicated by the dashed black arrow. Second, one could take the full nonlinear optomechani-
cal interaction into account. Any signature which vanishes when moving from the quantum regime
to the classical regime (cf. the black arrow and the introduction) is uniquely related to the quantum
nonlinear optomechanical interaction.

taking the nonlinear optomechanical interaction Ĥnonlin into account can be interpreted as being
a signature of the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction. This approach has been taken
by M.-A. Lemonde et al. [154] and K. Børkje et al. [155].

Alternatively, one could analyze the full (quantum) nonlinear optomechanical interaction Ĥ =
−ħg0â†â

(
b̂† + b̂

)
. Signatures related uniquely to the quantum nonlinear interaction can then be

isolated by showing that (i) they cannot be recovered by any linear analysis or by a classical, non-
linear analysis and (ii) by showing that these quantum nonlinear signatures vanish in the classical
limit.1 This allows us to distinguish nonlinear quantum effects from classical effects. This approach
is depicted by the black arrow in Fig. 4.1. This approach has been taken in our work “Optomechan-
ically Induced Transparency in the Nonlinear Quantum Regime” [150], cf. sec. 4.2.

The idea of all three works is to drive an optomechanical cavity with one “coupling” laser and
to study the transmission of a second probe laser. It was already well known [210] and shown
experimentally [116, 199, 200] that the transmission of a probe beam through an optomechan-
ical system is drastically influenced due to the (linear) optomechanical interaction, cf. Fig. 4.2.
This phenomenon has been termed “optomechanically induced transparency” (OMIT), which is
an analog to electromagnetically induced transparency [211]. OMIT can be understood intuitively
as follows. Consider two coupled harmonic oscillators, say a cavity and a mechanical resonator.
The cavity is driven by a coupling and a probe laser at two different frequencies, giving rise to a

1How to take the classical limit in an optomechanical setup by varying the system’s parameters is discussed in the
introduction.
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Figure 4.2: Transmission signal of a probe beam which is transmitted through an optomechani-
cal system. If an optomechanical system is driven with a second, strong control beam, the probe
transmission exhibits a dip given the beat frequency between control and probe laser equals the
mechanical frequency. This effect is called “optomechanically induced transparency”. In our work
“Optomechanically Induced Transparency in the Nonlinear Quantum Regime” [150] we have found
a similar feature which is uniquely related to the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction.

beat note in the light field amplitude. If the beat frequency is far off-resonant from the mechanical
resonator frequency, the probe beam will simply be transmitted through the cavity. If the beat fre-
quency, however, matches the mechanical resonance frequency, the mechanical resonator starts
to oscillate coherently. This causes sidebands on the cavity field which interfere destructively with
probe photons, leading to a dip in the transmitted probe beam amplitude, cf. Fig. 4.2. Note that
the dip’s width is set by the (effective) mechanical resonator damping rate Γ: the mechanical reso-
nance is broadened by Γ such that mechanical oscillations are induced if the beat frequency of the
two lasers matches the mechanical frequency up to the mechanical resonator linewidth ∼ Γ.

As a striking signature of the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction we have found
an OMIT signature if the beat frequency equals twice the mechanical frequency. A linearized (clas-
sical) analysis fails to show this OMIT signature. To proof that this signature is not just due to the
classical nonlinear optomechanical interaction, we have shown that this signature vanishes in the
classical limit. It, hence, is uniquely related to the quantum nonlinear optomechanical interaction.
We also predict that this signature should be observable with next-generation optomechanical se-
tups.

Apart from this main observation, we also investigated how the classical OMIT signature is
modified due to the quantum nonlinearity and found small, quantitative corrections which one
can understand in terms of Franck-Condon physics. Furthermore, we have discussed how the
OMIT feature can be used as an optical transistor, where the probe beam transmission is controlled
by switching on and off a control beam in a pulsed-like fashion.
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4.2 Optomechanically Induced Transparency in the Nonlinear
Quantum Regime

This chapter has been published in the form presented here in

• A. Kronwald and F. Marquardt
Physical Review Letters 111, 133601 (2013)
Copyright (2013) by the American Physical Society

Optomechanical systems have been shown both theoretically and experimentally to exhibit an
analogon to atomic electromagnetically induced transparency, with sharp transmission features
that are controlled by a second laser beam. Here we investigate these effects in the regime where
the fundamental nonlinear nature of the optomechanical interaction becomes important. We
demonstrate that pulsed transistor-like switching of transmission still works even in this regime.
We also show that optomechanically induced transparency at the second mechanical sideband
could be a sensitive tool to see first indications of the nonlinear quantum nature of the optome-
chanical interaction even for single-photon coupling strengths significantly smaller than the cavity
linewidth.

4.2.1 Introduction

Optomechanics explores the coupling between photons and phonons via radiation pressure. It
aims at applications in classical and quantum information processing as well as ultrasensitive mea-
surements and tests of fundamental quantum effects using mesoscopic or macroscopic systems
[30, 31]. Recently, a feature called “optomechanically induced transparency” (OMIT) has been pre-
dicted theoretically [210] and observed experimentally [116, 199, 200]: The photon transmission
through an optomechanical cavity is drastically influenced when introducing a second laser beam.
This leads to the appearance of very sharp features in the transmission signal, which can be con-
trolled by the second beam. OMIT can thus be employed for slowing and stopping light or for oper-
ating a “transistor”, where photon transmission is switched on and off optically [199, 200, 210, 212].
OMIT is an analogon of atomic electromagnetically induced transparency [211], where a medium
consisting of three-level atoms can be made transparent by illuminating it with a second laser.

The optomechanical interaction is fundamentally nonlinear at the quantum level. However,
in most optomechanical systems the coupling between single photons and phonons is small com-
pared to dissipation rates (except in cold atom clouds [88–90], which have other constraints). It will
therefore be extremely challenging to detect effects of this nonlinearity on the quantum level. In-
deed, all the optomechanical quantum phenomena observed so far can be described in a simpler
linear model, where the coupling is effectively enhanced via the photon number.

Nevertheless, experiments are recently making progress in increasing the coupling strength
[72, 76, 86, 142], coming closer to the nonlinear quantum regime. That regime has attracted large
theoretical interest leading to the prediction of optical Schrödinger cat states [148, 149], a classi-
cal to quantum crossover in nonlinear optomechanical systems [32], non-Gaussian [151] and non-
classical mechanical states [35, 152, 213], as well as multiple cooling resonances [214]. Certain dark
states [215], photon antibunching [29, 153], a crossover from sub-Poissonian to super-Poissonian
statistics and photon cascades [153] may be observed. Two-mode setups [145, 146] and collective
effects in optomechanical arrays [147] have been shown to be favorable for reaching strong quan-
tum nonlinearities.

In this paper, we go beyond the classical analysis of OMIT [199, 210, 216, 217] and analyze
OMIT in the nonlinear quantum regime. By simulations of the full quantum dissipative dynamics,
we study the spectroscopic signal and the time-evolution during pulsed operation. In analyzing
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Figure 4.3: (a) Standard optomechanical setup driven by a control and a probe laser. (b) Classical
expectation of the OMIT signal as a function of the probe and control detuning, cf. Eq. (4.6). If the
beat frequency of the two lasers |ωc −ωp | ∼Ω, a signal is expected (dotted, black lines). We study
the OMIT signal at the circles. In particular, we find an OMIT signal at the second mechanical
sideband (red, thick circle) even at moderate single-photon coupling, where a classical analysis
fails to show the signal. This is a clear signature of the optomechanical quantum nonlinearity.
(c) Field amplitude in a frame rotating at the control laser frequency ωc . The control generates a
constant transmission amplitude α̃ (red, dashed line). The probe induces oscillations at the beat
frequency ωp −ωc . The amplitude of these oscillations, Eq. (4.4), is our signal. [Parameters: g =
g0 |α| = 0.08Ω , κ=Ω/8, ΓM = 0.01Ω]. (This figure has previously been published in [150])

OMIT at mechanical sidebands, we find that OMIT could be a crucial tool to observe first tell-tale
effects of the nonlinear quantum regime even for single-photon coupling strengths much smaller
than the cavity linewidth, in contrast to the standard single-beam situation [29, 151].

4.2.2 Model

We consider a generic optomechanical system, where an optical cavity is coupled to mechanical
motion, cf. Fig. 4.3(a). The system’s Hamiltonian reads [56]

Ĥ =ħωcavâ†â +ħΩb̂†b̂ −ħg0

(
b̂† + b̂

)
â†â + Ĥdr , (4.1)

where â (b̂) is the photon (phonon) annihilation operator, ωcav (Ω) the cavity (mechanical) reso-
nance frequency, and g0 the optomechanical coupling between single photons and phonons. Ĥdr

describes the two-tone driving,

Ĥdr =ħ[
εc e−iωc t +εp e−iωp t ] â† +H.c, (4.2)

where ωc (ωp ) and εc (εp ) are the control (probe) laser frequency and amplitude, respectively. In
order to neglect other mechanical resonances, one has to assume g0 ¿Ω. We also assume near-
resonant excitation (and narrow-band detection) of the mechanical sidebands under considera-
tion.

The optomechanical interaction can be diagonalized (for εc,p = 0) by shifting the mechanical
equilibrium position by δx ∝ 2na g0/Ω depending on the photon number na (“polaron transfor-
mation”) [148, 149]. This will allow us to understand OMIT in terms of interference pathways in the
resulting level scheme. The corresponding eigenstates read |na ,nb〉 where na (nb) is the number
of photons (phonons in the shifted frame). The eigenenergies read E (na ,nb)/ħ =ωeff

cavna +Ωnb −
g 2

0 na (na −1)/Ω [148, 149], where ωeff
cav = ωcav − g 2

0 /Ω is the effective cavity resonance frequency.
The control/probe detuning from ωeff

cav is defined as ∆c/p =ωc/p −ωeff
cav.
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4.2.3 Dissipative Dynamics

The dissipative dynamics for weak optomechanical coupling can be described by a Lindblad mas-
ter equation

˙̂ρ = i

ħ
[
ρ̂, Ĥ

]+κD[â]ρ̂+ΓM (nth +1)D[b̂]ρ̂+ΓM nthD[b̂†]ρ̂ . (4.3)

ρ̂ denotes the density matrix for the optical and mechanical mode. κ is the photon loss rate (due
to loss through both, input and output mirror), and ΓM the phonon decay rate. nth is the thermal
occupancy of the mechanical bath and D

[
Â

]
ρ̂ = Âρ̂ Â† − Â† Âρ̂/2− ρ̂ Â† Â/2 is the Lindblad dissi-

pation superoperator. We solve (4.3) in the time-domain numerically. This allows to also consider
pulse-based schemes.

4.2.4 Two-tone transmission

In the steady state, the intracavity field amplitude in a frame rotating at the control frequencyωc is
defined by

〈â〉 =α+εp

[
δa1e−i(ωp−ωc )t +δa−1e i(ωp−ωc )t

]
. (4.4)

The control beam induces a constant amplitude α, whereas δa±1 are two (first-order) sidebands
due to the probe. Higher harmonics of the beat frequency ωp −ωc are also present due to the
nonlinear interaction. However, they are weak in our analysis and have been omitted in (4.4).

The experimentally accessible transmitted field amplitude 〈âout〉 is related to the cavity field
(4.4) by the input-output relation 〈âout〉 = p

κO 〈â〉 [41], where κO is the output mirror decay rate.
In the following, we analyze what we term the normalized probe beam transmission

|δã|2 = κOε
2
p

(|δa1|2 +|δa−1|2
)

/
∣∣δamax

out

∣∣2 . (4.5)

This is essentially the intensity transmitted at the probe beam frequency ωp and at the other side-

band, 2ωc −ωp , divided by the incoming probe intensity
∣∣δamax

out

∣∣2 = κO · 4ε2
p /κ2. |δa±1| can be

measured via heterodyning [189], i.e. mixing âout with a local oscillator at ωc and obtaining the
power in the signal at ωp ±ωc .

To isolate signatures in the probe beam transmission which emerge due to the presence of the
control beam, we introduce the “OMIT signal”. It is defined as the difference of |δã|2 with and
without control laser.

4.2.5 Standard prediction

OMIT has so far been studied only in the linearized regime of optomechanics, where the quantum
nonlinearity is neglected. In this regime, the OMIT signal depends only on the product g0|α| of the
coupling and the intra-cavity field amplitude α= iεc /(i∆c −κ/2). For this to be valid, g0 ¿ κ.

We recall that a common OMIT signature arises when the control laser drives the cavity on the
red sideband, i.e. ∆c = −Ω. The probe beam transmission as a function of the probe detuning
∆p then shows a transmission dip on resonance (i.e. ∆p = 0), cf. Fig. 4.4(b). The dip’s width is
ΓM +Γopt ¿ κ (with Γopt = 4g 2

0 |α|2 /κ). The normalized probe beam transmission reads [210, 216]

|δã|2 = κ2

4

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1

−i∆p + κ
2 −2i

g 2
0
Ω
|α|2χ[

ωp −ωc
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (4.6)

where χ−1 [ω] = 1− (ω/Ω)2 − iωΓM /Ω2 is the (rescaled) mechanical susceptibility.
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Figure 4.4: Quantum nonlinearities and OMIT. (a) Energy level scheme of the optomechanical sys-
tem with levels |na ,nb〉, cf. main text. na (nb) denotes the number of photons (phonons). Here,
for example, the probe couples |0,0〉 ↔ |1,0〉 since the detuning ∆p = ωp −ωeff

cav = 0. The control
couples |0,1〉 ↔ |1,0〉 since ∆c = ωc −ωeff

cav = −Ω. (b) The OMIT signal. Orange circles: Numerical
results for g0/κ = 4. Black line: Expectation for the standard, classical regime, Eq. (4.6). Blue line:
Expectation of Eq. (4.6), but including Franck-Condon factors and |α|2 → 〈

â†â
〉

, see main text.
[Parameters: κ = Ω/40, ΓM = 10−3Ω, εc = 10−2Ω, ∆c = −Ω, nth = 0]. (This figure has previously
been published in [150])

If ∆p ≈ 0, the beat frequency ωp −ωc between probe and control is given by the mechanical
frequency Ω. Thus, the mechanical resonator is driven by a force oscillating at its eigenfrequency
and the resonator starts to oscillate coherently. This motion induces sidebands on the cavity field,
generating photons with frequencyωp . These interfere destructively with the probe beam, leading
to a transmission dip. Typically, OMIT has been studied in a regime where ΓM ¿ Γopt and g0 |α|¿
κ¿Ω [116, 199, 200], such that the OMIT dip’s width is ∼ Γopt.

We now focus on the regime where the quantum nonlinearity becomes important. Quantum
nonlinear features can be unambiguously distinguished from classical effects (or linear quantum
effects) by studying their dependence on the “quantum parameter” g0/κ [32, 88]. Let us imagine
that Planck’s constant ħ → 0. In this limit, all classical effects remain while all quantum effects
become vanishingly small. In the context of optomechanics, varying ħ is equivalent to keeping all
classical parameters (∆,κ,. . .) fixed while tuning the “quantum parameter” g0/κ∝pħ [31, 32, 88].
As g0 → 0, we increase the laser power εc , hence g0 |α| = const. This retains the size of the classical
OMIT signal, cf. (4.6). In contrast, any truly quantum-mechanical nonlinear effects vanish as g0 →
0. Note that for our parameters, a single photon can have a large impact [29, 151], so we limit
ourselves to weak laser driving, i.e. εp ,εc ¿ κ (thus |α| ¿ 1) in contrast to the standard OMIT
scenario, where εp,c can be arbitrary. This also implies that the OMIT dip’s width is ∼ ΓM .

4.2.6 Main OMIT dip

To compare against classical OMIT predictions, we first focus on the OMIT dip at resonance, while
keeping the full nonlinear quantum interaction of (4.1), cf. Fig. 4.4(b). Consider the level scheme
of Fig. 4.4(a). Since both lasers are assumed to be weak, only the zero and one photon ladders are
important. We again assume ∆c = −Ω, such that the control hybridizes the states |0,1〉 ↔ |1,0〉.
This leads to a destructive interference of the two probe excitation pathways at∆p = 0 and thus the
OMIT dip.

The most important change in the OMIT signal is that the main OMIT dip’s depth is modified
due to shifted phonon states: The probe laser drives the transition |0,0〉↔ |1,0〉 resonantly, i.e. the
transition of a 0-phonon state and a shifted 1-phonon state. This leads to the Franck-Condon factor
exp[−(

g0/Ω
)2] which will enter the numerator of (4.6) [151]. Also, the photon number

〈
â†â

〉
(|α|2
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Figure 4.5: Optomechanical transistor for large g0/κ. (a) The probe drives the cavity continuously.
At time t = 0, the control laser power is ramped-up linearly until Ωtswitch À 1. This decreases the
normalized probe beam transmission on a scale ∼ Γ−1

M , cf. (b). When switching off the control lin-
early, |δã|2 increases on a scale ∼ κ−1 ¿ Γ−1

M . (c) Occupation transfer between individual quantum
states induced by the control. Oscillations at Ω are clearly visible in p10 (i.e. for the state with 1
photon, 0 phonons). [Parameters: same as in Fig. 4.4, ∆p = 0, Ωtswitch = 100]. (This figure has
previously been published in [150])

in the classical theory) entering the denominator of (4.6) is changed in this regime [151]. When
taking these modifications into account in (4.6) we obtain quantitative agreement, cf. Fig. 4.4(b).

Thus, the standard OMIT dip in the nonlinear quantum regime is still controlled by the photon
number

〈
â†â

〉
only, allowing the operation of an optomechanical transistor in a pulsed scheme.

4.2.7 Optomechanical transistor

Let us consider a resonant probe beam. At t = 0, we ramp-up the control power linearly (to avoid
spurious transients). At Ωtswitch À 1, the red detuned control (∆c = −Ω) reaches its maximum
power, cf. Fig. 4.5(a). This decreases the probe beam transmission |δã|2 on a timescale set by the
OMIT dip’s width ∼ Γ−1

M . When reaching the steady state, the control beam is linearly switched off.
Then, |δã|2 increases rapidly on a scale ∼ κ−1, cf. Fig. 4.5(b), because control photons decay out
of the cavity on this timescale. The influence of the control can also be seen in the population
pna ,nb of the states |na ,nb〉, cf. Fig. 4.5(c). Control and probe together first increase the population
of the one-photon state |1,0〉. Then, on a scale ∼ Γ−1

M , the one-phonon state’s population p0,1 in-
creases, thus |δã|2 decreases. Furthermore, population between the zero and one photon ladder is
exchanged coherently, leading to oscillations at ωp −ωc =Ω.

4.2.8 Quantum to classical crossover

We now discuss how signatures of the quantum nonlinearity could be observed using OMIT even if
the coupling strength g0 < κ, which is relevant for present experiments. As discussed above, to dis-
tinguish nonlinear quantum effects from classical effects, we study the OMIT signal as a function
of the quantum parameter g0/κ while keeping the classical prediction (4.6) unchanged.

The most significant signature of the quantum nonlinearity can be obtained for a resonant
control beam, i.e. ∆c = 0 and observing the OMIT signal close to the mechanical sidebands, i.e.
∆p ≈ nΩ, where n = 1,2, . . ..

At the first mechanical sideband (n = 1), the classical theory (4.6) predicts a Fano-resonance,
cf. Fig. 4.6(a). Fano resonances in general have recently been discussed in the context of optome-
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Figure 4.6: Quantum to classical crossover. The OMIT signal at the second sideband (b) vanishes
in the classical limit g0/κ → 0, hence being a clear signature of the quantum nonlinearity. It is
visible even for moderate coupling strengths g0 < κ. The yellow regions indicate the OMIT fea-
tures’s width ∼ ΓM . (a) Since ∆p =Ω and ∆c = 0, probe and control couple the levels |0,0〉 ↔ |1,1〉
and |0,1〉 ↔ |1,1〉 respectively. (b) Since ∆p = 2Ω and ∆c = 0, |0,0〉 ↔ |1,2〉 and |0,2〉 ↔ |1,2〉 are
coupled, respectively. Symbols: OMIT signal for different g0/κ where g0 |α| and κ are kept fixed.
Grey line: classical expectation, cf. (4.6). Inset of (b): OMIT signal for g0/κ = 1/10. The axis are
the same as in (b). The OMIT signal varies in a range ∼ 10−7. Note that the signal strength can
be increased by increasing g0 |α|. (c) Amplitude of the Fano resonance at the second sideband
(i.e. the difference between the maximum and minimum) versus the thermal phonon number nth

(normalized to the amplitude at nth = 0). [Parameters: κ = Ω/8, ΓM = 10−3Ω, ∆c = 0, nth = 0,
g0εc = 1.25 ·10−3Ω2 = const. (This value has been chosen to keep the Hilbert space manageable as
g0/κ→ 0). (c): Same as in (b), g0/κ= 1/2] (This figure has previously been published in [150])

chanics [218–222]. The Fano resonance emerges because the probe beam probes both the first
order, off-resonant |1,0〉↔ |0,0〉 transition plus the second-order, resonant transition |0,1〉↔ |0,0〉,
the latter being a joint effect of the probe and control. For small quantum parameters g0 ¿ κ, the
OMIT signal converges to the classical expectation. Upon increasing g0/κ, the Fano resonance be-
comes slightly more pronounced as the relevant |0,0〉 ↔ |1,1〉 transition becomes more likely due
to the Franck Condon factor ∼ (

g0/Ω
)

(in leading order). Note that the strength of the OMIT signal
can be increased by increasing g0|α|.

4.2.9 Second sideband OMIT as a sensitive probe

Let us consider the second mechanical sideband, ∆p ≈ 2Ω, while, again, ∆c = 0, cf. Fig. 4.6(b). The
classical analysis (whether linearized or fully nonlinear [217]) fails to show an OMIT signature here,
because it does not capture transitions to sidebands n > 1. However, when including the quantum
nonlinearity, OMIT signatures do exist. These vanish in the classical limit g0/κ→ 0 and are thus
solely due to the quantum nonlinearity.

This feature emerges due to the two-photon transition |0,0〉 7→ |1,2〉 7→ |0,2〉, with additional
interference of off-resonant transitions probed by the probe beam. The two-photon transition is
enabled due to shifted phonon states. Importantly, we observe this significant feature even for
moderate coupling g0 = κ/10 (in contrast to other quantum signatures which require g0 > κ [29,
151]). The OMIT signal increases with increasing g0/κ. This is because the relevant higher order
sideband transition rates increase due to an increase of the Franck-Condon factors with g0. Thus,
we predict that a two-tone driving experiment should be able to identify quantum signatures of the
optomechanical interaction even for moderate single-photon coupling strengths g0 < κ¿Ω.
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We now discuss the influence of temperature on the OMIT signal at the second sideband, cf.
Fig. 4.6(c). As we increase temperature, we find that the Fano resonance amplitude even increases,
while the dependence on g0/κ indicates that the effect is still a signature of quantum nonlineari-
ties, vanishing in the classical limit. A possible explanation is that higher phonon states are now
thermally occupied. Thus, the transitions |0,nb〉 ↔ |1,nb +2〉 with nb > 0 are additionally probed.
The corresponding Franck-Condon factors increase with nb (if g0 ¿ Ω), leading to the observed
enhancement.

We now discuss what happens as we increase the probe driving strength εp . We find that even
for εp ∼ εc the OMIT signal does not change. The probe beam drives the cavity on the second side-
band and thus the number of probe photons inside the cavity is still much lower than the number
of control photons (as long as εp /εc ¿Ω/κ) - the probe is still a small perturbation. This is experi-
mentally relevant, since one can therefore increase the absolute probe transmission by increasing
the probe intensity. This also holds for the first mechanical sideband (but not for the main OMIT
dip, where the OMIT signal begins to be suppressed even for εp /εc ∼ κ/Ω).

We conclude that the challenge to bring out nonlinear quantum signatures in optomechanical
systems will be greatly aided by two-tone driving.

Note added at publication of the article: Recently, two related works have appeared [154, 155].
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5
PHOTON STATISTICS IN OPTOMECHANICAL SYSTEMS

5.1 Brief introduction to photon statistics

Why is it interesting to analyze the statistics of a particle stream which has been transmitted through
a “black box”, cf. Fig. 5.1? Let us assume we have found such a black box in our attic and we are cu-
rious to learn what is inside. Unfortunately, opening the black box will damage it - thus, we cannot
have a straight forward look into the box. However, we do have access to the inside of the black box
via two tiny holes. How can we make use of these two holes to “look into the box”? We could send
a stream of particles (photons for instance) with known statistics into the black box through one of
the holes. The transmitted stream of particles is then observed with a particle detector, cf. Fig. 5.1.
By measuring the times, when these particles impinge upon our particle detector, we could investi-
gate the statistics of the particles which have passed through the black box. If the particle statistics
remains unchanged after transmission, we learn that the black box might be empty or filled with
a medium with which the particles do not interact. If, however, the statistics of the particles has
changed we know that the black box interacts with our particles. By analyzing these deviations in
the particle statistics more carefully, one could learn even more about the nature of the black box.

In many experiments photons are used to probe a (possibly quantum) system. A prominent
example is the interaction of photons with single atoms within a cavity. Sending laser photons
through an empty cavity one would detect these photons at completely random times. If, however,
an atom is placed inside the cavity, photons do not arrive in a random manner. Instead, they could
tend to avoid each other. This phenomenon is called “photon anti-bunching”, see e.g. [25, 26, 28],
which is a quantum effect, see sec. 5.3. For the same setting but slightly different system parame-

Black Box

??

incoming 
particle-stream

outgoing 
particle-stream

Figure 5.1: How to learn something about a black box if we cannot have a direct look inside? We
can probe the black box with a particle stream of known statistics. Analyzing the deviations in the
statistics of the transmitted particles allows us to learn something about the black box.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.2: Photon blockade effect in optomechanical systems. (a) A photon enters an optome-
chanical cavity. (b) This displaces the mirror due to the radiation pressure force. This changes the
cavity length and, in turn, the cavity resonance frequency. (c) A second photon trying to enter the
cavity is reflected as it is now off-resonant with the optomechanical cavity. Thus, in total, the pres-
ence of a single photon prevents a second photon from entering the cavity - a phenomenon called
“photon blockade”.

ters, it could also happen that photons tend to arrive in pairs at a photon detector. This observa-
tion is termed “photon bunching”, see e.g. [223–225]. Observing these deviations in the statistics of
transmitted photons in turn allows us to deduce the following information: the black box consists
of a cavity and an atom which are strongly coupled.

In our work “Full photon statistics of a light beam transmitted through an optomechanical sys-
tem” [153], cf. sec. 5.2, the “black box” is an optomechanical system. We probe the optomechanical
system with photons obeying Poissonian statistics, i.e., with laser light. By analyzing the statistics
of photons which are transmitted through an optomechanical system, we are able to identify strong
(dynamical) backaction effects of mechanical motion on the dynamics of the optomechanical sys-
tem.

The first backaction effect we are going to discuss now gives rise to a phenomenon called “pho-
ton blockade” [24, 29]: the presence of a single photon inside an optomechanical cavity blocks the
transmission of subsequent photons completely. Thus, photons arrive at a photon detector not in
a random fashion but well separated. Note that photon blockade requires single photons to inter-
act with each other - if they did not, a single photon would not be able to block the transmission of
a second photon. In optomechanical systems, this photon-photon interaction is induced via the
mechanical resonator, which can be understood as follows.

Assume a photon enters an optomechanical cavity, cf. Fig. 5.2. The photon exerts a radiation
pressure force onto the moveable mirror. This force causes a shift δx = ħg0/mΩ2xZPF of the me-
chanical resonator position, given the photon stays in the cavity longer than a typical oscillator
period, i.e., κ.Ω. Here, g0 is the optomechanical coupling, m and Ω the mass and frequency of
the resonator and xZPF =pħ/2mΩ its zero point fluctuations. This displacement shifts the cavity
resonance frequency by δω = g0δx/xZPF = 2g 2

0 /Ω. Given this frequency shift to be much larger
than the cavity linewidth κ, a second photon will be reflected by the cavity since it is not resonant
with the displaced cavity anymore. Thus, if one enters the so-called “single-photon strong coupling
regime” where g 2

0 /κΩ& 1, and κ.Ω, which in combination yields g0& κ, the presence of a single
photon inside the cavity blocks the transmission of a second photon. This quantum phenomenon
(cf. sec. 5.3) is called “photon blockade” [24] and has been predicted in optomechanical systems by
P. Rabl [29]. Note that photon blockade has not yet been observed in an optomechanical system as
it is very challenging to fulfill the single-photon strong coupling condition g0/κ& 1 while, at the
same time, fulfilling the resolved sideband condition κ/Ω. 1 [31].

Alternatively, photon blockade can be understood by studying the nonlinear photon-photon
interaction which is induced by the mechanical resonator. To derive this nonlinear photon-photon
interaction, let us focus on the optomechanical Hamiltonian which describes the potential energy
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of the mechanical resonator, i.e., on

Ĥ = 1

2
mΩ2x̂2 −ħg0â†â

x̂

xZPF
. (5.1)

The first term describes the harmonic oscillator potential of the mechanical resonator whereas the
second term describes the radiation pressure potential due to the presence of â†â photons. This
Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by combing these two potentials into a single, shifted, harmonic
potential by “completing the square”. One finds

Ĥ = 1

2
mΩ2 ˜̂x2 −ħg 2

0

Ω

(
â†â

)2
, (5.2)

where a displaced mechanical position operator ˜̂x = x̂−2(g0/Ω)xZPFâ†â has been introduced. This
transformation is called “polaron transformation” [148, 149]. Thus, diagonalizing the optomechan-

ical interaction gives rise to a photon-photon interaction term
(
â†â

)2
with strength g 2

0 /Ω. 1 Note
that this interaction including the full mechanical resonator degrees of freedom is similar to a Kerr-
nonlinearity, see e.g. Refs. [153, 198, 204, 226, 227].

As we show now, the previously discussed photon-blockade effect can also be understood in
terms of the nonlinear level scheme of the polaron transformed optomechanical Hamiltonian (with-
out laser drive)

Ĥ =−ħ∆â†â −ħg 2
0

Ω

(
â†â

)2 +ħΩb̂†b̂ , (5.3)

cf. Fig. 5.3. Here, ∆=ωL −ωcav is the detuning of the laser from the cavity resonance. Let us there-
fore focus on the level scheme depicted in Fig. 5.3(a), showing the energies E(na ,nb) = −ħ∆na −
ħg 2

0 n2
a/Ω+ħΩnb of states |na ,nb〉 consisting of na photons and nb phonons. Let us now focus on

the detuning ∆=−g 2
0 /Ω for concreteness. In this case, zero and one photon states have equal en-

ergy. This means that a photon can enter the empty cavity resonantly. A second photon, however,
cannot enter the cavity given this process is off-resonant. Adding a second photon will be an off-
resonant process given the energy mismatch between the one and two photon ladder (δω= 2g 2

0 /Ω)
is much larger than the linewidth 2κ of the two-photon level. Thus, one condition to observe pho-
ton blockade is g 2

0 /κΩ& 1. Note that at the same time this picture is valid only if individual states
|na ,nb〉 can be resolved. This means especially that neighboring states within the same photon
ladder |na ,nb〉, |na ,nb ±1〉 can be distinguished. This requires the linewidth κ to be smaller than
the separation Ω of neighboring states, i.e., κ . Ω. Thus, in total, we expect to observe photon
blockade if g 2

0 /κΩ& 1 and κ.Ω, which in combination also gives rise to the condition g0/κ& 1.
In our work [153] (cf. section 5.2), we go beyond the analysis of photon blockade of Ref. [29] by

analyzing the full temporal behavior of the photon blockade effect. This allows us to analyze the full
dynamical backaction of the mechanical resonator motion triggered by the detection of a photon
on the full temporal photon statistics. As a striking signature of the dynamical backaction of the
mechanical motion we have found a crossover from sub-Poissonian photon statistics (related to
the photon blockade effect) to super-Poissonian statistics, cf. section 5.2.4.1.

The second dynamical backaction effect we are going to discuss now gives rise to a phenomenon
which we termed “cascades of photon transmission”. Looking again closer at the nonlinear Hamil-
tonian (5.3) one sees that the photon-photon interaction also enables multi-photon transitions,
where n photons enter the cavity simultaneously, cf. Fig. 5.3(b). Such multi-photon transitions

1From a formal point of view, the optomechanical interaction can be diagonalized via the so-called polaron
transformation [148, 149]. Note that the full optomechanical Hamiltonian also includes a laser driving Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ħαL

(
â† + â

)
which transforms to Ĥ = ħαL

(
â†D̂† + âD̂

)
under the polaron transformation with the displacement

operator D̂ = exp[g0

(
b̂† − b̂

)
/Ω]. Thus, the full Hamiltonian cannot be diagonalized with the polaron transformation.
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Figure 5.3: Anharmonic level scheme of an optomechanical system due to the nonlinear op-
tomechanical photon-phonon interaction. The state |na ,nb〉 corresponds to na photons and nb

phonons (in a shifted harmonic oscillator potential). (a) Photon blockade. A single photon can
enter the empty optomechanical cavity resonantly. Adding a second photon, however, is an off-
resonant process due to the anharmonicity of the level scheme. Thus, the presence of a single pho-
ton inside the cavity prevents a second photon from entering the cavity. (b) Multi-photon transi-
tions. The anharmonic level scheme leads to resonant multi-photon transitions, where n photons
enter the an empty cavity simultaneously. Analyzing the corresponding photon statistics reveals
phenomena which are related to dynamical backaction effects of the mechanical resonator, which
we termed “photon cascades”. We analyzed these photon cascades in our publication “Full photon
statistics of a light beam transmitted through an optomechanical system”, cf. sec. 5.2.

have been observed experimentally in cavity QED systems recently [223–225] and have been stud-
ied in detail in the context of optomechanics in our work [153] for the first time, cf. section IV B of
sec. 5.2 [153]. We have identified parameter regimes in which these n photon transitions are dom-
inant. In this case, n photons enter the cavity simultaneously. Intuitively, these n photons should
then decay out of the cavity on a timescale set by the inverse cavity decay rate κ−1, cf. Fig. 5.4.
After a while, the next n photons will enter the cavity simultaneously until also they decay out
of the cavity on timescale ∼ κ−1 and so on. Thus, overall, one would expect photons to decay
out of the cavity (and, hence, being detected) in groups of n photons, cf. Fig. 5.4. We find that
this intuition is valid for a strongly damped mechanical resonator only. In this case, the resonator
provides the photon-photon interaction but dynamical backaction effects due to oscillations of
the mechanical resonator are negligible. This limit corresponds to the limit of a non-linear cavity
(Kerr-nonlinearity). In most optomechanical systems, however, the mechanical resonator is typi-
cally weakly damped. In this case, the motion of the mechanical resonator becomes important and
leads to significant dynamical backaction effects: we have observed that much more than n pho-
tons are transmitted through the cavity within a single group of detection events. This observation
we termed “cascades of photon transmission”. Our analysis is based on the so-called Fano factor
F , which can be understood as being a measure how many photons are detected during a single
group of detection events, cf. Fig. 5.4 and sec. 5.3.2.

The emergence of cascades of photon transmission can be understood intuitively as follows:
detecting the first photon of the whole group of detection events triggers oscillations of the me-
chanical resonator (due to an increase of knowledge due to the photon detection, cf. sec. IVB of
our publication 5.2). These oscillations make the cavity resonant with the drive laser. This allows
for the transmission of much more than n photons, until the mechanical motion has been damped
away on a timescale set by the mechanical resonator damping rate. Thus, photon transmission in
an optomechanical system takes place in “cascades of photon transmission”. In these cascades,
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detection time

: photon detection
: group of detection events

κ−1

Figure 5.4: Expected detection time trace if n(= 2 in this example) photons enter a cavity simulta-
neously and decay out of the cavity on a timescale set by the inverse cavity decay rate κ−1.

more than the expected n photons are transmitted through the optomechanical cavity due to the
dynamical backaction of the mechanical motion.

To conclude, we have found strong signatures of dynamical backaction of mechanical motion
on the statistics of transmitted photons. To observe these dynamical backaction effects, it is crucial
to analyze the full temporal behavior of photon correlations.
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5.2 Full photon statistics of a light beam transmitted through an
optomechanical system

This chapter has been published in the form presented here in

• A. Kronwald, M. Ludwig, and F. Marquardt
Physical Review A 87, 013847 (2013)
Copyright (2013) by the American Physical Society

In this work, we study the full statistics of photons transmitted through an optical cavity coupled
to nanomechanical motion. We analyze the entire temporal evolution of the photon correlations,
the Fano factor, and the effects of strong laser driving, all of which show pronounced features con-
nected to the mechanical backaction. In the regime of single-photon strong coupling, this allows
us to predict a transition from sub-Poissonian to super-Poissonian statistics for larger observa-
tion time intervals. Furthermore, we predict cascades of transmitted photons triggered by multi-
photon transitions. In this regime, we observe Fano factors that are drastically enhanced due to the
mechanical motion.

5.2.1 Introduction

Photon statistics serves as a powerful tool in quantum optical experiments. For example, it has
been used to identify the strong coupling between radiation and an atom by observing non-classical
photon-antibunching [28] and multi-photon transitions [223–225]. While all of these examples
show how photon statistics can be influenced by coupling to internal degrees of freedom, only a
few experiments have demonstrated the effects of any kind of mechanical motion. These mostly
involve the classical motion of atoms flying through cavities [228–231]. A first step into the quan-
tum domain has been reported in [232] by showing the impact of quantized ionic motion onto
the photon statistics. In all of these examples, however, the statistics is heavily influenced by both
internal and external degrees of freedom. We will analyze a setup where, in contrast to those sys-
tems, the photon correlations (both on short and long time scales) are entirely due to the coupling
of photons to a single degree of freedom, namely a quantum mechanical vibrating resonator.

These cavity optomechanical systems [166, 167] offer a new domain to study the effects of
quantized mechanical motion on the statistics of photons, without the need for atom trapping.
The field has been developing rapidly during the past few years. It is driven by the goals of prob-
ing the quantum motion of nanomechanical devices, implementing ultrasensitive measurements,

input 
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light field single-photon
detector

output
mirror
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Figure 5.5: (a) The standard optomechanical setup, where transmitted photons are detected by a
single-photon detector. As we will show, the strong backaction of the mechanical motion onto the
light field dynamics leads to new features in the photon correlations. (b) Nonlinear level scheme
induced by the light-mechanics coupling. The eigenstates read |na ,nb〉, where na (nb) denotes the
photon (phonon) number. (This figure has previously been published in [153])
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and exploiting the light-mechanics coupling for quantum information processing, as well as an-
swering fundamental questions about quantum mechanics. Recently, the mechanical degree of
freedom was cooled down close to its quantum ground state using optomechanical sideband cool-
ing [72, 86]. Thus, it now becomes important to analyze probes for the quantum dynamics of these
systems. Experimentally, the most straightforward access is provided by the light field.

Earlier works [198, 227] studied the linearized dynamics of small fluctuations in the context
of homodyne detection, where the light field was described by continuous variables and squeez-
ing effects were predicted. A particularly powerful tool is given by the statistics of single photons,
as those are very sensitive to interactions and reveal the temporal correlations produced by the
dynamics. A first study in this direction recently led to the prediction of photon blockade [29] in
optomechanical systems. Here, we will take a significant step further by analyzing the full statis-
tics of the stream of transmitted photons. In contrast to [29], our numerical approach allows us
to study many new aspects, including the regime of strong laser driving, the full temporal struc-
ture of photon correlations, the Fano factor, and higher moments of the distribution of transmitted
photons.

All of these properties become particularly interesting in the regime of single-photon strong
light-mechanics coupling, which (although challenging) is now being approached experimentally
[72, 76, 86, 88, 89, 142]. In this regime, the single photon coupling rate becomes comparable to
the photon decay rate, and a few remarkable phenomena have already been predicted. A “clas-
sical to quantum crossover” may be observed in nonlinear optomechanical dynamics [32], and
photon blockade effects [29], non-Gaussian [151] and nonclassical [233] mechanical states may
be produced. Additionally, diverse Schrödinger-cat states may be generated [148, 149], multiple
cooling resonances may be observed [214], and certain dark states may exist [215]. Furthermore,
QND photon and phonon readout and nonlinearities could be enhanced in appropriate two-mode
setups [145, 146].

This paper is organized as follows: First, we introduce the optomechanical model in Sec. 5.2.2,
and show how photons and phonons can be decoupled formally. In Sec. 5.2.3, we define the Lind-
blad master equation for the optomechanical system to describe its dissipative dynamics. Then we
discuss the quantum jump trajectory technique giving access to the full counting statistics, which
is described thereafter. Furthermore, we introduce the Fano factor as a measure for the photon
statistics and connect it to the two-photon correlation function g (2)(τ). At the end of this sec-
tion, we show how the Fano factor is influenced by finite detector efficiencies. In Sec. 5.2.4.1 we
discuss a weakly driven, strongly coupled optomechanical system, with emphasis on the full time-
dependence of the photon correlator. In Sec. 5.2.4.2, we present our main results in the regime of
strong driving, where we introduce and discuss the regime of photon cascades.

5.2.2 The Model

We consider a generic optomechanical setup consisting of a laser-driven optical cavity, where one
of the end-mirrors is attached to a vibrating resonator, see Fig. 5.5a. The coherent dynamics is
described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ =−ħ∆â†â −ħg0

(
b̂† + b̂

)
â†â +ħΩb̂†b̂ +ħαL

(
â† + â

)
, (5.4)

written in a frame rotating at the laser frequency ωL [56, 166, 167]. Here, â (b̂) is the photon
(phonon) annihilation operator, ∆ = ωL −ωcav is the laser detuning from resonance, and g0 is the
single-photon optomechanical coupling constant. Ω denotes the frequency of the mechanical res-
onator, and αL is the laser driving amplitude.
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Photons and phonons can be decoupled by applying the so-called polaron transformation [148,

149] ˆ̃H = Û †ĤÛ to Eq. (5.4), where Û = exp
[
g0â†â(b̂† − b̂)/Ω

]
. This yields

ˆ̃H =−ħ∆â†â +ħΩb̂†b̂ −ħg 2
0

Ω

(
â†â

)2 +ħαL
(
â†D̂†+h.c.

)
, (5.5)

where the mechanical displacement operator D̂ = exp
[
g0(b̂† − b̂)/Ω

]
now enters the transformed

driving term. The elimination of the photon-phonon coupling gives rise to a photon-photon in-
teraction term. This leads to an anharmonic photon energy level scheme, cf. Fig. 5.5b, which
drastically influences the intracavity photon statistics if g 2

0 & κΩ [29].

5.2.3 Methods

5.2.3.1 Dissipative dynamics

The dissipative dynamics of the open optomechanical system is described by a Lindblad master
equation

˙̂ρ = i

ħ
[
ρ̂, Ĥ

]+κI D[â]ρ̂+ΓM (nth +1)D[b̂]ρ̂

+ΓM nthD
[

b̂†
]
ρ̂− κO

2

{
â†â, ρ̂

}
+κO âρ̂â† , (5.6)

where ρ̂ is the density matrix for the photons and phonons. κI (κO) denotes the photon loss rate
through the input (output) mirror, where κ = κI +κO is the total cavity decay rate and ΓM is the
phonon decay rate. Furthermore, n−1

th = exp(ħΩ/kB T )−1, where T is the mechanical bath temper-

ature. The Lindblad superoperator reads D[â]ρ̂ = âρ̂â† −{
â†â, ρ̂/2

}
, where

{
â, b̂

}= âb̂ + b̂â.

5.2.3.2 Quantum jump trajectories

In experiments, the photon statistics can be analyzed by measuring the times when a photon leaves
the cavity through the output mirror, cf. Fig. 5.5a. To simulate this detection process, we use quan-
tum jump trajectories [99–102, 234], which can be understood as an “unraveling” of the master
equation (5.6). It has recently been employed to discuss single-phonon detection in optomechan-
ical systems [235].

If a photon is detected (“photon jump”) during a time interval [t , t +δt ] with probability p j =
ηκO〈â†â〉(t )δt , the information about the system is updated according to

ρ̂(t +δt ) = âρ̂(t )â†

Tr(â†âρ̂(t ))
. (5.7)

Here, η is the photon detector efficiency, i.e. the ratio of the number of detected photons to the
total number of transmitted photons.

If no photon is detected, ρ̂ evolves according to Eq. (5.6) (where the original Hamiltonian (5.4),
without polaron transformation, is used in our numerics), with the last term of Eq. (5.6) replaced
by (1−η)κO âρ̂â†. After each such time step, the state has to be normalized again. This evolution
describes the increase of our knowledge due to the absence of a detection event [234, 236].

Overall, we obtain stochastic traces of photon detection events which directly correspond to
what would be observed in an experiment that registers single photons. This is one of the principal
advantages of employing the quantum jump trajectory method. From these trajectories, we gain
access to the full statistics, including arbitrary moments and the complete time-dependence of
photon correlations.
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5.2.3.3 Full counting statistics

The full counting statistics p(N ,TS) [237] is the probability of measuring N transmitted photons
in a time interval TS , for a constant detection-rate ˙̄N = ηκO n̄. Here, n̄ is the steady state photon
number of Eq. (5.6). The fluctuations of the detected photon number can be characterized via the
Fano factor

Fc(TS) = (〈
N 2〉−〈N〉2)/〈N〉 , (5.8)

where 〈N m〉 =∑∞
N=0 N m p(N ,TS). If Fc(TS) < 1 there is sub-Poissonian statistics (on that observa-

tion time-scale), whereas for Fc(TS) > 1 the photons obey super-Poissonian statistics.

The long-time limit of the Fano factor yields the zero-frequency shot noise power, S I I [ω= 0] =
˙̄NFc(∞). Thus, Fc (∞) can be interpreted as the effective number of detected photons during a

single transmission process (i.e. during a single “bunch” of photons).

5.2.3.4 Photon correlations g (2)(τ) and connection to the Fano factor

Another measure of photon correlations is given by the two-photon correlation function

g (2)(τ) =
〈

â†(0)â†(τ)â(τ)â(0)
〉〈

â†(0)â(0)
〉2 . (5.9)

Here we have assumed that a steady state exists, and all expectation values in this definition are
taken with respect to the steady state density matrix of the full Lindblad master equation (5.6).

The two-photon correlation function g (2)(τ) can be interpreted as a measure for detecting a
photon at time τ conditioned on the detection of a photon at time τ = 0. Using g (2)(τ) we can
distinguish three regimes [165]:

1. If g (2)(τ) = 1 for all delay times τ, the photon detection events are statistically independent
and obey Poissonian statistics.

2. Photon bunching is defined via g (2)(0) > 1. In this case, there is a tendency that photons
arrive in groups.

3. The photons are anti-bunched when g (2)(0) < 1, which is a pure quantum effect. In contrast
to photon bunching, the transmitted photons tend to avoid each other.

The Fano factor Fc defined in Sec. 5.2.3.3 is connected to this two-photon correlation function
g (2)(τ) via [237]

Fc(TS) = 1+ ˙̄N

ˆ TS

−TS

dτ
(
g (2)(|τ|)−1

)
(1−|τ|/TS) . (5.10)

Thus, for small sampling times TS , we can distinguish photon anti-bunching and bunching using
Fc (TS): If the photons are anti-bunched, g (2)(0) < 1 and, hence, the slope of the Fano factor Fc (TS)
is negative for small sampling times. In the case of photon bunching, however, g (2)(0) > 1, such
that Fc (TS) has a positive slope for small TS .

Note that photon anti-bunching does not always correspond to sub-Poissonian photon statis-
tics, which has already been shown for fluorescent photons [238]. We will show that also for the
optomechanical system, anti-bunching and sub-Poissonian statistics do not necessarily coincide,
cf. Fig. 5.7. Furthermore, photon bunching need not correspond to super-Poissonian statistics
[239].
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Figure 5.6: Typical quantum jump trajectories for a weakly driven optomechanical system. These
show the expectation values for the photon number (a,d), phonon number (b,e), and displacement
(c,f), evolving conditioned on the detection of a photon. The concomitant sudden drop in the ra-
diation pressure force leads to subsequent mechanical oscillations, relaxing during the damping
time Γ−1

M . The dashed line in (c) corresponds to the displacement which would make the optome-
chanical cavity resonant with the incoming laser. (a-c) Sideband-resolved regime (κ =Ω/8), with
g0/κ = 4. (d-f) Bad cavity limit (κ = 5Ω, and g0/κ = 1/10). [Parameters: Detuning ∆ = Ω− g 2

0 /Ω,
coupling g0 = Ω/2, laser drive αL = 5 · 10−3Ω, mechanical damping ΓM = 10−3Ω, photon decay
κI = κO = κ/2, bath temperature T = 0] (This figure has previously been published in [153])

5.2.3.5 Dependence of the Fano Factor on the Detector Efficiency η

The Fano factor Fc (TS) depends on the detector efficiency η. The relation

Fc (TS) = F all
c (TS)+ (κ−ηκO)/ηκO

1+ (κ−ηκO)/ηκO
(5.11)

connects the measured Fano factor Fc to F all
c . Here, F all

c is the Fano factor that would be ob-
tained when monitoring all decay channels with an ideal photon detector. Thus, we can recon-
struct the ideal measurement outcome even if the output ports are observed with a non-ideal de-
tector. Therefore, without loss of generality, we will assume η= 1 in the following.

5.2.4 Results

5.2.4.1 Weak Laser Drive

We start by considering a weak drive such that the photon number inside the cavity remains small,〈
â†â

〉¿ 1. In contrast to previous results [29], we are able to discuss the photon correlations g (2)(τ)
at arbitrary time-delays, which is crucial to capture the long time scales induced by the mechanical
motion [232].

Fig. 5.6a-c show a typical trajectory in the photon-blockade regime [29], where the mechanical
bath temperature is assumed to be zero. The intracavity photon number 〈â†â〉 decreases due to a
photon jump. This behavior indicates anti-bunching, i.e. g (2)(0) < 1 [236]. Thus, it is less probable
to detect a second photon right after the detection of the first photon. It turns out that we can con-

nect the two-photon correlation function g (2)(τ) to the intracavity photon number
〈

â†â
〉(cond)

(τ)
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Figure 5.7: Fano factor Fc(TS) for photon detection events, as a function of the sampling time inter-
val TS . (a) Fano factor for small sampling times, where anti-bunching and sub-Poissonian statistics
is observed (g (2)(0) < 1 and Fc(TS) < 1; cf. Eq. (5.10)). (b) Fano factor for larger sampling times TS .
We see that Fc(TS →∞) > 1 saturates and indicates super-Poissonian statistics. This is a charac-
teristic effect of the mechanical motion induced by a photon jump (see main text). [Parameters as
in Fig. 5.6a]. (This figure has previously been published in [153])

conditioned on a photon jump at τ= 0. This can be done via

g (2) (τ) ≈
〈

â†â
〉(cond)

(τ)〈
â†â

〉
(τ= 0−)

. (5.12)

Here
〈

â†â
〉

(τ= 0−) denotes the photon number in any given quantum jump trajectory right before
the photon jump (white dashed line in Fig. 5.6a) and τ denotes the time after the photon jump.

The relation of Eq. (5.12) can be understood intuitively:
〈

â†â
〉(cond)

(τ) is proportional to the prob-
ability of detecting a photon conditioned on a photon jump at τ = 0. As discussed in Sec. 5.2.3.4,
this coincides with the interpretation of g (2)(τ). The validity of Eq. (5.12) can be seen more formally
by comparing it to the quantum regression formula [234]. For that to hold, we have to require that
photon events are rare, which is fulfilled in the regime of weak driving: The photon number en-
tering the definition of the two-photon correlation function (5.9) is given by a long-time-average
of the photon number gained from a quantum jump trajectory. Thus, if the jump events are rare,
the limiting value

〈
â†â

〉
(τ= 0−) is assumed most of the time and it will be a good approximation

for the long-time average
〈

â†â
〉

of the photon number. Additionally, the two-photon correlation
function g (2)(τ) can be reconstructed as an ensemble average over many quantum jump trajecto-
ries conditioned on a photon jump at τ= 0. Thus, the trajectory depicted in Fig. 5.6 will be a valid
approximation of the ensemble average when τ is smaller than the average waiting time between
photon jumps.

Let us now focus on how the photon detection influences the mechanical degree of freedom:
Before observing the single photon, the average radiation pressure force has been very small, since
Frad ∼ 〈

â†â
〉

and
〈

â†â
〉¿ 1. Now that we know that a photon is detected, however, we deduce that

this single photon must have exerted a significant radiation pressure force prior to leaving the cav-
ity. The quantum jump formalism takes this into account in the following way: Upon photon detec-
tion, the expectation for the mechanical displacement is updated to reflect the value it must have
had due to this relatively large single-photon force, which is much larger than the average force
(sudden jump of 〈x̂〉 in Fig. 5.6c towards a greater displacement). This reflects photon-phonon en-
tanglement in the state prior to photon detection. After the photon has left the cavity, however, the
radiation pressure force becomes very small, since the photon number expectation value

〈
â†â

〉
now has dropped close to zero. Thus, the displaced mechanical resonator starts to oscillate. This
subsequent oscillation decays on the mechanical damping time scale. The photon number itself
(and, hence, g (2) (τ)) quickly increases again due to the laser driving and then, much more slowly,
settles to its limiting value, on a time scale set by Γ−1

M .
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Figure 5.8: (a) Optomechanical level scheme for a choice of red detuning that enables the two-
photon transition. (b) Map of parametersαL/Ω and g0/Ω, for which a cascade behavior is expected
(dark blue region). Note that in regions (1), (2) and (3) the first, second and third inequality of
Eq. (5.13) is violated. The arrow indicates the trace taken in Fig. 5.9. [Parameters: ∆=−2g 2

0 /Ω and
g0/κ= 4] (This figure has previously been published in [153])

In the following, we focus on the effects of this backaction onto the two-photon correlations
for time delays τ 6= 0. As shown in Fig. 5.6a, where blue detuning ∆ > 0 is chosen, the photon
number temporarily exceeds its limiting value before settling down. In terms of the two-photon
correlation function and Eq. (5.12), this means that g (2)(τ) > 1. This is because the mechanical
oscillations bring the cavity closer to resonance. Thus, even though the photon statistics at τ= 0 is
anti-bunched, there is the chance of observing super-Poissonian statistics for longer observation
times. This can in fact happen, as we will show now. It should be noted that this is another effect
where the mechanical motion is crucially important.

As already discussed above, the photon statistics can also be quantified by the Fano factor
Fc(TS) , which is shown in Fig. 5.7. For the bad cavity case (Fig. 5.6d-f), the Fano factor would be
close to the value expected for a simple coherent laser beam, Fc(∞) ≈ 1. This is due to the fact that
the photon number conditioned on a photon jump remains very close to its limiting value, with
small oscillations (cf. Fig. 5.6d). Thus, g (2)(τ) will oscillate around the coherent value 1 as well,
such that Fc(∞) ≈ 1, cf. Eq. (5.10). In contrast, for the strongly coupled and sideband-resolved
optomechanical system of Fig. 5.6a-c, the Fano factor shows pronounced sub-Poissonian statistics
at short times (Fc < 1), since g (2)(τ) < 1 in this case, and super-Poissonian (Fc > 1) statistics for
long times, up to TS →∞. Thus, the full counting statistics indicates that typically groups of more
than one photon are detected during a single transmission process (before the system settles down
again), even if the photons are anti-bunched at short times.

Let us now briefly discuss the influence of the mechanical bath temperature T onto the re-
sulting photon statistics. To that end, we consider finite temperatures T . Note that in our nu-
merical simulations, we choose average thermal phonon numbers nth(T ). 2 to keep the Hilbert
space manageable. These temperatures can be reached by cryogenic cooling if the mechanical
frequency is large enough. We find that the photons remain anti-bunched even for these temper-
atures, i.e. g (2)(0) < 1. For the parameters discussed here, the Fano factor in the long-time limit
Fc (∞) decreases with increasing bath temperature. However, the photon statistics remains super-
Poissonian, i.e. Fc (∞) > 1.

In conclusion, we emphasize that the sign of the photon statistics (super-Poissonian vs. sub-
Poissonian statistics) can depend on the observation time interval. Thus, Fc(TS) has to be analyzed
for all times TS to capture the full impact of the optomechanical dynamics on the photon statistics.
Additionally, it turns out that these findings are robust against thermal fluctuations (with nth. 2).
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5.2.4.2 Cascade of Photon Transmission at Strong Driving

For strong laser driving, we observe an interesting feature: Cascades of transmitted photons. These
cascades originate from multi-photon transitions, which appear for red detuning ∆=−n · g 2

0 /Ω as
shown in the level scheme of Fig. 5.8a. In this cascade regime, n > 1 photons enter the cavity simul-
taneously (involving n−1 virtual transitions), since the incidence of m 6= n photons is precluded by
energy conservation due to the optomechanically induced photon nonlinearity. To favor the vir-
tual (but resonant) |0〉 → |n〉 transition over the non-virtual (but off-resonant) |0〉 → |1〉 transition,
we impose the inequalities

Γ|0〉→|n〉 > Γ|0〉→|1〉 , κ¿|∆| , and κÀ Γ|0〉→|n〉 . (5.13)

The second and third inequality of Eq. (5.13) ensure that the intermediate transitions of the reso-
nant transition are virtual, and to prevent heating of the resonator. The transition rates read

Γ|0〉→|1〉 =α2
L

κ ·e−(g0/Ω)2

(n −1)2g 4
0 /Ω2 +κ2/4

(5.14)

and

Γ|0〉→|n〉 =
4α2n

L

κ

(
Ω

g 2
0

)2(n−1)
e−n(g0/Ω)2

[(n −1)!]3 . (5.15)

Upon increasing the laser drive, at some point the n-photon transition will start to be favored over
other processes. Neglecting the mechanical motion for a moment, we expect that these n photons
decay out of the cavity on a timescale ∼ κ−1, leading to a photon cascade. In this case, we would
naively expect F all

c (∞) ≈ n. Since we observe the output port only, we expect Fc (∞) ≈ (n + 1)/2
for a symmetrical cavity (κI = κO), cf. Eq. (5.11). Thus, the Fano factor has to increase when the
multi-photon transition starts to become important, regardless of the detector efficiency.

In the following, we will focus on single-photon strong coupling g0 & κ. When a specific n-
photon resonance is chosen and for a fixed ratio g0/κ, the laser driving strength αL/Ω and the
coupling strength g0/Ω is varied. A map of these two parameters is shown in Fig. 5.8b, where the
cascade regime is highlighted.

In Fig. 5.9a, the Fano factor Fc(∞) is shown as a function of the laser drive. We see that Fc (∞) ≈
1 for weak laser driving (Poisson statistics), while Fc(∞) increases rapidly beyond the threshold
of the laser drive predicted by the above analysis. There, the n-photon transition is favored and
photons are emitted in bunches. In contrast to our naive expectation, Fc(∞) is larger than (n+1)/2
and, hence, F all

c (∞) > n. This fact is due to the mechanical motion induced by photon detection
events, cf. Fig. 5.10, where a typical jump trajectory in the cascade regime is displayed.

Upon detection of a photon leaving the cavity, the expectation value of the intracavity photon
number increases, cf. Fig. 5.10a. This behavior is known for situations with photon bunching [236,
240], and it arises because the detection of a photon is most likely due to a previous multi-photon
transition [236, 240]. Thus, upon observing one photon leaving the cavity, we can now reasonably
expect that there are still more photons inside the cavity. These remaining photons are likely to be
emitted rapidly afterwards (the rate for n photons to decay is nκ). However, as discussed above in
our analysis of the weak-driving case, the mechanical resonator gets displaced by a photon jump
and starts to oscillate subsequently (cf. Fig. 5.10b and c). This mechanical motion can bring the
cavity into resonance (cf. Fig. 5.10c), which then allows for the transmission of additional photons.
In this way, cascades of more than n transmitted photons become possible (i.e. F all

c (∞) > n). Note
that once a single cascade of photon transmission terminates, no photon jumps are observed any
more and the mechanical displacement is able to relax towards its equilibrium value.

Let us now focus on even larger laser driving strength. In this case, the third inequality of
Eq. (5.13) is violated, and the average photon and phonon numbers as well as Fc(∞) increase even
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Figure 5.9: Photon statistics in the “photon cascade regime”. (a) Fano factor Fc(∞) as a function
of laser drive. The red, dashed line represents the naive expectation Fc (∞) = (n +1)/2(= 1.5). In
the highlighted region, the multi-photon transition is favored (cf. Fig. 5.8b). At the onset of this
regime, the Fano factor Fc rises beyond the naive expectation. Red curve: Fc (∞) for a non-linear
cavity (Kerr nonlinearity) and same parameters. (b) Rescaled deviation from Poisson statistics. (c)
Normalized third moment,

〈
(N −〈N〉)3

〉
/〈N〉. (d) Fano factor as a function of mechanical decay

rate ΓM , approaching the value of a nonlinear cavity for large ΓM . [Parameters (a)-(c): ∆=−2g 2
0 /Ω,

g0 =Ω/
p

2, κ= g0/4 =Ω/(4
p

2), ΓM = 10−3Ω, T = 0. (d) Same parameters, but αL = 0.15Ω]. (This
figure has previously been published in [153])

further. Additionally, no clear cascades are observable anymore. The strong photon noise in that
case can be explained as being due to the transmission modulated stochastically by a fluctuat-
ing mirror, whose motion has been heated. This is seen in a decrease of the rescaled Fano factor
(Fc(∞)−1)/n̄ (Fig. 5.9b): The rescaling is introduced to be able to distinguish two different regimes
in which the Fano factor tends to be large but where the fluctuations are of qualitatively different
origin. In the photon cascade regime, the increase of the Fano factor is due to large and long-time
intracavity photon correlations. Since the rescaled Fano factor is maximal in this regime, the time-
averaged intracavity photon correlations are strongest, cf. Eq. (5.10). As we have seen, the Fano
factor increases further for even larger laser driving strengths. By inspecting the rescaled Fano fac-
tor we observe, however, that the time-averaged intracavity photon correlations decrease. Thus,
the Fano factor in this case increases further due to an increased photon transmission rate and not
because of large intracavity photon correlations.

Note that the statistical data obtained from the quantum jump trajectories also provide access
to higher moments. The third moment (Fig. 5.9c), for example, displays a maximum in the cascade
regime studied here.

Let us now discuss two other pieces of evidence which show that the enhanced cascade of pho-
ton transmission is due to the presence of the mechanical resonator. First, we compare our op-
tomechanical system to a non-linear cavity (Kerr nonlinearity). There, we find that n-photon tran-
sitions are observable as well, cf. red curve in Fig. 5.9a. However, in contrast to the optomechanical
system, the Fano factor in that case does not exceed the naively expected value Fc (∞) ≈ (n +1)/2.

Second, as another indication of the strong mechanical signature in the photon correlations,
we note that the Fano factor depends strongly on the mechanical damping rate (Fig. 5.9d). For
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Figure 5.10: Typical quantum jump trajectory in the cascade regime. The pattern of vertical lines
in (a) indicates the actual photon jump events, where bunching is clearly observable. (b) Phonon
number expectation value. If a photon jump occurs, the mechanical state gets updated, leading to
an instantaneous change of the phonon number. This reflects photon-phonon entanglement. The
orange, dashed line in (c) corresponds to the displacement that would make the cavity resonant
with the incoming laser. [Parameters: as in Fig. 5.9a, and αL = 0.15Ω]. (This figure has previously
been published in [153])

smaller damping, the mechanical resonator oscillates more often through the cavity resonance
such that even more photons are transmitted, and the Fano factor increases. On the other hand,
by choosing ΓM ∼ κ, the limit of a non-linear cavity can be achieved. Experimentally, ΓM could be
tuned by making use of the optomechanical cooling effect [114, 115] using a second optical mode.

Let us now briefly discuss a higher resonance condition, with n > 2, cf. Fig. 5.11a. In general,
the minimum laser driving strength needed to generate photon cascades increases with n. This is
because n photons enter the cavity simultaneously via n −1 virtual transitions. Furthermore, we
observe the same enhanced cascade behavior as for n = 2: First, we see that the Fano factor rises
strongly for sufficiently large laser driving, as it was the case for n = 2. Second, as already discussed
before, we can compare the optomechanical system to a non-linear cavity (Kerr nonlinearity). We
observe that the Fano factor for the Kerr cavity lies below the optomechanical Fano factor. Thus,
we infer that photon transmission is strongly enhanced by the mechanical resonator for n > 2 as
well.

Finally, in the following, we will discuss the influence of the mechanical bath temperature T
onto the photon cascades (taking the case n = 2 for concreteness). We consider the Fano factor
Fc (∞) for different laser driving strengths and different temperatures, cf. Fig. 5.11b. Let us first
focus on laser driving strengths αL lying below the cascade regime. There, we find that the Fano
factor increases with increasing temperature for fixed αL . This is because the thermal fluctuations
of the position of the cantilever allow for the stochastic transmission of photons, which leads to an
increase of Fc (∞). In the photon cascade regime, however, we observe that the Fano factor does
not change strongly with increasing temperature. This is because for strong laser driving many
phonons are generated by the coherent dynamics even for zero temperature, cf. Fig. 5.10b. Thus,
in contrast to the weak driving case discussed above, the few thermal phonons do not affect the
dynamics of the mechanical resonator considerably.
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(solid blue line), nth = 0.1 (dashed orange line) and nth = 1 (dash-dotted red line)]. (This figure has
previously been published in [153])

5.2.5 Conclusion

We have analyzed the full statistics of photons transmitted through an optomechanical system.
The photon correlations crucially depend on the observation time and may even change from sub-
Poissonian to super-Poissonian statistics in the long-time limit. For larger laser driving, photon
cascades may be observed. These contain clear signatures of the strong light-mechanics coupling,
and the influence of the mechanical motion could even be tuned by varying the mechanical decay
rate.

Note added at publication of the article. Recently, we became aware of a related paper by Xu, Li,
and Liu [241].
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5.3 Supplementary material

In this section, we briefly review different measures for the photon statistics. First, we discuss the
photon statistics in terms of the second-order correlation function g (2)(τ). Second, we discuss how
to characterize the light field by using the so-called “full counting statistics”, a tool also used in the
context of quantum transport (see e.g. [242–244]). Third, we also discuss how these two measures
are related.

5.3.1 Second-order correlations

Classical description – Let us consider a classical light field described by a fluctuating intensity
I (t ). This intensity could e.g. be measured by a photon detector.

We define the second-order intensity-intensity correlation function as (see e.g. [245])

g (2) (t ,τ) = 〈I (t +τ)I (t )〉
〈I (t )〉〈I (t +τ)〉 . (5.16)

Here, 〈·〉 denotes the ensemble average over many experiments. To measure this correlation func-
tion experimentally, one could divide the intensity I (t ) into two parts using a beamsplitter. A first
detector then measures the light intensity I (t ) at time t whereas a second detector measures the
light intensity I (t +τ) at a later time t +τ. Correlating these two intensities and measuring their
coincidence signal yields the second-order correlation function g (2).2

Note that for uncorrelated light fields 〈I (t +τ)I (t )〉 = 〈I (t +τ)〉〈I (t )〉. Thus, in general, one finds
g (2)(t ,τ) = 1 for uncorrelated light.

For a stationary light field, the average intensity 〈I (t )〉 ≡ 〈I 〉 is independent of time. Addition-
ally, the correlator 〈I (t +τ)I (t )〉 depends on the relative time-lag τ only. Thus, g (2)(t ,τ) can be
simplified to

g (2)(τ) = 〈I (τ)I (0)〉
〈I 〉2 . (5.17)

In the following we state conditions for g (2)(τ) which hold if the light field is describable by a
classical intensity I :

1. Since the intensity is not negative, I ≥ 0

g (2)(τ) ≥ 0. (5.18)

2. For τ= 0

g (2)(0) ≥ 1 (5.19)

since
〈

I 2
〉≥ 〈I 〉2 for a classical random variable.

3. Additionally,

g (2)(τ) ≤ g (2)(0) . (5.20)

This can be seen by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality |〈I (τ)I (0)〉|2 ≤ 〈
I 2(0)

〉〈
I 2(τ)

〉=〈
I 2

〉2
, where the last equality holds for a stationary process, to Eq. (5.17).

Quantum description – Let us now turn to a quantum description of the light field, where the gran-
ularity or, equivalently, the particle nature of light can become important. It was first pointed out

2Note that a similar correlation function was actually used by Hanbury Brown and Twiss to measure the size of stars
[246]
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by R. Glauber in 1963 [23] that the second-order intensity-intensity correlation function in quan-
tum mechanical terms is given by a normal-ordered correlator. For a single light mode described
by a photon annihilation operator â one finds (see e.g. [165, 247])

g (2)(τ) =
〈

â†(0)â†(τ)â(τ)â(0)
〉〈

â†â
〉2 . (5.21)

The necessity for normal ordered correlators is related to the fact that photon detectors detect pho-
tons by absorbing them. This motivates that the probability for a photon to be absorbed by a pho-
ton detector a time 0 and at a later time τ is proportional to

∣∣〈 f |â(τ)â(0)|i〉∣∣2. Here, |i 〉 is the state of
the light field before detection and | f 〉 the state after having detected the two photons [23]. Sum-
ming over all possible final states | f 〉 yields the total detection probability

〈
â†(0)â†(τ)â(τ)â(0)

〉
,

where the expectation value is taken with respect to the initial state.
This discussion in quantum mechanical terms also yields an intuitive interpretation of the

second-order correlation function (5.21). g (2)(τ) answers the question: given we measure a photon
at time t = 0. What is the probability to measure a second photon at time t = τ.

Let us now discuss the quantum definition of g (2)(τ) by looking at g (2)(0) for several (possibly
quantum) states of light first:

1. Coherent state |ψ〉=|α〉 with â|α〉 =α|α〉. One finds, g (2)(0) = 1.

2. Thermal light inside a cavity with density matrix ρ̂ = exp[−ħωâ†â/kB T ]/Z . In this case
g (2)(0) = 2.

3. Fock states |ψ〉 = |n〉. One finds g (2)(0) = 1−1/n (for n ≥ 1).

Note that for Fock states g (2)(0) < 1. Thus, they violate the condition g (2)(0) ≥ 1, cf. Eq. (5.19).
Remember that this condition holds if the light field can be described by a classical intensity. Fock
states, hence, cannot be described by a classical, continuous intensity I (t ). They correspond to
“quantum states of light”, for which the discrete photon-nature of light is important.

Note that in general any light is called a “quantum state of light” if the “classical condition”
g (2)(0) ≥ 1 (cf. Eq. 5.19) is violated.

So far, we have discussed the second-order correlation function for τ= 0 only. Let us now come
to a discussion of the full temporal behavior of the second-order correlation function g (2)(τ).

Assume we measure a photon at time t = 0. If

1. g (2)(τ) < g (2)(0) it is more probable to detect a second photon closely after the first pho-
ton than at a later time. The photons, hence, have the tendency to arrive in groups. This
phenomenon is called “bunching”. Since g (2)(τ → ∞) → 1 (well separated photon detec-
tion events are uncorrelated) the observation of g (2)(0) > 1 always implies bunching at some
timescale.

2. g (2)(τ) > g (2)(0) it is less probable to detect a second photon closely after the first photon
than at a later time. In this case, photons have the tendency to avoid each other. This phe-
nomenon is called “anti-bunching”. Note that anti-bunching is a quantum phenomenon
as it violates the classically derived inequality (5.20). Furthermore, quantum light fulfilling
g (2)(0) < 1 is always anti-bunched. This is because g (2)(τ→∞) → 1. Thus, g (2)(0) < g (2)(τ) is
automatically fulfilled for large τ.

Interpretation of g (2)(τ) in terms of quantum jump trajectories – Let us now discuss how the
second-order correlation function can be interpreted in terms of quantum jump trajectories [99–
102], cf. section 5.2.3.2. Quantum jump trajectories simulate the dynamics of a quantum system
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Figure 5.12: Interpretation of the second-order correlation function g (2)(τ) in terms of quantum
jump trajectories. Photon number expectation value

〈
â†â

〉
of a radiative mode before and after a

photon has been detected. (a) Photon anti-bunching. If the photon statistics is anti-bunched, the
photon number conditioned on a photon detection decreases. This decreases the probability of
a second photon to be detected. Photons, hence, tend to avoid each other. (b) Photon bunching.
In this case, the photon number increases after a photon has been detected. Thus, photon tend
to arrive in groups. Thus, (anti-)bunched photons are clearly correlated. (c) For a coherent state,
the photon number due to a photon detection does not change. In this case g (2)(0) = 1. Photon
detection events are uncorrelated.

when it is observed by a photon detector. If a photon is detected, the state of the system is updated
according to

ρ̂
(
t+

)= âρ̂ (t−) â†

Tr
[
â†âρ̂(t−)

] . (5.22)

Here, t− and t+ are the times immediately before and immediately after the photon detection.
Comparing the expectation value of the photon number at time t+ to the photon number before
the photon jump occurred yields〈

â†â
〉

(t+)〈
â†â

〉
(t−)

=
〈

â†â†ââ
〉

(t−)(〈
â†â

〉
(t−)

)2 ≡ g (2)
cond(0) . (5.23)

Thus, by comparing the photon number before and after a photon has been detected, one can
deduce the (conditioned) equal-time second-order correlation function. Note that one has to
perform an ensemble average over many quantum jump trajectories to reconstruct the (uncon-
ditioned) second-order correlation function as defined in Eq. (5.21).

Let us now use relation (5.23) to develop a very physical intuition of “anti-bunching” and “bunch-
ing” in terms of quantum jump trajectories.

Photon anti-bunching – Let us first consider photon anti-bunching, where g (2)(0) < 1. For
anti-bunched light, it is more likely that photons tend to avoid each other. This can be understood
as follows: detecting a photon decreases the photon number expectation value in the mode under
consideration, since

〈
â†â

〉(
t+

)< 〈
â†â

〉
(t−), Fig. 5.12(a). The probability to detect a second photon

directly after the first one is directly proportional to
〈

â†â
〉(

t+
)
. Thus, it is less likely to observe a

second photon directly after having observed the first photon.
An example for an anti-bunched (quantum) state of light is a Fock state, |ψ〉 = |n〉. The detec-

tion of a photon projects this state to |n−1〉, i.e., a Fock state with one photon less. Thus, detecting a
photon decreases the photon number

〈
â†â

〉
by one. This observation corresponds to a very “clas-

sical” expectation: detecting a photon which leaves the cavity decreases the number of photons
inside the cavity by one. This classical expectation, however, is valid only for a quantum state of
light as we see now.

Photon bunching – Let us now turn to photon bunching, where g (2)(0) > 1. For bunched light,
it is more likely that photons arrive in pairs: detecting the first photon increases the photon num-
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Figure 5.13: (a) Deriving the full counting statistics p(N ,TS), i.e., the probability distribution to
detect N photons given an observation time TS . p(N ,TS) can be found by dividing a long detection
trace into timeslots of duration TS . Counting how often N photons are detected then directly yields
p(N ,TS). (b) Photon detection trace consisting of Poisson distributed groups of photon detection
events. These groups consist of the detection of M photons. For this scenario, the Fano factor in
the long time limit FC (∞) = M .

ber expectation value,
〈

â†â
〉(

t+
) > 〈

â†â
〉

(t−), cf. Fig. 5.12(b). Thus, the probability of detecting a
second photon is increased due to the detection of the first photon.

An example for bunched light is classical, thermal light with ρ̂ = exp[−βħωâ†â]/Z . In this case,
detecting a photon increases the photon number by a factor of two,

〈
â†â

〉
(t+) = 2

〈
â†â

〉
(t−). Thus,

for a classical, bunched state of light, detecting a photon (or, equivalently subtracting a photon
from the light field) increases the photon number expectation value. Note that this “counterintu-
itive” behavior has been verified experimentally in [240].

Coherent light – Let us now study coherent light. In this case, the state of the light field is given
by |ψ〉 = |α〉 with â|α〉 =α|α〉. Detecting a photon maps the density matrix |α〉〈α| to itself. Thus, the
density matrix is unaffected by the detection of a photon. In turn, also the photon number before
and after a photon detection is constant,

〈
â†â

〉 = |α|2, cf. Fig. 5.12(c). Thus, g (2)(0) = 1, meaning
that photon detection events are uncorrelated. Coherent light, hence, can be understood as being
a border case between anti-bunched and bunched light.

Note that this relation between photon detection events and the second-order correlation func-
tion g (2)(τ) has been discussed extensively in Ref. [236].

5.3.2 Full counting statistics

An alternative way to analyze the photon statistics is the so-called “full counting statistics”. Note
that the full counting statistics is also used in the context of quantum transport. The idea is to
detect single photons with a photon detector and analyze the corresponding detection times. The
full counting statistics p(N ,TS) is then defined as follows: given a fixed observation time interval
TS . What is the probability p(N ,TS) to detect N photons during that measurement time?

To derive the full counting statistics from a measurement trace, we divide the measurement
trace into “slots” of duration TS , cf. Fig. 5.13(a). By counting how often N photons are detected
in a time-slot of duration TS one can estimate the probability of detecting N photons during the
observation time TS . Varying the slot-duration TS then yields the full counting statistics p(N ,TS).

Using the full counting statistics, one can in principle derive arbitrary moments of the pho-
ton statistics. The most intuitive ones might be the mean number of observed photons and the
variance. Comparing these two quantities yields the so-called “Fano factor”

FC (TS) = Var N

〈N〉 . (5.24)
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If the Fano factor FC (TS) = 1 the statistics is called “Poissonian” (on that observation timescale).
For FC (TS) > 1 the statistics is called “super-Poissonian” whereas for FC (TS) < 1 the statistics is
“sub-Poissonian”. Note that one of the first observations of sub-Poissonian photon statistics has
been made in the context of resonance fluorescence by Short and Mandel [248].

The Fano factor in the long time limit FC (TS → ∞) is connected to the zero-frequency shot
noise power of the photon detection rate I via S I I [ω = 0] = ˙̄NFC (∞), where ˙̄N = limTS→∞ 〈N〉/TS

is the average photon detection rate. This allows us to interpret the Fano factor FC (∞) as being a
measure of how many photons are detected within a single group of detection events, cf. Fig. 5.13.

To be more concrete, let us consider the following situation: Imagine a measurement trace
consisting of Poisson distributed groups of detection events, cf. Fig. 5.13(b). Each of these groups
consists of the detection of M photons. For this scenario, the Fano factor FC (∞) = M : the probabil-
ity to find Ngroups groups is Poisson distributed with mean λ, i.e., p(Nevents) = λNevents e−λ/Nevents!.
The mean number of detected photons is then given by

〈N〉 =
∞∑

Nevents=0
(Nevents ·M)

λNevents

Nevents!
e−λ =λ ·M . (5.25)

Thus, the mean number of detected photons is given by the mean number of groups of detected
photons λ times the number of photons M being detected within one group.

The second moment of the full counting statistics is given by

〈
N 2〉= ∞∑

Nevents=0
(Nevents ·M)2 λ

Nevents

Nevents!
e−λ =λ (1+λ) M 2 . (5.26)

Thus, the Fano factor

FC (∞) = Var N

〈N〉 = M . (5.27)

5.3.3 Connection between second-order correlations and the Fano factor

We have seen that both, the second-order correlation function g (2)(τ) as well as the full counting
statistics and, hence, the Fano factor, are based on photon detection events. Furthermore, both
quantify photon correlations. Thus, it is natural to ask whether there is any connection between
the Fano factor FC (TS) and the second-order correlation function g (2)(τ). It turns out that these
two quantities are related via [237]

FC (TS) = 1+2 ˙̄N

ˆ TS

0
dτ

(
g (2)(τ)−1

)(
1− τ

TS

)
. (5.28)

Here, ˙̄N = limTS→∞ 〈N〉/TS is the average photon detection rate. For small observation time inter-
vals TS the Fano factor FC is dominated by the second-order correlation function for τ= 0, i.e.,

FC (TS) ≈ 1+ ˙̄N
(
g (2)(0)−1

)
TS . (5.29)

Thus, for small observation time intervals

1. anti-bunched light (g (2)(0) < 1), FC (TS) < 1

2. bunched light (g (2)(0) > 1), FC (TS) > 1

3. coherent light (g (2)(0) = 1), FC (TS) = 1.
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Figure 5.14: Measurement trace corresponding to anti-bunched and super-Poissonian photon
statistics at the same time. (a) A group of photon detection events (black ellipse) consists of the
detection of two photons. (b) Since these two photons tend to avoid each other the photons are
anti-bunched, g (2)(0) < 1. However, as it is very likely to observe a second photon at a later time
after having observed the first one, g (2)(τ) > 1 for larger correlation times. This situation then leads
to FC (∞) > 1, i.e., to super-Poissonian statistics.

Note that the following, interesting situation can occur: Even if the photons are anti-bunched, i.e.,
g (2)(0) < 1, it can happen that the photon statistics is super-Poissonian, i.e., FC (∞) > 1. A cartoon
of such a scenario is shown in Fig. 5.14.

A group of detection events consists of the detection of two photons. Since these two photons
tend to avoid each other, g (2)(0) < 1. However, it might happen that the detection of the first photon
triggers an interesting dynamics such that at a later time a second photon is being detected. Thus,
g (2)(τ) > 1. Since the Fano factor in the long time limit

FC (∞) ≈ 1+ ˙̄N

ˆ ∞

0
dτ

(
g (2)(τ)−1

)
, (5.30)

FC (∞) > 1 for the scenario shown in Fig. 5.14(b). Thus, even though the photons are anti-bunched,
super-Poissonian statistics on a longer timescale is observed. This occurrence of super-Poissonian
statistics on long time scales simply indicates that within a “complete” group of photon detection
events one observes almost always more than one photon.

Note that the compatibility between anti-bunching and super-Poissonian statistics has been
discussed quite early (see e.g. [237, 248]) as well as quite recently in the context of quantum trans-
port [249]. An example showing the compatibility of these two statistics is also given in our work
“Full photon statistics of a light beam transmitted through an optomechanical system”, cf. Fig. 5.7
of our work presented in section 5.2.
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6
MEASUREMENTS OF x2 AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN

OPTOMECHANICS

6.1 Brief overview of position squared measurements

In our work “Challenges of optomechanical x2 and phonon number measurements”, cf. sec. 6.2,
we have analyzed which conditions have to be met to (1) generate spatial quantum superposition
states of a potentially massive object and (2) to observe phonon jumps, showing energy quantiza-
tion.

Spatial, coherent quantum superposition states have already been observed in double-slit ex-
periments with single atoms, fullerenes and even larger molecules, see e.g. [6–11, 250]. However,
to also verify quantum mechanical predictions on a larger scale, it would be desirable to perform
such double-slit experiments with even more macroscopic objects.

A proposal for such an experiment has been made recently by O. Romero-Isart et al. [251]. The
idea is to “simulate” a double-slit by preparing dielectric nanospheres [14–16] in a spatial quantum
superposition. This can be done by measuring the squared position x2 of a sphere, cf. Fig. 6.1(a).
This measurement tells the observer that the particle is localized either at +x or −x. In quantum
mechanics this measurement, hence, prepares the measured object in a spatial quantum super-
position. This superposition state is then verified by letting the state expand and by observing an
interference pattern. Interestingly, such a double-slit experiment could also be used to test differ-
ent collapse models, such as continuos spontaneous localization models [252, 253] for instance. In
such a model, the wavefunction of a massive object is localized with a strength which is propor-
tional to the object’s mass. Furthermore, (quantum) gravity is also under a cloud to induce collapse
of the wavefunction for a sufficiently massive object [17, 18]. Thus, double-slit experiments with
massive objects, such as levitated spheres [91, 92, 254], could be a natural playground to test sev-
eral collapse models by observing or not observing interference patterns, as discussed in detail in
[19].

A measurement of the position squared is not only useful to simulate double-slit experiments.
It could also be used to measure the phonon number. This can be seen by noting that x̂ = xZPF(
b̂† + b̂

)
where b̂ is a phonon annihilation operator and xZPF =pħ/2mΩ are the zero point fluctua-

tions with m being the mass andΩ the trapping frequency. Thus, x̂2 = x2
ZPF

(
2b̂†b̂ + b̂2 + b̂†2 +1

)
. By

making the impact of the two-phonon processes b̂2 and b̂†2 negligible, measuring x̂2 corresponds
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Figure 6.1: Measuring the position squared of an objects allows (a) to prepare an object in a co-
herent spatial quantum superposition state and (b) to measure the phonon number and, hence,
observe “phonon jumps”.

to a direct measurement of the phonon number b̂†b̂. Thus, resolving x2 down to the zero point
fluctuations x2

ZPF allows the detection of single phonons with b̂†b̂ ∼ 1. Such phonon number mea-
surements could then for instance be used to observe single phonon jumps, where single phonons
enter or leave the motional degree of freedom of a potentially massive object, cf. Fig. 6.1(b).

Let us now discuss how to actually measure the squared position x̂2. A standard technique is
to couple the squared position dispersively to a cavity. Thus, x̂2 modifies the resonance frequency
of a cavity (“quadratic optomechanical coupling”). The squared position can then be read out by
illuminating the cavity with a resonant laser and measure the phase shift of the reflected light using
a homodyne setup.

In general, such a dispersive coupling can be tailored by placing a dielectric inside a cavity.
Apart from dielectric spheres [91, 92, 254–257], it has also long been realized that one can imple-
ment quadratic optomechanical coupling by placing a moveable, highly reflective membrane in
the middle of a cavity [55, 57, 59, 93]. Indeed, one of the main motivations to use such a membrane-
in-the-middle setup was indeed the observation of phonon jumps [55]. However, membrane-in-
the-middle setups have not yet been able to observe phonon jumps, because they are typically
strongly affected by decoherence due to an intrinsic measurement of the linear membrane posi-
tion x. Thus, let us briefly discuss the impact of linear position measurements on the preparation
of spatial superposition states and phonon jump experiments.

In general, linear position or x-measurements should be avoided in experiments with spatial
superposition states and in experiments trying to measure the phonon number. First, for spatial
superposition states, any x measurement is able to distinguish between a particle being localized
at +x or −x. Thus, it will immediately destroy the coherence of the quantum superposition, such
that interference patterns cannot be observed. Second, for phonon number measurements, the
position operator x̂ ∝ b̂† + b̂ induces transitions between different phonon states which in turn
also leads to decoherence.

Let us now come back to the membrane-in-the-middle setup. It has been pointed out by
H. Miao et al. [58] that the aforementioned intrinsic linear position measurement is due to pho-
ton absorption. H. Miao et al. also figured out that this most important source of decoherence is
negligible only if one enters a so-called “single-photon strong coupling regime”. In this regime, the
optomechanical coupling g0 has to be comparable or larger than the cavity decay rate κ. As this
regime is typically very difficult to achieve in experiments, phonon jumps for instance have not yet
been observed in membrane-in-the-middle setups.

This finding motivated us to raise and analyze the following questions in our work which is pre-
sented in sec. 6.2. First, does such a decoherence mechanism due to photon absorption also exist
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for levitated spheres? If yes, does it impose any new constraint for double-slit experiments with
dielectric spheres which was not known before? Second, since the observation of phonon jumps
with state-of-the-art membrane in the middle setups [55, 57, 59, 93] is extremely challenging, could
one use e.g. levitated spheres instead? Would this lead to easier-to-fulfill conditions?

We found that photon absorption also leads to decoherence in experiments with dielectric
spheres. It turns out that decoherence induced by photon absorption, however, is typically much
weaker than decoherence due to photon scattering - one of the limiting decoherence mechanisms
for double-slit experiments with dielectric spheres. Decoherence due to photon absorption, hence,
does not impose any new condition on double-slit experiments with dielectric spheres.

We also have analyzed decoherence due to photon absorption in the context of phonon num-
ber measurements. We have generalized the necessary criterion for successful QND phonon num-
ber measurements by H. Miao et al. [58] to a criterion which is valid for arbitrary cavity geome-
tries, mode shapes, and spatial distributions. In particular, our criterion is valid for both, dielectric
spheres as well as membrane-in-the-middle setups. We find that decoherence due to photon ab-
sorption imposes a condition on the Lamb-Dicke parameter, which compares the zero point fluc-
tuations to the cavity wavelength. Since the zero point fluctuations of spheres are typically larger
than those of membranes, this condition is easier to fulfill with dielectric spheres.

As already mentioned above, the most important decoherence mechanism for experiments
with dielectric spheres is photon scattering. By taking this decoherence mechanism into account
we have derived an additional condition which has to be fulfilled for successful (QND) phonon
number measurements with dielectric spheres. Our analysis shows that this criterion can be ful-
filled with nanometer-sized dielectric spheres.
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6.2 Challenges for optomechanical measurements of x2 and the
phonon number

One of the more unconventional applications of optomechanical setups consists in measuring the
squared position coordinate of an object. It is known that in the quantum regime this would be-
come extremely useful to generate spatial quantum superposition states of macroscopic objects
and for quantum non-demolition (QND) phonon number measurements. We analyze the chal-
lenging fundamental requirements for a successful implementation of these ideas, including deco-
herence by photon absorption and scattering. We go beyond previous works by introducing a gen-
eral framework that covers both the limits of a strongly reflecting membrane in the middle of a cav-
ity as well as weakly coupled nano-objects (levitated spheres, nanowires, and evanescently coupled
nanobeams). We predict that QND phonon number measurements are feasible with nanometer-
sized levitated dielectric spheres.

6.2.1 Introduction

One of the most intriguing predictions of quantum mechanics is that particles can behave like
waves and vice versa. This so-called wave-particle duality has first been verified experimentally on
a microscopic scale using electrons and neutrons [3–5, 258] where quantum mechanics is expected
to hold. Wave-particle duality has also been verified on larger scales by sending single atoms,
fullerenes and larger molecules [6–11] through a double-slit. Testing the predictions of quantum
mechanics on a macroscopic scale, however, is still an outstanding goal. One promising proposal
to test wave-particle duality with truly macroscopic objects is to make use of levitated nanospheres
[14–16]. By preparing large nanospheres into a spatial superposition via measurement of the po-
sition squared, a double slit is effectively simulated, enabling quantum interference experiments
with macroscopic objects [13] for possible tests of hypothetical fundamental decoherence pro-
cesses [19].

A second quantum mechanical phenomenon is energy quantization. Trapping an object in a
harmonic potential and monitoring its energy continuously, one expects to see “quantum jumps”,
where its energy changes in discrete portions. For mechanical motion, energy quantization has
first been directly observed in the microscopic domain, for an electron cyclotron oscillator [20], in
experiments with trapped ions [21], and for neutral atoms [22]. For macroscopic or mesoscopic
mechanical oscillators, such a Fock state measurement was first proposed for a situation with two
nonlinearly coupled mechanical resonators [259], although it seems extremely hard to get a suf-
ficiently strong mechanical nonlinearity in practice. In the context of optomechanics, where me-
chanical motion interacts with light [30, 31, 166, 167], it was suggested that mechanical energy
quantization could be observed in suitable setups that couple the optical resonance to the dis-
placement squared instead of the linear displacement. This was first proposed for a membrane
placed in the middle of a cavity [55, 59], which could be used for the direct detection of phonon
jumps [55, 57, 58, 146, 235] or for measuring the phonon shot noise [260]. Optomechanical phonon
number measurements are known to be very challenging, since they invariably require the setup
to be in the single-photon strong coupling regime [58]. The very first successful preparation of a
macroscopic mechanical resonator in a single phonon Fock state has been realized outside the op-
tomechanical domain, via coupling to a qubit that provides a strong nonlinearity [261]. Nonethe-
less, direct optical readout of the quantized phonon number would constitute a real breakthrough
and could allow monitoring of very well isolated systems, such as levitated objects.

In general, observing quantum effects with macroscopic objects is challenging due to deco-
herence caused by environmental coupling [2]. In the context of quantum non-demolition (QND)
phonon measurements with membrane-in-the-middle setups, the work by H. Miao et al. [58] is of
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high relevance. These authors demonstrated that decoherence due to photon absorption (Fig. 6.3)
sets a severe bound on the parameters required for QND phonon measurements with any setup
of that kind. They derived a requirement which turned out to be independent of the coupling
strength to x2 and essentially identical to reaching the regime of nonlinear quantum optome-
chanics, also often called the single-photon strong coupling regime. In this regime, photons and
phonons interact strongly on the single photon level, giving rise to many desirable quantum effects
[29, 32, 35, 61, 148–151, 153–155].

The present work has been motivated by the following questions: (i) Decoherence due to pho-
ton absorption has not yet been discussed in the context of superposition experiments with lev-
itated objects. Does this decoherence mechanism pose a similarly strict condition on double slit
experiments with levitated spheres as it does for QND phonon measurements with membrane-in-
the-middle setups? (ii) Additionally, since QND phonon measurements with membrane-in-the-
middle setups are very challenging, could one make use of levitated spheres instead?

This work is organized as follows: In the first part we review how spatial superposition states
can be prepared by measuring the position squared of an object using homodyne techniques. After
discussing how to implement quadratic position coupling optomechanically, we derive a decoher-
ence strength due to photon absorption in a unified framework valid for both weak and strong
dielectrics, going beyond the previously available analysis [58]. We present an explicit expression
using a scattering approach and apply it to a standard cavity optomechanical setup. Note that
scattering approaches have been used in the context of optomechanics recently, e.g. to describe
cavity cooling and heating [262, 263], to analyze the scaling of optical forces in dielectric waveg-
uides [264], the transition from weak to strong dielectrics employed as moving scatterers [265] as
well as finding collectively enhanced optomechanical coupling [147].
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Figure 6.2: Implementing quadratic optomechanical coupling: Filling a cavity with a dielectric
modifies its resonance frequency ωcav(x0) where x0 is the dielectric position. Quadratic op-
tomechanical coupling is engineered by placing the dielectric such that ∂x0ωcav(x0)|xsq = 0 and
∂2

x0
ωcav(x0)|xsq 6= 0. (a,b) Weak dielectric: The Fabry-Perot resonance (dashed line) is weakly modu-

lated sinusoidally allowing x2 coupling (b). (c,d) Strong dielectric : An avoided crossing occurs (d).
x2 coupling is generated at xsq.
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We also review further important decoherence mechanisms for levitated sphere experiments,
such as photon scattering, black-body radiation and scattering with air molecules.

We find that decoherence due to photon absorption is negligible for interference experiments
using dielectric spheres. For QND phonon measurements, we derive a generalized limit when de-
coherence due to photon absorption is taken into account, and we present it in the form of a con-
dition on the Lamb-Dicke parameter. In the special case of a membrane-in-the-middle setup, this
condition reduces to the single-photon strong coupling condition first discussed in [58]. We then
derive a condition for observing phonon jumps with levitated spheres or atoms. We predict that
for dielectric spheres with a size on the order of a nanometer, QND phonon measurements can be
performed.

6.2.2 Brief review of the “quantum limit” for phonon QND measurements

The possibility of optomechanical QND phonon measurement was first suggested for a membrane
in the middle of a one-sided cavity [55, 57]. If the membrane is placed at a node or an antinode of
the standing wave inside the cavity, the optical resonance frequency to leading order only depends
on the square x2 of the displacement, instead of on x itself, see Fig. 6.2. The reflection phase shift
then reveals either the instantaneous value of x2 or the phonon number n, depending on whether
κÀ Ω or κ¿ Ω, respectively [with κ the cavity decay rate and Ω the mechanical frequency]. In
the case of an ideal one-sided cavity, no other information about the mechanical state leaves the
system. Therefore, QND phonon measurements are indeed possible in the resolved-sideband limit
κÀΩ, provided the photon flux is large enough to yield a measurement rate much larger than the
thermal decoherence rate of the mechanical Fock state.

The situation changes if one were to use a two-sided cavity. The reason is that the displacement
x changes the relative intensities circulating in the left and the right half of the cavity, and this effect
is linear in x, cf. Fig. 6.3. While the effect is always present, it is unimportant for the ideal one-
sided case described above, because there only the phase shift is revealed to the outside world.
In contrast, for the two-sided case, the redistribution of light intensities emanating from the left
and the right end-mirror would provide information about x. Even if this is not observed, it is
available in principle and leads to decoherence (resulting in incoherent jumps between different
Fock states). That is the reason why a one-sided cavity was considered in the initial proposal [55,
57].

Now [58] pointed out that any absorption in the end-mirrors of a one-sided cavity is similar to
having a two-sided cavity. The resulting extra decoherence induced by the unwanted effective x
measurement then competes with the measurement of the phonon number. This would still not
seem to be a serious problem if the phonon number measurement rate could be increased suffi-
ciently. This can be done e.g. by increasing the curvature ∂2ωcav/∂x2 of the optical dispersion rela-
tion [that sets the size of the phase shift due to x2]. However, the crucial insight of Miao et al. [58]
is that any attempt to increase this curvature by increasing the reflectivity of the membrane will,
at the same time, also increase the unwanted linear dependence of the intensity distribution on x.
Likewise, employing a larger photon flux does not help either, because it will raise both measure-
ment rates equally, i.e. those for the QND phonon and the unwanted effective x measurement. The
final outcome of the analysis in [58] is a necessary criterion for successful QND phonon number
measurement that reads

g 2
0

κ2 À κabs

κext (6.1)

Here κabs quantifies the rate of photon absorption inside the cavity, as opposed to the cavity decay
rate κ that includes both the absorption and the desired coupling of light through the input mirror
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Figure 6.3: Linear position measurement due to photon transmission/absorption. (a) Membrane-
in-the-middle setup. A cavity is separated into left (right) cavity modes âL(R) by a highly reflec-
tive membrane. (b) These two modes are tunnel coupled, leading to hybridization. This gives
rise to an avoided crossing allowing an x2 coupling. (c) Decomposition of hybridized modes
â± = ψL

±âL +ψR
±âR where |ψL(R)

± |2 is the probability to find an â± photon in the left (right) part

of the cavity. Even though ω± depends on displacements quadratically, |ψL(R)
± |2 depends on linear

displacements. This leads to decoherence due to photon transmission/absorption, cf. main text.

κext. The most surprising fact about this condition is that it does not depend on many of the exper-
imental parameters that in principle enter the QND measurement rate, because they cancel in the
manner explained above. The only parameter left, in addition to the cavity decay and absorption
rates, is the single-photon optomechanical coupling rate g0, that enters the bare optomechanical
interaction ħg0â†â(b̂ + b̂†), where â and b̂ refer to photons and phonons, respectively. In present-
day experiments, the coupling g0 ranges from (sub-)Hz to MHz, but it is never larger than the cavity
decay rate κ (except for some experiments with cold atom clouds [88]). Although in principle the
absorption rate κabs entering Eq. (6.1) could be much smaller than κ, making the condition eas-
ier to fulfill, in practice experiments are typically already tuned to a regime κ ∼ κabs. Because of
this, the condition (6.1) becomes equivalent to g0 > κ, which is just the threshold for reaching the
challenging single-photon strong coupling regime (together with side-band resolution κ¿Ω and,
for most purposes, g 2

0 > κΩ). That is why, up to now, no optomechanical QND phonon number
measurement has been performed.

6.2.3 Position squared measurement

Assume we measure the squared center-of-mass position x2 of an object, finding the measurement
outcome x2 = (d/2)2. Via the measurement, the object will have been prepared in a coherent spa-
tial quantum superposition state |ψs〉 ∝ |d/2〉+ |−d/2〉, where |d〉 denotes a position eigenstate,
cf. Fig. 6.4. Such quantum superposition states are of interest for fundamental tests of quantum
mechanics. They could for instance be used to test quantum mechanics in yet unexplored, macro-
scopic regimes [13], to test spontaneous collapse models [252, 253] or to test possible decoherence
due to (quantum) gravity [17–19, 266, 267].
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In contrast to these interference experiments, where large separation distances d are desired,
a QND phonon measurement requires to measure small separation distances d down to the zero
point fluctuations, as we discuss further below.

Common to both schemes is that the object is always coupled to the environment, causing de-
coherence. A general linear position (x) measurement, for instance, destroys any coherent spatial
superposition state |ψs〉, as it discriminates between x =±d/2, cf. Fig. 6.4(d). It also leads to tran-
sitions between different phonon states and, hence, corrupts a QND phonon measurement. Thus,
effects of decoherence have to be kept small.

In this section, we review how to perform an x2 measurement in general and how it can be
implemented in optomechanical systems.

6.2.3.1 Optical position squared readout

In this section, we discuss how to optically measure the squared center-of-mass position x2 of an
object. The idea is to couple the mechanical degree of freedom of an object to a cavity such that the
cavity resonance frequencyωcav depends on x2 only. The phase of light which is reflected from the
cavity hence depends on x2, such that x2 can be measured by homodyning the optomechanical
cavity. In general, such a system can be described by an optomechanical Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ħωcav (x̂) â†â + Ĥmech + Ĥdrive , (6.2)

= ħ(
ωcav −G (2)x̂2) â†â + Ĥmech + Ĥdrive . (6.3)

Ĥmech describes the mechanical degree of freedom and Ĥdrive = ħαL
(
â† + â

)
the coherent laser

drive, ωcav is the cavity resonance frequency and G (2) the quadratic optomechanical coupling co-
efficient.

As mentioned in the introduction, it has been recently proposed that x2 could alternatively
be measured using linear optomechanics by observing the amplitude quadrature of the reflected
light [268, 269]. However, in this work we focus on measuring x2 using a quadratic optomechanical
interaction.

We now introduce a stochastic master equation for the mechanical density matrix ρ, describing
how ρ evolves in time during a continuous homodyne measurement of x2. Following a standard
procedure [270], i.e., displacing the cavity field and eliminating the cavity degrees of freedom, one
finds:

dρ̂ = i

ħ
[
ρ̂, Ĥmech

]
dt − (

γx2 /η
)[

x̂2,
[
x̂2, ρ̂

]]
dt

+√
2γx2H

[
x2] ρ̂dW . (6.4)

Here, H [M ]ρ̂ = M ρ̂+ ρ̂M † −Tr
[
M ρ̂+ ρ̂M †

]
ρ̂, and dW is a Wiener increment with zero mean ful-

filling the Ito relation (dW )2 = dt . Note that Eq. (6.4) is to be understood as an Ito equation, i.e., the
density matrices are all evaluated at time t and not at time t+dt/2. It is connected to the homodyne
current dQ ∝ 4γx2

〈
x2

〉
dt +√

2γx2 dW and describes the random component in the measurement
record [271].The quantity

γx2 ≡ 2η
(
G (2)

)2
Nphot

κ
(6.5)

quantifies the strength at which the position squared is measured. Note that γx2 has the dimen-
sions of a rate divided by length to the fourth power, indicating that the signal grows quickly with
displacement (see also below). Nphot is the number of photons circulating inside the cavity due to
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Figure 6.4: Density matrix during a measurement of x2. (a) Initial Gaussian density matrix of width
σ, before the x2 measurement. (b) Ensemble-averaged density matrix, averaged over all possible
outcomes, after a weak continuous measurement x2 has taken place during a time-span τ. Increas-
ing τ localizes the density matrix even more on the diagonals. Only sufficiently large measurement
outcomes x2 yield nearly ideal double-slit superposition states |ψs〉. (c) Density matrix ρ(x, x ′) for
a specific outcome, representing an ideal spatial superposition-state

∣∣ψs
〉 = (|d/2〉 + |−d/2〉)/

p
2

with coherences as off-diagonal entries. (d) Final density matrix of that state, in the presence of
decoherence. Coherences are suppressed. Increasing τ suppresses coherences even more, such
that ρ(x, x ′) approaches an incoherent mixture rather than a quantum spatial superposition.

the laser drive, and κ is the cavity decay rate [270]. The parameter η describes the homodyne de-
tector efficiency. Note that an ideal single-sided cavity was assumed in the derivation of Eq. (6.5).
In the following, we apply Eq. (6.4) to a free and (quasi)static particle both for position squared and
QND phonon measurements.

If the measurement outcome of such a homodyne measurement is x2 = (d/2)2, the density ma-
trix ρ collapses to a spatial quantum superposition state |ψs〉∝ |d/2〉+|−d/2〉. The corresponding
density matrix ρ(x, x ′) = 〈

x|ψs
〉〈
ψs |x ′〉 in position space is depicted in Fig. 6.4(c). At this stage of

the discussion, we have neglected the finite measurement time τ. This allows us to neglect the free
evolution with Hamiltonian Ĥmech = p̂2/2m (i.e., we assumed

〈
p̂2(0)

〉
τ2/m2 ¿ 〈

x̂2(0)
〉

where t = 0
denotes the time immediately prior to the x2 measurement)

If the measurement record is not read out, i.e., η = 0, the master equation (6.4) describes the
evolution of an ensemble averaged density matrix ρ over any possible x2 measurement outcome.
Neglecting again the free mechanical Hamiltonian, Eq. (6.4) in position space reads

∂tρens(x, x ′) =−γx2

(
x2 −x ′2)2

ρens
(
x, x ′) . (6.6)
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Thus, an x2 measurement localizes the density matrix ρ(x, x ′) at the diagonals in position space
(both near x = x ′ and near x = −x ′), cf. Fig. 6.4(b). There, an initial Gaussian state ρ0(x, x ′) =
ψ(x)ψ(x ′) with ψ(x) ∝ exp

[−x2/
(
4σ2

)]
, cf. Fig. 6.4(a), has been evolved for a certain measure-

ment time τ according to Eq. (6.6). Note that increasing the measurement time τ leads to stronger
localization of ρens(x, x ′) at the diagonals.

6.2.3.2 Bounds on most probable separation distance d

In this paragraph we discuss that a well-resolved spatial superposition state is generated only if the
measured separation distance d is large enough for a given measurement time τ.

A well-resolved superposition state is shown in Fig. 6.4(c). It is characterized by having a sepa-
ration distance d which is much larger than the localization size in position space induced by the
measurement, resulting in a double-peak structure (i.e. a non-Gaussian wave function). This is
a crucial ingredient for interference experiments as well as QND phonon measurements. To see
that for a given measurement time τ only sufficiently large separation distances d correspond to
well-localized superposition states, let us focus on Fig. 6.4(b). This figure shows a density matrix
ρ(x, x ′) ensemble-averaged over all x2 measurement outcomes. First, let us focus on large sep-
aration distances d . Since the ensemble-averaged density matrix is already well-localized at the
diagonals, an x2 measurement with a large d projects the mechanical state into a well-localized
superposition state. Second, if the measurement outcome corresponds to a smaller separation
distance, the ensemble-averaged density matrix is not well-localized at the diagonals. Thus, even
though a spatial superposition state has been generated, the object would not be well-localized
around x =±d/2. If we are interested in generating well-localized superposition states with small
d (e.g. for a QND phonon measurement), we have to increase the measurement time τ, since this
localizes ρens(x, x ′) at the diagonals more strongly.

Mathematically, the condition to generate a well-resolved spatial superposition state with sep-
aration distance d after having measured x2 for a measurement time τ is given by

γx2

(
d

2

)4

τ& 1. (6.7)

6.2.3.3 Optomechanical implementation of x2 coupling: Scattering approach vs.
mode-coupling

Implementing a double slit experiment [13, 19] or a phonon number measurement [55, 57, 59] op-
tomechanically requires an (optical) measurement of the position squared, as discussed previously.
The most straightforward way to measure x2 is to couple x2 to the optical resonance frequency
of the cavity. In that case x2 is read out by homodyning the phase quadrature of the reflected
light. Such a quadratic coupling could be generated by placing a weak dielectric inside a cavity,
near the nodes/antinodes of the field, cf. Fig. 6.2(a). Several types of dielectric objects could be
used for this purpose, such as levitated spheres [15, 91, 92, 95, 254–257], nanowires or nanotubes
inside the cavity [95, 272], or nanobeams and nanocantilevers evanescently coupled to the cav-
ity field [273, 274]. For example, quadratic optomechanical coupling was recently demonstrated
in an experiment with a nanocantilever coupled evanescently to an optical microdisk [274]. As
mentioned above, quadratic coupling can also be tailored in a so-called membrane-in-the-middle
setup, where a highly reflecting membrane is placed inside a cavity [55, 57, 59, 93, 94, 131, 138, 139],
cf. Fig. 6.2(c). In an alternative scheme, one can measure the position squared by starting from the
standard (linear) coupling [268, 269]. In that approach, x2 is revealed by homodyning the ampli-
tude quadrature of the reflected light, which is insensitive to linear displacements at resonance. In
the present work, we will only focus on the direct x2 coupling.
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Apart from preparing spatial quantum superpositions or observing phonon quantum jumps,
quadratic optomechanical coupling could also be used to prepare non-thermal and squeezed states
of a mechanical resonator [60], to study non-equilibrium photon dynamics [62] or the impact of
Landau-Zener physics on phonon lasing [63], and to prepare a harmonic oscillator in the single-
phonon state via dissipation [61].

In the following, we discuss the eigenfrequencies of the coupled cavity-dielectric system for
arbitrary dielectric strengths. We show that the cavity resonance frequencyωcav can depend on the
dielectric position squared x2 only. We also discuss the shape of the cavity field modes for arbitrary
dielectric strengths. This allows us to study the rate of photon absorption. This will be needed to
quantify the resulting decoherence, cf. sec. 6.2.4.3.

The influence of an arbitrary dielectric on the electric field inside the cavity and the cavity res-
onance is described by the Helmholtz equation(

∇2 − 1+εcΘ (r )

c2 ∂2
t

)
E = 0. (6.8)

Here, εc = 3Re[(ε−ε0)/(ε+2ε0)] is the dielectric polarizability, with ε the object permittivity and ε0

the vacuum permittivity, and c the speed of light in vacuum. For simplicity, we assume polarization
effects (i.e. the vectorial nature of ~E) are not important. If r lies inside the dielectric, Θ(r ) = 1, oth-
erwiseΘ(r ) = 0. Using E(r, t ) = E(r )exp[−iωt ], the time-independent Helmholtz equation reads(∇2 +k2(1+εcΘ (r ))

)
E = 0 (6.9)

with ω = ck. For a sub-wavelength dielectric, such as a levitated nanosphere, we approximate
Θ (r ) ≈ V ·δ(3) (~r −~r0). Here, V = ´ d3r Θ(r ) is the dielectric volume and ~r0 its center of mass po-
sition. For a membrane-in-the-middle setup, we approximate Θ (r ) ≈ d ·δ(x − x0) · θ(y, z). Here,
d is the membrane thickness and x0 the (one dimensional) membrane position. Furthermore,
θ

(
y, z

)= 1 if the two remaining coordinates y and z are within the area which is illuminated by the
beam and zero if y and z are outside this area. Thus, the effective membrane volume which enters
the optomechanical coupling V = ´ d3rΘ (r ) = πW 2

c d/4, i.e., it is given by the overlap area of the
membrane and the beam waist times the membrane thickness.

In the following, we solve the Helmholtz equation to find the resonance frequencies and eigen-
modes of the coupled system. To solve Eq. (6.9) for an arbitrary polarizability εc , we make use of
scattering theory, cf. appendix 6.2.8.1. In the following, we compare our general findings from
scattering theory to more specific calculations for a weak dielectric εcV /Vc ¿ 1 (e.g. levitated
spheres or weakly reflecting membranes) and a strong dielectric εcV /Vc À 1 (e.g. strongly reflect-
ing membrane-in-the-middle). Here, Vc = πW 2

c L/4 is the cavity volume with L being the cavity
length.

6.2.3.4 Weak dielectric

In the following, we derive the resonance frequencies of the coupled dielectric-cavity system for
a small polarizability εc ¿ 1 and for a small particle volume as compared to the cavity volume,
V /VC ¿ 1. This situation is implemented for levitated spheres [15, 91, 92, 254–257] or for strongly
transmissive membranes. In this case, the Helmholtz equation (6.9) can be solved perturbatively.
Assuming a high quality cavity of length L, the Helmholtz equation without a dielectric (εc = 0) is
solved by E(x) ∝ sinkx where k is defined via E(x = L) = 0. Assuming εc ¿ 1 and V /Vc ¿ 1 and
using first order perturbation theory one finds the resonance frequency ωcav(x0) of the coupled
system as a function of the dielectric position x0,

ωcav(x0) = ck(x0) ≈ωcav
(
1−χsin2 kx0

)
. (6.10)
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Here, we have defined χ= εc D/L for a purely one dimensional situation and χ= εcV /4Vc in three
dimensions, where D is the dielectric diameter, L the cavity length, V the dielectric volume and
Vc the cavity volume. To generate quadratic coupling, we place the dielectric at xsq such that
∂x0ωcav(x0)|xsq = 0. In this case, the optomechanical Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ =ħ(
ωcav −G (2)x̂2) â†â + Ĥmech (6.11)

with quadratic optomechanical coupling

|G (2)| =χω3
cav/c2 . (6.12)

We note that the resonance frequency (6.10) can also be derived using scattering theory, cf. ap-
pendix 6.2.8.1. Using scattering theory, the cavity resonance condition (with ω = ck) for an arbi-
trary εc reads

tank(x0 −L)

[
1

tankx0
−εc Dk

]
= 1. (6.13)

Solving this condition for k perturbatively for εc ¿ 1 yields (6.10).

6.2.3.5 Strong dielectric: membrane-in-the-middle

In this section, we derive the resonance frequency for a strong dielectric εc À 1. This limit is ex-
perimentally implemented in membrane-in-the-middle setups with highly reflective membranes
[55, 57, 59, 93], cf. Fig. 6.3(a), as we show now.

A membrane-in-the-middle setup is given by a cavity which is separated into a left and right
sub-cavity by placing a highly reflective membrane inside the cavity. The two sub-cavities âL and
âR are tunnel-coupled with coupling rate J . Radiation pressure forces due to photons in the left
and right cavity mode act on the membrane. Thus, the total optomechanical Hamiltonian is given
by

Ĥ = ħ
(
ωcav,L −G (1)

L x̂
)

â†
L âL +ħ

(
ωcav,R +G (1)

R x̂
)

â†
R âR

+ħJ
(
â†

L âR + âL â†
R

)
+ Ĥmech . (6.14)

Here, ωcav,L(R) is the cavity resonance frequency of the left (right) sub-cavity and G (1)
L(R) the linear

optomechanical coupling due to radiation pressure. Placing the membrane in the middle of the
cavity (i.e., x0 = L/2) and focussing on the same sub-cavity modes yields ωcav,L =ωcav,R ≡ωcav and
G (1)

L = G (1)
R ≡ G (1). Diagonalizing the cavity part of (6.14) while assuming a quasi-static membrane

position x̂, we find:
Ĥ =ħω+ (x̂) â†

+â++ħω− (x̂) â†
−â−+ Ĥmech . (6.15)

The eigenfrequencies read

ω± (x) =ωcav ±
√

J 2 + (
G (1)x

)2 , (6.16)

cf. Fig. 6.3(b). For small membrane displacements we find quadratic coupling

ω± (x) ≈ωcav ± J

[
1+ 1

2

(
G (1)x

J

)2]
. (6.17)

Thus, the quadratic optomechanical coupling for a membrane-in-the-middle setup is

G (2) = (G (1))2

2J
. (6.18)
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Note that G (2) could also be derived using scattering theory, cf. appendix 6.2.8.1, by solving
(6.13) in the limit εc À 1 while assuming a quasi one-dimensional membrane. We find G (2) =
χω3

cav/c2 with χ= εc D/L for a one dimensional situation or χ= εcV /4Vc for the three dimensional
case. Note that the volume V = πW 2

c d with Wc the beam waist, cf. section 6.2.3.3. This expres-
sion for G (2) happens to be identical to the expression for G (2) derived in the opposite limit εc ¿ 1,
cf. Eq. (6.12). Thus, even though the limits of a weak and strong dielectric seem very different at
first sight, they are closely related from a (local) quadratic coupling perspective.

Comparing our finding from scattering theory, G (2) = χω3
cav/c2, to Eq. (6.18) we notice that the

hopping rate J ∝ ε−1
c . Thus, a highly reflective membrane (where J ¿ωF SR , whereωF SR is the free

spectral range, i.e. the separation between cavity modes ) acts indeed like a strong dielectric with
large polarizability εc À 1.

6.2.4 Decoherence due to unwanted linear position measurement

In the last section we discussed how to prepare a coherent spatial superposition state, where we
neglected any source of decoherence. In this section we discuss how the mechanical density ma-
trix decoheres. Decoherence is induced by any mechanism which is able to resolve the (linear)
position x. For example, a coherent spatial superposition state will be destroyed by an x mea-
surement, since it will localize the particle at either x or −x. An x measurement will also corrupt a
phonon QND measurement, since x̂ ∝ b̂†+b̂ (with b̂ being a phonon annihilation operator) causes
transitions between different phonon states.

In the following, we discuss how decoherence due to a linear position measurement is de-
scribed in general. Thereafter, we discuss sources of decoherence, such as decoherence due to
photon absorption, light scattering, black body radiation and scattering with air molecules.

6.2.4.1 Master equation describing linear position measurement

Assume that the linear position x is continuously measured with a strength γx by the environment.
In this case, the mechanical density matrix evolves according to the master equation [2, 270]

˙̂ρ =−γx
[
x̂,

[
x̂, ρ̂

]]
, (6.19)

where we omitted the terms that describe the rest of the dynamics (such as mechanical oscillations
or an x2 measurement). Again, just as for γx2 before, we note that only γx x2 has the dimensions
of a rate. In position space Eq. (6.19) reads ∂tρ(x, x ′) = −γx

(
x −x ′)2

ρ(x, x ′). The x measurement,
hence, suppresses coherences exponentially. Thus, any coherent superposition state will be de-
stroyed, cf. Fig. 6.4(d). A spatial superposition state with separation distance d will remain coher-
ent within an observation time τ if

γx d 2τ. 1. (6.20)

6.2.4.2 Summary of constraints and conditions

In this section, we summarize the conditions which have to be met for a an interference experiment
or a QND phonon measurement.

In section 6.2.3.2 we concluded that

γx2

(
d

2

)4

τ& 1 (6.21)

has to be fulfilled to ensure that a well-resolved spatial superposition state is generated. Here γx2

is the x2 measurement strength and τ the measurement time.
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Figure 6.5: Useful separation distances d (blue region) as a function of measurement time τ. An
interference experiment or a QND phonon measurement requires (1) a sufficient x2 measurement,
i.e., γx2 (d/2)4τ> 1 (with x2-measurement strength γx2 and measurement time τ) and (2) negligible
decoherence, i.e., γx d 2τ < 1 (with decoherence strength γx ). If τ exceeds tc , decoherence over-
whelms any x2 measurement such that a coherent superposition cannot exist. [dc = 4(γx /γx2 )1/2

and τc = γx2 /(4γx )2].

On the other hand, in section 6.2.4.1 we discussed that decoherence can be tolerated as long as

γx d 2τ. 1, (6.22)

where γx is connected to the decoherence rate due to linear position measurements. In the next
section, γx will be quantified for different decoherence mechanisms. In any given situation, the
largest γx limits the maximum achievable separation distance d .

The two conditions (6.21) and (6.22) are shown in a diagram of separation distance d versus
measurement time τ, see. Fig. 6.5. The blue area corresponds to separation distances d fulfilling
conditions (6.21) and (6.22) simultaneously. Thus, only if d lies within this interval, a well-resolved
and coherent spatial superposition state has been generated. Note that we also infer from Fig. 6.5
that the measurement time has to fulfill the constraint

τ< τc = γx2 /(4γx )2 . (6.23)

For longer measurement times, decoherence destroys the superposition created by the x2 mea-
surement. Alternatively, this can be rephrased in the form of a constraint on the minimum sep-
aration distance d that can be resolved by a sufficiently fast x2 measurement without suffering
too much decoherence (smaller distances cannot be resolved, since there the linear measurement
wins):

dc = 4

√
γx

γx2
. (6.24)

At the same time, the typical values for the separation distance d fulfill

d .σ , (6.25)
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Figure 6.6: Optical mode function |Ψn(~r )|2 of a localized radiation mode, which depends on the
displacement x of some dielectric object (not shown) or the deformation of some moving bound-
aries. Photons may be absorbed in some regions (blue dots). The absorption rate is proportional
to the intensity profile at any given localized absorber, and the profile can change linearly with
displacement, leading to unwanted decoherence during an x2 measurement.

where σ is the width of the mechanical state in position space prior to the x2 measurement.

6.2.4.3 Unwanted linear position measurement due to photon absorption or transmission
through a second mirror

In this section we review the fact that decoherence is induced by photon transmission through the
second mirror of a double-sided cavity, or, equivalently, by photon absorption in a single-sided
cavity.

Let us start with a concrete example: Decoherence due to photon absorption in a membrane-
in-the-middle setup which has been discussed by H. Miao et al. [58]. Let us consider the setup dis-
played in Fig.6.3(a), which was introduced in Sec. 6.2.3.5. By placing a highly reflective membrane
in the middle of a cavity, the cavity resonance frequencies exhibit an avoided crossing [Fig. 6.3(b)].
Thus, for small displacements ω±

cav(x) = ωcav ± J ±G (2)x2, such that a quadratic coupling of dis-
placement to frequency is generated. At the same time, however, the eigenmode decomposition
â± =ψL

±âL +ψR
±âR depends linearly on the displacement x, cf. Fig. 6.3(c). In fact, a short calcula-

tion shows the probabilities to obey |ψ±
R |2 = |ψ∓

L |2 =
(
1±G (1)x/

√
J 2 + (

G (1)x
)2

)
/2, with deviations

from the symmetric case growing linearly in x for small x. Thus, as discussed in section 6.2.2 deco-
herence due to photon absorption is induced in a membrane-in-the-middle setup.

6.2.4.4 General discussion of decoherence due to photon absorption

In this section, we quantify the decoherence strength γabs
x due to unwanted linear displacement

measurements. We derive γabs
x for a general situation with arbitrary absorbers first and then apply

the general formalism to a Fabry-Pérot cavity filled with a dielectric in the next section.
Let us focus on a single absorber. In the following, we answer the question how fast this ab-

sorber effectively ’measures’ the position x of the dielectric object due to a position-dependent
absorption rate. This measurement strength directly yields the decoherence strength γabs

x induced
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by the absorber. Note that decoherence could also be induced if the phase of the intracavity light
field depends on the dielectric position x. In this work, however, we assume that the dielectric is
placed such that a quadratic optomechanical coupling is achieved. Thus, the phase of the light
field depends only on the displacement squared of the object.

The decoherence strength due to a single absorber is given by

γabs
x =

(
∂x Ṅ abs

)2

2Ṅ abs
, (6.26)

cf. the appendix 6.2.8.4. Here, Ṅ abs defines the rate at which the absorber absorbed photons and
∂x Ṅabs measures how this rate changes if the position of the dielectric is modified. Let us now
assume the optical mode functions are given as Ψn(~r ; x), where ħωcav |Ψn |2 would be the energy-
density for a single photon inside the cavity (and we consider only modes around ωn ≈ ωcav). In
that case,

Ṅ abs (~r0) = Nphotκ
abs |Ψn (~r0)|2 dV (6.27)

where Nphot is the total number of photons circulating inside the cavity, ~r0 the position of the ab-
sorber, dV its volume and κabs the photon absorption rate. Combining Eqs. (6.26) and (6.27) we
find

γabs
x = Nphot

2
κabs

(
∂x |Ψn (~r0)|2)2

|Ψn (~r0)|2 dV . (6.28)

Let us now consider an ensemble of photon absorbers as depicted in Fig. 6.6. In that case we find
the total decoherence strength due to photon absorption

γabs
x = Nphot

2

ˆ
d3~r κabs (~r )

(
∂x |Ψn (~r )|2)2

|Ψn (~r )|2 . (6.29)

Here, κabs (~r ) denotes the absorption rate in the medium near position~r . Note that the total photon
absorption rate of the photon absorber ensemble is given by

κabs =
ˆ

d3~r κabs (~r ) |Ψn (~r )|2 . (6.30)

Combining now the two previous expressions Eqs. (6.5) and (6.26), we find for the crucial ratio
of x2 and x measurement strengths, for transmission through mode n:

γabs
x

γx2
= κ

η

´
κabs(~r )

(
∂x |Ψn (~r )|2)2

|Ψn (~r )|2 d 3~r(
∂2

xωn
)2 . (6.31)

Here, η= κext/κ is the ratio of the desired coupling of light through the input mirror κext and the to-
tal cavity decay rate κ= κext+κabs. Note that the circulating photon number has dropped out. This
is a general expression, valid for arbitrary cavity geometries, mode shapes, and spatial distributions
of absorption, and it represents one of our main results. The ratio γabs

x /γx2 has the dimensions of
a length squared. For x2 measurements, it yields the square of the minimum resolvable separation
distance, see Eq. (6.24). For successful phonon QND measurements (see Sec. 6.2.6), this expres-
sion will have to be less than the square of the mechanical zero-point motion xZPF. Thus, the goal
of designing experimental setups would be to minimize the ratio (6.31).

By inspecting the Helmholtz equation (6.9), one sees that the mode functions Ψn obey an
eigenvalue equation whose form is identical to the time-independent Schrödinger equation with
a suitable Hamiltonian: ĤΨn = ωnΨn . This Hamiltonian [with dimensions of a frequency] de-
pends parametrically on x, leading both to the optical frequency shift as well as the distortion of
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the mode functions. We can use standard time-independent perturbation theory to express both
of these effects, which determine the ratio (6.31)

∂x |Ψn(~r )|2 =∑
m

〈
Ψn

∣∣∂x Ĥ
∣∣Ψm

〉
Ψ∗

m(~r )Ψn(~r )+ c.c.

ωn −ωm
. (6.32)

and

1

2
∂2

xωn =∑
m

∣∣〈Ψn
∣∣∂x Ĥ

∣∣Ψm
〉∣∣2

ωn −ωm
+ 1

2

〈
Ψn

∣∣∂2
x Ĥ

∣∣Ψn
〉

(6.33)

We see that the same matrix elements
〈
Ψn

∣∣∂x Ĥ
∣∣Ψm

〉
and frequency denominators enter both ex-

pressions, which will become important when taking the ratio. Assuming conditions suitable for
x2 measurement, we have ∂xωn = 〈

Ψn
∣∣∂x Ĥ

∣∣Ψn
〉= 0.

We note that the second term in Eq. (6.33),
〈
Ψn

∣∣∂2
x Ĥ

∣∣Ψn
〉

, could in principle be nonzero while〈
Ψn

∣∣∂x Ĥ
∣∣Ψm

〉
remains small. This would potentially lead to a situation with reduced or even

vanishing γabs
x /γx2 , where the “quantum limit” on phonon QND detection could be circumvented.

Any local change of the effective dielectric constant that depends quadratically on displacement
could give rise to such a situation.

We now seek a lower bound for the ratio (6.31), given a fixed total absorption rate κabs, cf. Eq.
(6.30). One can quickly see that it would be beneficial to concentrate all the absorption in a region

where
(
∂x |Ψn(~r )|2)2

/ |Ψn(~r )|4 is minimized. We assume that is the case at some spot ~r0, so we
obtain:

γabs
x

γx2
≥ κ2κabs

κext

(
∂x |Ψn (~r0)|2)2

|Ψn (~r0)|4(
∂2

xωn
)2 . (6.34)

This already displays the product κ2κabs/κext that is familiar from the quantum limit of phonon
QND measurements, Eq. (6.1). The terms on the right-hand-side of Eq. (6.34) can be expressed via
the exact expressions Eqs. (6.32) and (6.33).

In order to complete the connection to the “quantum limit” of QND phonon detection, cf. Eq.
(6.1), we now assume that the term

〈
Ψn

∣∣∂2
x Ĥ

∣∣Ψn
〉

vanishes. In addition, we assume that only two
nearby modes, let us call them ±, are relevant (which is the case for the membrane-in-the-middle
situation). Then only a single matrix element matters, namely G (1) = 〈

Ψ+
∣∣∂x Ĥ

∣∣Ψ−
〉

. Under these
assumptions, and for illumination of the mode n =+, we find:

γabs
x

γx2
≥ κ2κabs

κext
∣∣G (1)

∣∣2

|Ψ−(~r0)|2
|Ψ+(~r0)|2 . (6.35)

Now assume that the ratio of mode densities |Ψ−(~r0)|2 / |Ψ+(~r0)|2 is unity, which is the case for
the membrane-in-the-middle. For QND phonon detection, we want the ratio (6.35) to be smaller
than x2

ZPF. Using G (1)xZPF = g0, this translates into the quantum limit (6.1), g 2
0 /κ2 > κabs/κext.

Note that throughout our discussion we have assumed that the absorber positions are fixed
(e.g. inside the medium of the fixed end-mirrors). The story would change if the absorbers move
in response to the mechanical displacement (e.g. if they are inside the levitated dielectric object
or inside the dielectric medium of a photonic crystal). In the (rather unlikely) case that the inten-
sity remains constant at the changing absorber position, no unwanted x measurement would take
place.

We conclude this general section by emphasizing once again that looking for situations with
an x2-dependence of a local refractive index (see above) would possibly allow to circumvent this
“quantum limit”.
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Figure 6.7: Modification of cavity modes and photon loss/absorption rates through the cavity mir-
rors. (a) Placing a dielectric of arbitrary polarizability at x0 generates x2 coupling. (b) Electric field
distribution inside the cavity if the dielectric is placed at x0 (black) or slightly displaced to the left or
right (orange or blue). The amplitude in the left (right) part is sensitive to linear displacements. (c)
Photon loss/absorption rate Ṅ through the left (red curve) and the right (black curve) mirror. At the
vertical lines, x2 coupling is generated. Ṅ depends on linear displacements around these positions
(similar to Fig. 6.3) causing decoherence, cf. main text. [Parameters: (b) k = kn

(
1−χsin2 kn x0

)
,

kn = nπ/L, n = 4, χ= 0.08, and x0 = L/2 (black), x0 = 0.49L (orange), x0 = 0.51L (blue). (c) same as
(b), χ= 5 ·10−3 ].

6.2.4.5 Decoherence rate due to photon absorption for a Fabry-Pérot cavity

Let us now apply our general formalism to the case of a Fabry-Pérot cavity where a dielectric object
is placed inside the cavity. In this case, photons can be absorbed at the two mirrors, as the cavity is
empty in-between.

To find the decoherence strength due to photon absorption, cf. Eq. (6.29), we calculate the
electric field inside the cavity in the presence of an arbitrary dielectric using scattering theory, see
appendix 6.2.8.1. A typical electric field distribution is shown in Fig. 6.7(b). As is shown, the electric
field amplitude E L(R)

0 in the left and right part of the cavity depends on linear displacements of the
object. This is analogous to the membrane-in-the-middle setup, where the probabilities to find a
photon in the left or right part of the cavity depend linearly on the displacement x.

The corresponding photon absorption rates Ṅ L(R) are shown in Fig. 6.7(c) as a function of the
dielectric position x0. Ṅ L(R) depends on linear displacements if the object is located such that
quadratic coupling to the optical frequency is generated (vertical lines in Fig. 6.7(c)), which is again
analogous to the membrane-in-the-middle setup.

As shown in appendix 6.2.8.1, we find the decoherence strength due to photon absorption

γabs
x = Nphotχ

2k4κabsL2/2. (6.36)

Here, κabs = κabs
L +κabs

R is the total photon absorption rate. Note that we assumed that the dielectric
is placed in the middle of the cavity. Even if the dielectric were placed at other positions x0 where
quadratic coupling is achieved, one obtains a non-vanishing decoherence rate due to photon ab-
sorption, cf. Fig. 6.7 and appendix 6.2.8.1. Thus, this assumption does not change any prediction
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made in the following. Furthermore, in the context of a membrane-in-the-middle setup, placing
the membrane in the middle of a cavity has the following advantage: If a normal-mode photon, say
â− is scattered into the second normal mode â+, the â+ mode also exhibits quadratic optomechan-
ical coupling only, cf. Fig. 6.3. If the membrane, however, is not placed in the middle of the cavity,
the â+ mode would exhibit linear coupling. Thus, scattering would cause additional decoherence.

6.2.5 Additional decoherence mechanisms for spheres/atoms

In the following, we review additional decoherence mechanisms which become important if di-
electric spheres or atoms are placed inside a cavity [2, 13, 19]. As we will see, decoherence due to
light scattering is the dominant source of decoherence for levitated sphere experiments. Addition-
ally, decoherence due to scattering with air molecules poses further experimental limitations on
the quality of the vacuum used in sphere experiments.

6.2.5.1 Light scattering

Photons inside an optical cavity might be scattered out of the cavity by a dielectric object (sphere
or atom). Each scattered photon causes a random momentum kick on the object leading to de-
coherence. Assuming the object to be much smaller than the wavelength of the photons (“long
wavelength limit”) one finds [13]

γsc
x = ε2

c Nphotck6 V 2

6πVc
. (6.37)

Here, V is the volume of the sphere or atom, Nphot the number of photons inside the cavity and
Vc = πW 2

c L/4 the cavity volume with Wc the waist of the cavity mode and L the cavity length. This
limit is well justified since dielectric spheres with a diameter of ∼ 10nm (and atoms) are typically
smaller than optical wavelengths λ∼ 1µm.

Comparing γsc
x to the decoherence strength γabs

x due to photon absorption, we find

γsc
x

γabs
x

= 4

3

ck2

κabs

W 2
c

L
. (6.38)

Here, κabs is the total photon absorption rate. This ratio can be rewritten as

γsc
x

γabs
x

= 16π

3

(
Wc

λ

)2 κ

κabs
F . (6.39)

Here, F = πc/κL is the cavity finesse, Wc the cavity mode waist and λ the optical wavelength.
Eqs. (6.38) and (6.39) constitute one of our main results, regarding the relative impact of the photon
absorption effect for x2 measurements with levitated spheres.

We see from Eqs. (6.38) and (6.39) that γsc
x /γabs

x is independent of the dielectric properties, i.e.
both the object volume and the dielectric constant cancel in this ratio. This can be rationalized by
saying that the photon absorption process is like a special scattering process, where photons are
scattered into a special “absorption mode”, namely the cavity mode.

Since typically Wc ∼ λ and F À 1, decoherence due to photon absorption is negligible for an
interference experiment with levitated spheres. Photon scattering γsc

x is indeed the most impor-
tant source of decoherence for these experiment and interference experiments should work with
levitated spheres with diameters of tens of nanometers, as proposed in [13].

6.2.5.2 Black body radiation

Not only can the object scatter coherent laser photons inside the cavity but it can also scatter,
absorb and emit black body radiation.
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The corresponding decoherence strength is given by [2, 15, 19, 275]

γbb
x = γbb,sc

x +γbb,abs
x +γbb,em

x . (6.40)

The decoherence strength due to scattering reads [2]

γbb,sc
x = 8! ·8ζ(9)cR6

9π

[
kB Te

ħc

]9

Re

[
εbb −1

εbb +2

]2

(6.41)

where ζ(x) is the Riemann zeta function. The decoherence strength due to absorption and emis-
sion of black body radiation is given by [2]

γbb,abs(em)
x = 16π5cR3

189

[
kB Te(i )

ħc

]6

Im

[
εbb −1

εbb +2

]
. (6.42)

Here, R is the radius of the sphere (atom), εbb the average dielectric constant of the dielectric across
the black body spectrum, and Te(i ) is the environmental (internal dielectric bulk) temperature.

6.2.5.3 Scattering with air molecules

A third source of decoherence is scattering with air molecules. Let us first consider the limit where
the (thermal) wavelength λth = 2πħ/

√
2πmakB Te of air molecules is larger than typical separation

distances d (“long wavelength limit”) [2, 19]. In this case, small coherence distances |x−x ′| are not
resolved by a single scattering event. The mechanical density matrix in turn evolves according to
the master equation (6.19), where the linear position decoherence strength reads [2, 19]

γair
x = 8

p
2πma v̄P (D/2)2

3
p

3ħ2
. (6.43)

Here, P is the environmental pressure, ma is the mass of an air molecule and v̄ =
√

3kB Te /ma the
thermal velocity of air molecules.

Since λth ∼ 0.15nm for air molecules with ma ≈ 29u and Te ≈ 4.5K whereas d ∼ nm, such that
λth < d , the “short wavelength limit” has to be applied for typical situations we have in mind. In
this regime, a single scattering event is able to resolve the separation distance d . Thus, coherences
of the density matrix ρ(x, x ′) decay exponentially with scattering rate Γair [2, 19], independent of
|x −x ′|. In this case, the scattering rate is given by [19]

Γair = 16π
p

2πp
3

P (D/2)2

ma v̄
. (6.44)

6.2.6 QND Phonon measurement

In this section, we review how to perform a QND phonon measurement by measuring the squared
center-of-mass position x2. Based on our previous analysis, we derive a general condition for the
observation of single phonon jumps. This condition is then analyzed for membrane-in-the-middle
setups and levitated objects (spheres or atoms).

In the following, we argue that a QND phonon measurement can be performed if distances on
the order of x2 ∼ x2

ZPF can be resolved sufficiently quickly, where xZPF =pħ/2mΩ is the zero point
fluctuation of an object with mass m and trapping frequency Ω. As discussed in section 6.2.3.1,
measuring the squared center-of-mass position x2 optically requires a light-mechanics coupling
Ĥint ∝ â†â · x̂2. Since x̂ = xZPF(b̂† + b̂) where b̂ (b̂†) is a phonon annihilation (creation) operator,
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Figure 6.8: QND phonon measurement requires to resolve x2 ∼ x2
ZPF while keeping decoherence

negligible, see the main text. This requires dc . xZPF. We discuss this condition in the context
of QND phonon measurement with membrane-in-the-middle setups and levitated spheres (or
atoms).

one finds Ĥint ∝ â†â ·x2
ZPF(2b̂†b̂+b̂†2+b̂2+1). Assuming the good cavity limit κ¿Ω, where κ is the

cavity decay rate andΩ the trapping frequency, within the rotating wave approximation, we find:

Ĥint ∝ â†â · x̂2 ≈ â†â · x2
ZPF

(
2b̂†b̂ +1

)
. (6.45)

Thus, in order to resolve single phonons, i.e., b̂†b̂ ∼ 1 one has to be able to resolve

x2 = (d/2)2 ∼ 2x2
ZPF (6.46)

within a time short enough for decoherence to be negligible. Fig. 6.8 depicts this condition in a
diagram of separation-distance d versus measurement time τ, cf. section 6.2.4.2. Thus, to perform
a QND phonon measurement, one needs

dc = 4

√
γx

γx2
¿ 2

p
2xZPF (6.47)

as otherwise decoherence has corrupted the QND phonon measurement already before the phonon
number 1 has been distinguished from a phonon number of 0.

Note that in this section we consider a static mechanical resonator. Furthermore, we assume
the master equations derived for x2 and linear position measurements to hold also for QND phonon
measurements.

In the following, we analyze the constraint (6.47) for decoherence due to photon absorption
and photon scattering.

6.2.6.1 Constraints due to photon absorption

In this section we discuss which limits are imposed on a QND phonon measurement by decoher-
ence due to photon absorption (cf. sec. 6.2.4.3). We derive a generalized and unified condition for
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QND phonon measurement which is valid for both strong and weak dielectrics. In the limit of a
strong dielectric, i.e., for a membrane-in-the-middle setup, it reduces to the condition found in
[58].

Let us now analyze the general condition (6.47) for a Fabry-Pérot setup. In this case, the deco-
herence strength due to photon absorption for an arbitrary polarizability reads

γabs
x = Nphotχ

2k4κabsL2/2, (6.48)

cf. section 6.2.4.3. Here, χ= εc D/L in 1D or χ= εc (V /4VC ) in 3D. Here, εc is the dielectric polariz-
ability, D the diameter of the sphere, L the cavity length and Vc the cavity volume. Note that γabs

x

is valid for both weak and strong dielectrics. Using the position squared measurement strength
γx2 = 2κext(χck3)2Nphot/κ

2 where κ = κext +κabs is the total cavity decay rate with κext being the
desired coupling of light through the input mirror (cf. section 6.2.3.1), condition (6.47) reads

kxZPF&
L

c

√
κabsκ2/(2κext) . (6.49)

This condition is very general and is the second main result of this work. Note that this condition
generalizes the one found by H. Miao et al. [58]. Thus, in order to avoid decoherence due to pho-
ton absorption, the Lamb-Dicke parameter kxZPF has to be large enough. Alternatively, condition
(6.49) can be rewritten as

kxZPF&

√
κabs

2κext ·
π

F
. (6.50)

Here, F =πc/κL is the cavity finesse.
Thus, it is beneficial to work with a high-finesse cavity. Additionally, the Lamb-Dicke parameter

kxZPF should be as large as possible. Note that the only sphere and membrane parameter entering
condition (6.50) is xZPF. Since the zero point fluctuations for nanospheres are typically larger than
for membranes, it is easier to fulfill (6.50) in experiments with levitated spheres (or trapped atoms).

In the following, we rewrite the generalized condition (6.49) for a membrane-in-the-middle
setup. We show that it can be read as being a “single-photon strong-coupling condition” which
is equivalent to the condition discussed in [58]. Recall that the linear optomechanical coupling is
G (1) = 2ck/L if the membrane is placed in the middle of the cavity, cf. Eq. (6.14). In this case

G (1)xZPF&
√

2κabsκ2/κext . (6.51)

Note that the combination G (1)xZPF ≡ g0 [31] is the single-photon optomechanical coupling strength
denoting the cavity frequency shift if the membrane is displaced by xZPF. Using the single-photon
optomechanical coupling strength, condition (6.51) reads:

g0

κ
&

√
2κabs/κext . (6.52)

This necessary condition is equivalent to the condition found in [58] and is not yet reached in
membrane-in-the-middle experiments [55, 57, 59, 93].

6.2.6.2 QND phonon measurement with nanospheres

Instead of using membrane-in-the-middle setups, where the condition (6.50) has not yet been
reached, one could use levitated spheres or atoms to perform an optomechanical QND phonon
measurement. For these setups, the strongest source of decoherence is photon scattering, cf. sec-
tion 6.2.5 and Fig. 6.9(a). In this figure the decoherence strengths due to photon absorption, scat-
tering and black body radiation are compared to each other. Thus, we now analyze which limits
are imposed on a QND phonon measurement by photon scattering.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Decoherence strengths γsc
x due to light scattering and black body radiation γbb
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measurement requires d sc

c . 2
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2xZPF, cf. Fig. 6.8. Thus, a QND phonon measurement with very
small (here D ∼ 1nm) levitated spheres (or atoms) can be performed. [Parameters: m = πρD3/6,
ρ = 2201kg/m3, ωtrap = 2π100kHz, Wc = 1.5µm, F = 2.6 ·105, λ= 1064nm, κabs

L = κabs
R = κabs/2 ≈

1GHz,εc ≈ 0.8, L = 2µm, Nphot = 300, Te = 4.5K, Ti = 300K, εbb = 2.1+0.57i and κ≈ κext].

Using the decoherence strength due to photon scattering (6.37), the necessary condition (6.47)
for a successful QND phonon measurement reads

xZPF

Wc
&

√
2π

3

κ

κext

1p
F

, (6.53)

where the cavity finesse F =πc/κL, κ= κabs+κext is the cavity decay rate with κabs being the decay
rate due to photon absorption and κext the desired coupling of light through the input mirror. The
cavity mode waist reads W 2

c = 4Vc /πL.
Thus, in order to perform a QND phonon measurement with dielectric spheres or atoms, tight

focussing and using a high quality cavity is beneficial. Alternatively, the zero point fluctuations of
the sphere can be increased by decreasing the size of the dielectric sphere or by using atoms.

For dielectric silica spheres, condition (6.53) is shown in Fig. 6.9(b) as a function of the dielec-
tric diameter D . Thus, if D ∼ 1nm, a QND phonon measurement could be performed using di-
electric spheres. Note that the condition due to photon absorption (6.50), which is challenging for
membrane-in-the-middle setups, is typically fulfilled in this case since decoherence due to pho-
ton scattering is larger than decoherence due to photon absorption, γsc

x > γabs
x , cf. Eq. (6.38). Thus,

levitated spheres are a promising candidate to demonstrate QND phonon measurements.
Note that to enable a QND phonon measurement with levitated spheres or atoms we also have

to avoid decoherence due to scattering with background air molecules. This source of decoherence
can be avoided for sufficiently small environmental pressures. Depending on the size of the zero
point fluctuations, we find the following upper bounds for the pressure P .

First, let us discuss the regime where the thermal wavelength of air molecules (typically λth ∼
10−10 m) is larger than the zero point fluctuations (“long wavelength limit” or low temperatures),
cf. section 6.2.5. In this case, decoherence due to scattering with air molecules is negligible if γair

x <
γsc

x . Thus,

P .
1

144

√
3π

2

ħ2

ma v̄

ck6

Vc
Nphotε

2
c D4 . (6.54)

Here, ma is the mass of an air molecule and v̄ =
√

3kB Te /ma their thermal velocity.
Second, in the limit of small dielectric spheres, where the previous constraint (6.53) is fulfilled

the condition λth < xZPF is typically also fulfilled. Thus, the relevant condition for small dielectrics
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is given by Γairτ < 1, where Γair is the scattering rate with air molecules and τ the measurement
time. Since τ < τsc

c = γx2 /(4γsc
x )2 (as otherwise decoherence due to photon scattering overwhelms

the x2 measurement, cf. Fig. 6.8), a conservative estimate for the pressure reads Γairt sc
c < 1 . In this

case,

P <
√

3

2π

2

81π
Nphotma v̄κk6ε2

c D4 , (6.55)

where ma is the mass of an air molecule and v̄ the thermal velocity. For typical parameters as
chosen in Fig. 6.9(b), the condition (6.55) reads P < 10−9 Pa ≈ 9 · 10−12 Torr. Since pressures P ∼
10−17 Torr have been reported [276], decoherence due to scattering with air molecules should be
avoidable. Note also that this bound can be increased by increasing the number of circulating
photons Nphot used to optically read out the squared position x2.

6.2.7 Conclusion

In this work, we reviewed and discussed how an interference experiment or QND phonon measure-
ment can be implemented optomechanically by using levitated spheres (or atoms) or a membrane-
in-the-middle setup. We analyzed the feasibility of these experiments by taking into account stan-
dard sources of decoherence such as light scattering, black body radiation and scattering with air
molecules. Additionally, we derived a decoherence strength due to photon absorption which is
valid for arbitrary dielectric strengths. We derived a generalized condition for QND phonon mea-
surements due to photon absorption, which is valid for an arbitrary dielectric strength. We also
showed that photon absorption is a negligible source of decoherence for interference experiments
with levitated spheres. In the last part of this work, we derived our most important result, namely
a necessary condition for QND phonon measurements with levitated spheres and atoms.
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6.2.8 Appendix

6.2.8.1 Scattering theory for the Helmholtz equation

In this appendix, we solve the one dimensional Helmholtz equation[
∂2

x +εc Dk2δ (x −x0)+k2]E(x) = 0 (6.56)

using scattering theory.
To solve this equation we make the ansatz

E(I )(x) = A1e i kx + A2e−i kx , E(I I )(x) = A3e i kx + A4e−i kx (6.57)

where E(I ) is is assumed to solve the Helmholtz equation (6.56) in the region 0 < x < x0 and E I I is
assumed to solve (6.56) for x0 < x < L, cf. Fig. 6.10. Assuming a high quality cavity, which translates
into the boundary conditions E(x = 0) = 0 = E(x = L), we find

E(I )(x) = 2i A1 sinkx , E(I I )(x) = 2i A3 sink (x −L) . (6.58)

The last two boundary conditions read E(I )(x0) = E(I I )(x0), i.e., the electric field has to be continu-
ous, and E ′(x0 +ε)−E ′(x0 −ε) =−εc Dk2E(x0) where E ′(x0) = ∂x E(x)|x=x0 , i.e., E ′(x0) has to jump
due to the δ-perturbation. Here, the limit ε→ 0 is considered. These boundary conditions impose{

E(I )(x) = 2i A1 sinkx for 0 < x < x0

E(I I )(x) = 2i A1
sinkx0

sink(x0−L) sink(x −L) for x0 < x < L .
(6.59)

Additionally,
tankx0 (1+εc Dk tank(x0 −L)) = tank(x0 −L) (6.60)

has to hold. This condition serves as a resonance condition for resonant k vectors (and, in turn,
resonant cavity frequencies).

6.2.8.2 Normalization of the electric field

To find the amplitude A1 of the electric field E(x), we normalize E(x) to the number of photons
inside the cavity. For this, we focus on the total electromagnetic energy, i.e., on

E =
ˆ L

0
dxu(x) (6.61)

where

u(x) = 1

2

(
ε0 |E(x)|2 + 1

µ0
|B(x)|2

)
(6.62)

is the energy density and B(x) is the magnetic field related to the electric field via the Maxwell
equation ∂x E(x) = iωB . This yields

E = 2ε0 |A1|2
[

x0 +
(

sinkx0

sink(x0 −L)

)2

(L−x0)

]
. (6.63)

The total number of photons inside the cavity is related to the (time-averaged) energy 〈E〉T = E/2
via

Nphot = 〈E〉T /ħωcav (6.64)

whereωcav is the cavity frequency. Thus, the electric field inside the cavity is normalized according
to

|A1|2 =
ħωcavNphot

ε0

1

x0 +
(

sinkx0
sink(x0−L)

)2
(L−x0)

. (6.65)
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Figure 6.10: Setting to solve the Helmholtz equation for the electric field and resonance frequency
using scattering theory.

6.2.8.3 Cavity resonance frequency

To find the cavity resonance frequencies ω = ck, we have to solve Eq. (6.60). In the following, we
solve this equation approximately for weak dielectrics and show that k(x0) = k

(
1−εc D sin2 (kx0)/L

)
for εc ¿ 1. We will also sketch how to solve this equation approximately for a strong dielectric.

Weak dielectric, εc ¿ 1 and D/L ¿ 1 For a vanishing polarizability εc = 0, the resonance condi-
tion (6.60) reads

tankx0 = tank(x0 −L) . (6.66)

Thus, the unperturbed solution reads k0 = nπ/L. To solve the resonance condition (6.60) for a
small polarizability εc ¿ 1, we make the ansatz k ≈ k0(1+δk). Plugging this ansatz into (6.60), and
expanding the expression up to first order in δk and in εc leads to

δk =−εc D sin2 (k0x0)/L . (6.67)

Thus,
k(x0) ≈ k

(
1−εc D sin2 (kx0)/L

)
(6.68)

where we replaced k0 7→ k. This solution is equivalent to the resonance frequency (6.10) which was
calculated using first order perturbation theory.

The resulting quadratic optomechanical coupling, hence, reads

∣∣G (2)
∣∣= εc

D

L

ω3
cav

c2 . (6.69)

Strong dielectric, εc À 1 while D/L ¿ 1 In the following, we sketch how to solve the resonance
condition (6.60) approximately to derive the quadratic optomechanical coupling for a strong di-
electric analytically.

In the limit of an infinitely strong dielectric, εc →∞, we expect that the optomechanical cavity
consists of two separate sub-cavities with length x0 and L − x0, cf. Fig. 6.10. Thus, we expect the
resonance frequencies to read k(L)

0 = nπ/x0 and k(R)
0 = mπ/(L−x0). Indeed, if εc À 1 the resonance

condition (6.60) reads approximately

εc Dk tankx0 tank(x0 −L) = 0 (6.70)

with solutions k(L)
0 and k(R)

0 . These two resonance k-vectors would cross, i.e., k(L)
0 = k(R)

0 if the
dielectric is placed such that x0 = nL/(m +n) . In this case, the (equal) resonance vector(s) reads
k0 = (n +m)π/L.

Let us now consider the case where εc <∞. Thus, we now take corrections for the resonant k
due to the other two terms in Eq. (6.60) into account. To get an avoided crossing, one always has to
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solve a quadratic equation for the resonance frequency. Thus, we now make the ansatz k = k0 +δk
which we plug into (6.60). Expanding this equation up to second order in δk, solving the resulting
equation for δk and replacing x0 = nL/(m +n)+δx yields an avoided crossing in δx. Expanding
the resulting expression (which is too lengthy to be reported here) up to second order in δx then
yields the quadratic optomechanical coupling

∣∣G (2)
∣∣= εc

D

L

ω3
cav

c2 . (6.71)

6.2.8.4 Definition of the linear measurement strength due to photon transmission or
absorption

In this section, we explicitly calculate the decoherence strength γabs
x due to photon absorption for

a one dimensional Fabry-Perot cavity.
We know that the electric field amplitude in the left and right part of the cavity depends on the

(linear) position x0 of the dielectric, cf. Eq. (6.65). Thus, also the energy flux density (described by
the Poynting vector 〈S〉T ) and in turn the number of photons impinging on the left (right) mirror
per unit time ṄL(R) depends on x0. Since the number of transmitted photons through the left (right)
mirror per unit time is proportional to ṄL(R), one is able to measure the linear dielectric position x0

by counting the number of photons which have left the cavity through the left and right mirror. The
knowledge of x0 allows one to distinguish between x0 = ±d/2 in principle, causing decoherence
which harms any x2 measurement.

In the following, we will derive the strength γx with which the linear position x0 is measured.
Our measurement signal is defined as the number of photons N L(R)

τ which are absorbed due
to impurities at the left (right) mirror during a measurement time τ. Given that the number of
absorbed photons per unit time at the left (right) mirror at time t is given by Ṅ L(R)(t ) we define

N L(R)
τ = Ṅ L(R)τ . (6.72)

Here, Ṅ L(R) is the average number of absorbed photons per unit time. The linear position mea-
surement strength γx is defined by [41]

γL(R)
x =

(
∂x N L(R)

τ

)2

2

〈(
∆N L(R)

τ

)2
〉
τ

. (6.73)

Thus, γx defines how much our measurement signal changes when the dielectric is moved com-
pared to the noise in the number of absorbed photons. In general,

〈
(∆Nτ)2

〉 = SṄ Ṅτ, whereas for
coherent light SṄ Ṅ = Ṅ [41]. We find

γL(R)
x =

(
∂x Ṅ L(R)

)2

2Ṅ L(R)
. (6.74)

In order to calculate the linear position measurement strength γx , we need to know the rate with
which photons are absorbed as a function of the dielectric position. Given that we know how many
photons impinge on the mirrors per unit time Ṅ L(R) we find Ṅ L(R) = P L(R)

abs Ṅ L(R) where P L(R)
abs is the

absorption probability of the left (right) mirror. Note that

P L(R)
abs = κabs

L(R)τrt (6.75)

whereκabs
L(R) is the photon absorption rate at the left (right) mirror and τrt = 2L/c is photon roundtrip

time, and L the cavity length. We can calculate Ṅ L(R) by dividing the electric field into waves trav-
eling to the left and right. The relevant part of the electric field describing photons traveling to the
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left and hitting the left mirror is given by

E← =−A1e−i kx , (6.76)

cf. Eq. 6.65. Using Maxwell’s equation ∂x E = iωB we find

B← = A1

c
e−i kx . (6.77)

Thus, the energy flux impinging the left mirror is given by the time-averaged Poynting vector

〈S←〉T = 1

2µ0
ReE ×B∗ =− 1

2µ0c
|A1|2 . (6.78)

Note that this is identical to the electric field intensity I ∝ ε0c |E |2 /2. A similar calculation yields
the energy flux impinging on the right mirror

〈S→〉T = 1

2µ0c
|A1|2

(
sinkx0

sink (x0 −L)

)2

. (6.79)

The rate Ṅ L(R) with which photons impinge on the left (right) mirror is connected to the Poynting
vector via

Ṅ = 〈S〉T

ħωcav
. (6.80)

Note that in one dimension [〈S〉T ] = J/s . Combining these formulas yields

Ṅ L(R) = κabs
L(R)

2L

c

∣∣〈S�
〉∣∣

ħωcav
(6.81)

or

Ṅ L = κabs
L Nphot

L

x0 +
(

sinkx0
sink(x0−L)

)2
(L−x0)

(6.82)

Ṅ R = κabs
R Nphot

L(
sink(x0−L)

sinkx0

)2
x0 + (L−x0)

.

In the following, we use (6.82) to find γL(R)
x . We assume that x0 is chosen such that pure quadratic

coupling k(x0 +δx) = k(x0)+ k ′′(x0)δx2/2 is engineered. Combining (6.74) and (6.82) and using
Ṅ L(R)(x0) = κabs

L(R)Nphot yields

γL
x = 2κabs

L Nphotχ
2k4 (L−x0)2 (6.83)

γR
x = 2κabs

R Nphotχ
2k4x2

0 . (6.84)

Here, χ = εc D/L in one dimension with D being the dielectric diameter and L the cavity length.
In three dimensions, χ = εcV /4Vc with V being the (effective) dielectric volume and Vc the cavity
volume.
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CONCLUSION

In the first part of this thesis, we have discussed how to generate squeezed mechanical steady-
states and squeezed output light with state-of-the-art optomechanical setups. In contrast to other
squeezing schemes, our schemes generate squeezing by using dissipation explicitly.

First, we have proposed and analyzed a simple but very effective scheme to generate arbitrarily
large steady-state mechanical squeezing. By driving an optomechanical cavity with two appro-
priately tuned lasers and by letting time evolve, a mechanical resonator is squeezed by an arbi-
trary amount in steady-state. We have interpreted our scheme in terms of reservoir engineering,
where the dissipative dynamics cools a Bogoliubov mode into its groundstate. As this groundstate
corresponds to a squeezed state, squeezing is generated via dissipation. We also discussed our
scheme in terms of coherent feedback. The optomechanical system measures the mechanical res-
onator autonomously while applying appropriate feedback which, in total, gives rise to mechanical
squeezing in steady state. Our scheme is currently implemented experimentally in a microwave
optomechanical setup in the group of K. Schwab at Caltech [156]. Observing mechanical squeez-
ing below the zero point fluctuations experimentally would be very exciting, as this would be the
first demonstration of squeezing below the vacuum fluctuations using a mechanical resonator.

Second, we also discussed how to use a related scheme to generate squeezed output light.
In contrast to other optomechanical squeezing schemes, such as Ponderomotive squeezing, our
scheme works best in the so-called “good cavity limit”. This limit is of particular interest as many
state-of-the-art optomechanical experiments are working in this regime. Additionally, many appli-
cations such as state-transfer, optomechanical sideband cooling etc. require the good cavity limit.
We predicted that our output light squeezing scheme can also be used to enhance the intrinsic
measurement sensitivity of an optomechanical setup. Our scheme could find applications in mi-
crowave optomechanical setups, where for instance the state of a (superconducting) qubit can be
read out with enhanced measurement sensitivity. Thus, our squeezing schemes add two simple yet
very effective ways of generating mechanical squeezing and output light squeezing to the toolbox
of sideband-resolved optomechanics.

In the remainder of this work, we moved our focus from state-of-the-art optomechanical se-
tups to future optomechanical setups. We have explored nonlinear quantum effects in the so-
called “single-photon strong coupling regime” of optomechanics, where the fundamental nonlin-
ear quantum interaction between photons and phonons becomes important on a single photon
level. We have shown how first signatures of the quantum nonlinear interaction could be observed
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with near-future optomechanical experiments. After that, we have studied how an even stronger
optomechanical interaction modifies the statistics of photons which are transmitted through an
optomechanical system. It has been predicted by P. Rabl [29] that the optomechanical system could
be used as single-photon source. We have extended this analysis by also studying the full temporal
correlations of photons. As a novel aspect, we have shown that photons can be transmitted through
the optomechanical system in cascades if the optomechanical cavity is driven with a stronger laser.
We also have analyzed how the photon statistics can be influenced by tuning the properties of the
mechanical resonator.

In the last part of this thesis, we have discussed how to make use of optomechanical systems
to prepare an object into a quantum spatial superposition state. We also analyzed the feasibility
of observing phonon jumps with levitated spheres. We derived a necessary condition to observe
energy quantization. It can be fulfilled with nanometer-sized levitated spheres. Thus, optome-
chanical setups are promising candidates to perform fundamental tests of quantum mechanics
with macroscopic objects.

To conclude, this thesis stimulated the investigation of (mechanical) squeezing with optome-
chanical systems. Additionally, it might also guide future experimental explorations of the optome-
chanical single-photon strong coupling regime. Furthermore, this thesis might contribute to fu-
ture optomechanical experiments which perform fundamental tests of quantum mechanics with
macroscopic objects.
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